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J. Lawrence Mitchell
In search of T.F. Powys: the visual record
'O wad some Pow'r the giftie gi'e us
'To see oursels as others see us.'
Robert Burns
During the second World War, Bill Dibben,
a Weymouth bookseller and Powys enthusiast, suggested that T.F. Powys's voice be
recorded for posterity. TFP politely—but
not surprisingly—demurred. Just after the
war, in the summer of 1946, Louis Wilkinson broadcast a short programme about
TFP on the West of England Home Service.
Gilbert Phelps, who was responsible for the
'Literature of the West' series of which
Wilkinson's talk was a part, subsequently
tried to persuade both TFP and John
Cowper Powys to permit recordings of their
voices. He even volunteered to bring a
'recording car' out to East Chaldon to
record atalk of some sort, adding 'we all feel
we really should have your voice recorded'
(Phelps to TFP, 6 May 1947). Neither would
agree, but TFP later wrote to his brother in
most revealing terms: 'I want to die completely when I die—to die in God—I do not
want any silly voice left behind' (TFP to
JCP, 19 July 1947). A curious view, most of
us may feel—to deny oneself the immortality of the spoken word; and perhaps even
more curious is the unarticulated, the primitive, feeling behind such a denial. It is as
though he feared being trapped, a bodiless
genie in the bottle of the recording machine;
it is the same sort of fear that brought some
societies to fear revelation of their real
names lest an enemy gain power over them.
Yet TFP's strange response is by no means
inconsistent with his lifelong struggle to hide
himself from the world and from the God
who was the focus of his unbelief.
The discomfort TFP felt at the thought of
his disembodied voice lingering after him

may well also account for his ambivalence
about photographers. Even during his final
illness when—in Sylvia Townsend Warner's
words—"he looked down and marked for
death", his anxiety about hospital manifested itself in part as an objection to a place
"where those photographers would get at
me" (Sylvia Townsend Warner's Diary, 17
July 1953). So it can be no surprise that there
are rather fewer photographic and other
representations of 'the quiet man of Dorset'
—his son's phrase—than there are of his
more gregarious and outgoing brothers,
John and Llewelyn. Yet the images available
—drawings,
paintings,
photographs,
formal and informal, and one massive piece
of sculpture—may yield all sorts of evidence
otherwise inaccessible; and collectively they
may lead us to some understanding of the
inner man.
It is interesting to note the widely
different reactions of men of letters to the
advent of photography. Balzac's reaction
was primitive: he entertained a superstitious
belief in the power of the medium and therefore feared some inevitable loss of self to the
camera. Hardy was a believer of a different
sort—his protagonists on occasion fell in
love with photographs; and Hawthorne's
photographer, Holgrave, in The House of
the Seven Gables, observes of a
daguerrotype portrait that 'while we give it
credit only for depicting the merest surface,
it actually brings out the secret character
with a truth that no painter would ever
venture upon'. Proust, on the other hand,
thoroughly despised a medium whose
connection to the past was exclusively visual
and therefore inadequate. If TFP shared
Balzac's fear, it was precisely because he
recognised—with Hardy and Hawthorne—
the revelatory power of the camera. The
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single portrait that pleased him the most was
the one in 1943 by Douglas Glass, the New
Zealander and former farmer, when TFP
was sixty-seven. It was shot, not during a
formal sitting in a studio or in his front
parlour, but without his even being aware,
while the two men wandered around outside. It is no wonder that TFP appears far
more at ease than in earlier, more consciously posed, portraits. TFP declared
proudly that he looked 'like an old ploughman on the headland', an image which tells
us much; for it looks back to the farmer he
once was, and, in his innermost heart, perhaps still yearned to be.
In the portrait by Glass, TFP is cleanshaven, as he usually appeared. But there
were periods in his life when he sported a
moustache or even a full-beard, and these
distinctly different selves are hardly known
because rarely recorded by the camera.
Occasional allusions to a moustachioed or
bearded TFP can, however, be found in

correspondence and in the reminiscences of
friends. Certainly the best-known is Louis
Wilkinson's observation in Welsh Ambassadors (1936) that "Theodore, with the
heavy moustache that he wore then, looked
astonishingly like Nietzsche."' Wilkinson's
'then' refers to November 1905, and to a
letter from TFP which rails against "the
loathed priest of this village". According to
Wilkinson, TFP's dislike of the clergy at the
time stemmed, at least in part, from his
reading of Nietzsche. This enthusiasm for
Nietzsche, in fact, went back some years;
Wilkinson recalls elsewhere that in his
undergraduate days he would sometimes
stay with TFP, then farming at Sweffling,
and that they would discuss Nietzsche and
Schopenhauer, among other topics. Could
there have been another farmer anywhere in
England so engaged? Since TFP was in
Swef fling from 1895 to 1901, and Wilkinson
did not go up to Cambridge until 1902, we
can pinpoint these discussions to the
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The Powys Family, 1899: frontispiece to Welsh Ambassadors (1936)
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academic year 1900-1901, before Wilkinson
was sent down from Oxford. TFP's knowledge of Nietzsche went back even further,
on the evidence of the inscription in his
personal copy of Thus Spake Zarathustra,
dated "25th December 1898":
Ah Love! Could thou and I with fate conspire
To grasp this sorry scheme of Things entire
Would not we shatter it to bits—and then
Re-mould it nearer to the Heart's Desire!
Edward Fitzgerald, The Rubaiyat of Omar
Khayam, stanza 73.
Also pertinent is the photograph of Nietzsche glued into the inside front cover of
TFP's copy of The Case of Wagner (1899), a
book purchased or given to him in November 1899. Now the earliest photograph of
TFP with his moustache is the family portrait first reproduced as a frontispiece to

Theodore between Littleton and A.R. Powys,
part of six brothers group, 1901.

Welsh Ambassadors; although undated in
Wilkinson's book, it is tentatively dated
1897 in Recollections of the Powys Brothers
(1980). But a companion piece from Lucy
Powys's album, taken on the steps of Mont-
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acute Vicarage the same day, bears the date
1899 on the back. So it appears to be the case
that TFP grew his moustache around the
time that his interest in Nietzsche
developed.2 Whether the two are causally
related we cannot, of course, be sure; but the
books and the photograph suggest that the
young Suffolk farmer had found an unlikely
model in a German philosopher whose
works were only just becoming known in
'advanced' circles of English society. TFP
had thus managed—consciously or unconsciously—to set himself apart from the other
males in his family both by occupation and
by appearance. The moustache had grown
more bushy and Nietzschean by 1901, the
date of the next family group. In this
photograph, the six brothers, ranked by age
and with arms firmly linked, present themselves to the world, in awesome solidarity—
save only for the anomaly of Theodore's
distinctive moustache. Still unpublished is
"Charlie", a transparently autobiographical
story set in Norfolk. The protagonist,
Charlie Blackburn is the son of a clergyman
"thrown out by the upper classes . . .
because he could not pass his exams as a
boy"; he is a prematurely grey-haired man of
forty with a distinctive reddish moustache
and a predilection for long walks—just like
TFP. The moustache remained with TFP
for more than a decade until he cultivated a
full beard in 1911, thereby marking himself
even more clearly as the outcast of the tribe.
He wrote of his decision to Wilkinson in the
summer of that year, "I am just beginning
to let the hair on my face grow" (TFP to
LW, 10 July 1911); by the time he met Llewelyn at Dorchester Station, the results were
dramatically evident. In Skin For Skin,
Llewelyn recalls the moment of 25 October
1911: "He had allowed his beard to grow,
and he looked like some moujik strayed into
Wessex, as different from the burghers of
the old Roman town as a raccoon in a settlement of woodchuck." 3 This comparison of
his brother to a Russian peasant suggests
just how out of place TFP appeared and
how alienated from the local populace.
Llewelyn cannot resist embellishing his

6
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response with another vivid comparison—
the raccoon among the woodchuck—drawn
from his American experience and, no
doubt, designed for his American readers.
There are only three representations of
the hirsute hermit of East Chaldon, the
earliest of which are pencil drawings by his
sister, Gertrude, in her sketchbook, one
from May 1912 and one dated 2 January
1914. The third is the full-length portrait,
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Pencil sketch by Gertrude Powys, 1912 (reproduced
with permission of Stephen Powys Marks)

perhaps commissioned, which serves as
frontispiece to The Soliloquy Of A Hermit
(1916), the first edition of TFP's first 'real'
book, published in America by G. Arnold
Shaw. The book is rarely found and the
photograph has not been reproduced
elsewhere; so that this image of TFP is
hardly known. Were it to be seen out of
context, it is doubtful that it would be recognized as TFP at all. He is seated on a wooden
arm-chair before the steps of Beth Car,
wearing a dark three-piece suit, with his left
leg crossed over his right and his right hand
folded over his left. His beard extends below
his collar and is flecked with grey and neatly
tapered in Van Dyke fashion; his face has

lost the smoothness of youth and is rather
drawn, even gaunt. It is the face of a man
who has suffered. Though he was most
certainly proud of his writing, TFP's own
subsequent response to the portrait was
unequivocal—he tore it out of his copy of
the book! And in a letter of 12 April 1928 to
Miss Ann Le Tall of Bath, a collector who
wished to procure a copy, he described a
copy owned by his Miss Cox, his wife's aunt,
which had 'a modern portrait pasted over
the original portrait'. Evidently he was not
alone in his negative reaction to the unfortunate frontispiece! But what misfortune,
what suffering did the photograph mirror?
There was, first of all, the mundane matter
of his teeth which had been giving him considerable trouble. On 29 September 1916 he
wrote to JCP: "I have tried to have some of
my teeth out. About half. I can't face the
rest of it though." More importantly, there
were the fifteen long years since he had given
up farming for writing which had yielded so
little reward. But the photograph was taken
before his teeth were removed, because a
month earlier, he had written to his brother
in America: "I meanwhile for want of anything better to do have shaved off my beard
and moustache. I cast off my beard for its
brutish quality and my moustache for its
ugly colour" (TFP to JCP, 23 August 1916).
Why the sudden revulsion from what had
been part of him for five years? The offhand
explanation here offered by him cannot be
taken too seriously; it is, in any case, quite
different from that offered to Louis Wilkinson a few weeks later which has more the
ring of truth: ' 'To change the current of my
depression I have shaved my face, but this
. . . has not done what I meant it to, but
rather the contrary. I think my beard was a
certain protection against my melancholy"
(TFP to LW, 10 September 1916). Without
this revealing remark, we might never have
guessed at the specifically therapeutic
intention behind the apparently innocent act
of toilet. As Schopenhauer—another of
TFP's early philosophical masters—says in
his essay, "Physiognomy": "every human
face is a hieroglyphic . . . which admits of
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being deciphered." Semioticians, indeed,
now teach us to read the entire body as a
text. The TFP known to the literary world
thus emerged, clean-shaven, in late 1916 and
would so remain for the rest of his life. 5 A
bearded TFP is now about as unfamiliar a
creature as a beardless Walt Whitman—
though both were once caught by the
camera's eye. Yet JCP still found occasion
to allude to his brother's beard forty years
later in a letter to Louis Wilkinson of 18
November 1957, recalling how he referred to
" 'this beard' as if it were a disguise he'd put
on for a game of charades at Montacute
House when he was fond of Margery
[ Phelips] and we used to act plays.'' Perhaps
not unrelated to TFP's change of appearance may have been his new-found, albeit
short-lived, success as an author: The
Soliloquy of a Hermit had been published in
real life, its fictional counterpart continued
to grace the Reverend Silas Dottery, one of
TFP's most loveable clergymen. Mr
Truggin, the Tadnol sexton, also grew one in
imitation of his master, we learn in "Harlot
Honey"; and, in "Archdeacon Truggin",
this shared characteristic gives Dottery an
excuse to send Truggin to the deathbed of
Mrs Thomas and his stand-in.
Apart from the English edition in 1918 of
The Soliloquy, TFP's first real book,
however, there would be no more books
until 1923. During this bleak period, which
encompasses the last two years of war and
the beginning of a post-war era of what C .E.
Montague calls Disenchantment,
few
photographs appear to have been taken.
One of the few to survive dates from about
1919-20, and shows TFP in an unusually
informal pose—legs crossed and hat by his
side, seated on the doorstep beside his
oldest, and then almost grown, son, Dicky.
On a summer visit to East Chaldon a couple
of years earlier, longtime family friend Dr
Bernie O'Neill, also saw TFP the family
man—no longer the "outcast" he had
declared himself in This Is Thyself, but a
father of two boys and very much a part of
the One Powys. Writing to Gertrude at
Montacute, O'Neill notes that "last night in
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a certain position Theodore's likeness to
Jack [i.e. JCP] was perfectly extraordinary" (BO'N to GP, 18 July 1917). Friends
TFP made in later years had difficulty
imagining any other 'Theo' than the gentle
and retiring soul of saturnine disposition
they knew and loved so well. In a 1926 letter
written on TFP's birthday to Violet Powys,
Sylvia Townsend Warner gleefully recounts
the reaction of Charles Prentice of Chatto &
Windus to one photograph. While he was in
hospital for a hernia operation, she writes:
"I nearly did for him, for I told him of the
photograph of Theo with a moustache. And
he was so pleased with the idea that he nearly
broke his stitches" (STW to Violet Powys,
20 December 1926). In the grasp of these
friends—Sylvia Townsend Warner in particular—the past had become risible, as in the
instance of the photograph, or a period of
unhappiness to be spoken of only in solemn
tones, if at all. The object of their affections
became 'Theo' and he was in part their
creation. But Sylvia Townsend Warner,
who had begun a biographical study of sorts
entitled Animae Effigies, wisely abandoned
it when she sensed TFP's discomfort at
being so thoroughly appropriated; for he
was rapidly becoming one of her most
whimsical fictions, as is clear in the extract
from her work-in-progress, 'A Study of
Theodore Powys', published in^l Chatto &
Windus Miscellany, 1928. She demonstrated the persistence of her interest in TFP's
appearance, when she recorded triumphantly in her diary for 5 August 1929: that "It
was Old Mrs Pitman who told Theo he
should grow a beard.'' Since she also quotes
TFP's own words here: "Then she died and
I cut it off", he was presumably the source.
But the statement has the symmetry of the
apocryphal, and perhaps the tip originally
came from Jimmy Pitman, later Sylvia
Warner's tenant in Miss Green's cottage and
grandson of the woman in question, Louisa
Pitman, the first post-mistress in the village.
Most of the important representations of
TFP—photographic or otherwise—were
created in the nineteen-year span between
1924 and 1943. But first, as a kind of touch-
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stone for the sundry portraits, let us cite J. B.
Chapman's incisive verbal sketch which
appeared in The Bookman, March, 1928, p.
315.
In appearance he is tall and broad-shouldered; his features are strong and clean-cut; his
lofty forehead is surmounted by a shock of
grizzly hair, and from beneath beetling brows
his eyes peer out with the steady questioning
gaze of the seeker. There is humour, too, in
that face, for though the mouth closes like a
trap, an upper lip of almost Irish length and
an occasional twinkle from those searching
blue eyes tend to mitigate the sternness of the
other features. Such is the man who, clad in
homely tweeds, may be seen almost any
afternoon in East Chaldon, taking his
favourite path past the inn to the heights
above.
It is curious that Chapman should here
ascribe to TFP ' 'the gaze of the seeker'', for
"the seeker" was his first literary alter ego in
An Interpretation
of Genesis (1907).
Actually,' 'Zetetes"; was the interlocutor in
this dialogue, the mask behind which TFP
hid himself. But there is no biblical figure
called "Zetetes"; the name is an invention
which comes from the Greek verb zetein 'to
seek' and hence is appropriately glossed
' 'The Seeker''. Ir is moreover, a name specifically associated with the Scepticism of
Pyrrho 7 who taught that the wise man
should preserve tranquillity of mind at all
costs. Accompanying the article from which
this passage is taken, there was an equally
striking pencil drawing (original now in the
Bradford Art Gallery) by William Roberts,
the Vorticist artist, whose angular and
robotic figures adorned the covers of The
New Coterie, the journal in which this drawing first appeared as a frontispiece in 1926.
It was also used as frontispiece for the two
stories, A Strong Girl and The Bride in the
same year. Roberts, of course, was obliged
to trek down to Chaldon to catch his subject
one Sunday in July, 1926.8 His first attempt
does not appear to have elicited much
enthusiasm, but in a letter to Charles Lahr,
the bookseller and distributor of The New
Coterie, TFP pronounced "this version of

the portrait . . . a great success" (TFP to
CL, 26 September 1926). Lahr had sent TFP
a framed copy. Similar pencil portraits exist
of four other writers—all masters of the
short story—from what might be dubbed
the Lahr stable: H.E. Bates, A.E. Coppard,
Rhys Davies, Liam O'Flaherty. With the
exception of Coppard, all of them at one
time or another drove down with Lahr to
visit TFP. Some of these drawings, which
appeared in The New Coterie, have more the
appearance of quick studies—unlike the
carefully wrought depictions of TFP and
Coppard in which Roberts's characteristic
shading is particularly delicate.
Early in 1923, Stephen Tomlin, the
sculptor, who had 'discovered' TFP upon
moving his studio to East Chaldon in 1921,
wrote to TFP from London after " a long
proud silence" to express his warm feelings
for "Beth Car and its inhabitants''. While in
Chaldon, he had produced a plaster bust of
TFP, presumably to be redone in bronze or
stone; but in this letter of 24 January 1923,
confesses that "my portrait of you fell
irrevocably to pieces on the way up, alas."
The only record of Tomlin's effort, then, is
a photograph of him sitting proudly beside
his work, which is perched precariously on a
tree-stump. 9 As though to compensate for
the reported loss, he later writes, albeit at the
prompting of David Garnett, to advise TFP
to get a publicity photograph taken:
"Bunny says it is most important that you
should have a good up-to-date 'portraitstudy' for press purposes."
Nevertheless, the next year, when the
editor of The Bookman requested a photograph, TFP still had not acted upon this
sensible recommendation. In his reply of 30
May 1924, he promises to get the "village
photographer" to take a photograph but
meanwhile offers some snapshots taken just
a couple of weeks earlier by David Garnett's
wife, Ray, adding: "The baby on the bridge
is David Garnett's little son [Richard]."
Though most of these snapshots would have
been inappropriate for The Bookman, they
do provide a rare glimpse of a relaxed TFP,
obviously at ease in the company of small
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children and actually smiling. In one of
them, however, Ray Garnett, catches TFP
alone in his visionary stance, with High
Chaldon in the background, gazing determinedly into space. This print was deemed
suitable for publication and subsequently
appeared with a review of Mark Only in the
issue of 24 July 1924.10 The Garnett family
was always welcome at Beth Car, but some
visitors provoked more fluster and anxiety,
as TFP indicated candidly to Ray Garnett in
a letter of 13 September 1924: "We had
Ottoline here with her husband a few days
ago . . . I'm glad that it's over . . . I like
Ottoline and Philipp Morrell very much but
we were dreadfully alarmed." Lady Ottoline, generous patron of so many artists and
writers, never managed to lure TFP to Garsington Manor as she did David Garnett and
Stephen Tomlin; for TFP was increasingly
averse to travel of any sort. The visit
occurred on 8 September 1924, on the
evidence of Gertrude's diary; JCP withdrew
to Chydyock for afternoon tea while the
Morrells "drank tea with Theodore". Lady
Ottoline herself, a compulsive but accomplished photographer, recorded the
occasion and two of the resultant snapshots
adorn Lady Ottoline's Album (1976). In the
one taken outside Beth Car, Philip Morrell
looks towards TFP who clutches a small
milk-churn and stares steadfastly at nothing
in particular. In the second, taken at the teatable, TFP—now in a double-breasted suit
—appears to draw away from the intrusive
eye of Lady Ottoline's camera as much as
from the afternoon sun. After the visit, she
wrote on 5 November 1924 to tell TFP of
Augustus John's appreciation of his writing
and of her hope that John "would do a
drawing of you . . . that would be better
than a dozen poor photos!" In fact, Augustus John, who had obtained TFP's address
from Lady Ottoline, made contact three
days later, writing of his admiration of
TFP's books and his hope of meeting; but
his visit failed to materialize until 30
December, when he arrived with T.E.
Lawrence in tow. John too lived in Dorset,
at Alderney Manor, near Parkstone.

Nothing came of this early meeting and not
until 1932 do we hear any more of the
planned portrait. Gamel Wolsey, the
American poet, reported to Llewelyn Powys
John's desire to paint Theodore in very
pragmatic terms: "I wish he would because
it's publicity of a kind and might make a few
people buy books." Sittings took place in
1933, and on 19 December John wrote to
TFP that he had caught cold on his last visit
but "will come to finish the portrait over
xmas". According to one unpublished
account, however, John became angry when
he discovered that the interior background
of the portrait had been disturbed and
promptly destroyed the painting. He was
then forced to begin again from scratch,
drawing only upon his sketches and his
memory. Some such scenario might well
account for the rather disappointing results
of this long drawn-out effort. A shelf of
books—appropriately enough—constitutes
the background but the space beneath the
books seems disturbingly empty or unfinished. On the other hand, John captures a
far gentler and more pensive TFP than is to
be found in any of the photographic
portraits except, perhaps, that by Douglas
Glass. Could it be that some of the recent
dramatic changes in TFP's life—Dicky's
death in East Africa and his decision to give
up writing—are reflected in those sad eyes?
The portrait, now in the Tate Gallery, was
not exhibited until the 1958 Summer
Exhibition of the Royal Academy (3 May to
17 August) where it hung alongside the works
by Eric Kennington, John Nash, and the
Spencer brothers, Gilbert and Stanley.
Within the Powys family, Gertrude
(GMP) had perhaps the greatest talent for
art and she alone had any formal training.
She had studied briefly in London, and
twice in Paris (1913 and 1923), where she
took a special interest in Cezanne's work. It
was soon after her return from this second
visit that she began an oil-painting of TFP,
evidently the first in a series of family
portraits. The impetus may have been the
self-portrait she had completed in Paris just
before her return home on 22 February
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unwittingly provoking a heated debate
about how to interpret the grim set of TFP's
mouth. Alyse Gregory reported to Sylvia
Townsend Warner a variety of comments
that had come her way via Malcolm Elwin
—including Augustus John's view that
TFP's face was tragic and tortured and his
conviction that Violet was the cause of her
husband's unhappiness. Sylvia Townsend
Warner responded impatiently to such
"nonsense", though she admitted having
seen TFP "look grim as a werewolf" at
times. In any case, she argued, "in that
particular photograph—which is a mechanical rather than a real likeness—his mouth is
set in a fatalistic curve, not a grim one." She
then makes a very strong and eloquent case
for Violet as the instrument of his salvation
rather than as the cause of his misery, and
refers some of his unhappiness to his farming days in Suffolk: "there was some sort of
crisis there, some plunge into the pit which
left a black mark there." n
Elizabeth Muntz, a Canadian sculptor
who had been drawn to East Chaldon in the
late twenties by Stephen Tomlin, was more
successful than he had been in attempting a
head of TFP. She began the project before
TFP's move to Mappowder in 1940; yet it
must have been set aside during the war and
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was not completed until 1949. First came a
series of sittings, the product of which was
more than a dozen drawings from various
angles.18 Muntz found him quite the most
interesting subject she had ever attempted,
and noted that' 'he took tremendous interest
in every detail of the procedure." He
displayed mock anxiety only when she made
a six-inch wax model of the head, lest some
of his "enemies" stick pins in it; but he
thoroughly approved the choice of Purbeck
stone cut from the nearby St Aldhelm's
Head quarry. Unfortunately, TFP never got
to see the result of all her efforts—a magnificent portrait in stone that is considerably
larger than life, truly "a weather-beaten
Zeus".19 It was exhibited at the London
Group Annual Exhibition at The New Burlington Galleries from 19 December 1949 to
16 January 1950, before being purchased by
public subscription for presentation to the
Bristol Art Gallery. It is now—more
appropriately—in the Dorset County
Museum where children are inexorably
drawn to the massive head when it is on
display. TFP once asked Muntz not altogether whimsically: "Will something have
gone out of me into that stone?" One can
only hope so.

NOTES
1

Louis Marlow [Wilkinson], Welsh Ambassadors,
1936, p. 72.
2
R.P. Graves (The Powys Brothers, London:
Routledge, 1983) is mistaken in claiming that he grew
the moustache while working on An Interpretation of
Genesis, i.e. 1905-1907.
'SkinForSkin, London: Cape, 1926; Village Press,
1975, pp. 91-92.
4
T.B. Saunders, ed. Essays of Arthur Schopenhauer, London: Allen & Unwin, 1951, p. 251.
5
In Letters to his Brother Llewelyn, London:
Village Press, 1975, Vol. 1, there is a photograph of a
bearded LIP from 1914. He is seated beside Marion
Linton, so it was probably an engagement photograph. This could not have been long before he went
off to join his brother, Will, on the farm in Gilgil,
British East Africa.
6
There is no official record of the publication date
of The Soliloquy of a Hermit but it was certainly in
January 1916, for JCP wrote to LP on 5 February of

that year, saying that it had "been out some time".
Letters, Vol. 1, pp. 196-197.
7
TFP underlined Pyrrho, characterized as "the
uneducated fool" in LIP's copy of Epicurus, left to
TFP by LIP in his will and annotated by both.
8
Roberts must have returned to East Caldon in later
years to paint "The Sailor's Return", the pub after
which David Garnett's novel is named, and which also
appears in a number of guises in TFP stories,
including "The Soldier's Return".
'Reproduced in Judith Stinton, Chaldon Herring.
The Powys Circle in a Dorset Village, Boydell, 1988,
p. 40.
"Soon after TFP's death in November 1953, a
cropped version of this photograph was reprinted with
an article by Littleton, "My Hermit Brother", in the
11 December 1953 issue of John O 'London's Weekly.
Another print in this series by Ray Garnett, of TFP in
a wickerwork chair, appeared in Michel Pouillard's
T.F. Powys: La Solitude, Le Doute, L'Art, 1981.
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In search of T.F. Powys: the visual record
Pouillard mistakenly attributes the photograph to
Stephen Tomlin. A third, of TFP with David Garnett
and his infant son, Richard, on High Chaldon, was
published in R.P. Graves, The Brothers Powys, 1983.
" H e occupied the same chair for R.H. Ward who
evidently saw the painting too, since he remarks that
"he sat in the armchair in which Gertrude Powys has
painted him", The Powys Brothers, 1935, p. 84.
" G M P ' s self-portrait (1924) and the study of LIP
reading (1926) are good examples.
"Soliloquies of a Hermit, Village Press edition,
1975, p. 75.
14
Reproduced with a short reminiscence by Mrs
WebbinPtfP, p. 59.
15
R.H. Ward, The Powys Brothers, 1935, p. 84.
16
B. Humfrey, ed. Recollections of the Powys
Brothers, London: Peter Owen, 1980, p. 152.
"STW to Alyse Gregory, 20 June 1967.
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"T.F. Powys. A Few Recorded Memories", B.
Sewell, ed., Theodore, Essays on T.F. Powys, 1964,
pp. 19-21.
"STW in "Theodore Powys at East Chaldon",
Recollections, p. 128.
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T.F. Powys: A Checklist of drawings, paintings, and photographic portraits
Compiled by J. Lawrence Mitchell
Note. For purposes of this checklist, I define "portrait" as a (usually) professional study of a single individual and
therefore exclude family portraits.
A. Paintings
1. 1924. Portrait in oil by Gertrude M. Powys, 15" x 22". TFP in armchair with pile of books on his right. In the
collection of Francis Powys; Mary Barham Johnson has a black-and-white photograph of this study (dated 1947).
2. 1933? Portrait in oil by Augustus John. Tate Gallery, no. T. 194. The Academy Illustrated, 1958.
3. 1950. Portrait in oil by William Powys. In collection of Gerard Casey. Face-on with Chaldon church in
background to right.
B. Drawings
1. 1912. Pencil sketch of TFP with full beard by Gertrude Powys in 9 x 10 sketchbook (1910) but drawn in May
1912.
2.1914. Pencil sketch of TFP with full beard by Gertrude Powys in 9 x 10 sketchbook (1910), dated 2 January 1914.
3. [1922-3] Drawing by Stephen Tomlin (for sculpture): it may have been destroyed.
4. 1924. Pencil drawing by Clifford Webb, 13.5" x 10". Property of Mrs Clifford Webb. Published in The Powys
Review, 9, 1981/2, p. 59.
5.1926. Pencil drawing by William Roberts. Bradford Art Gallery. Published in New Coterie, 4, Autumn, 1926, as
frontispiece. Also frontispiece in A Strong Girl, London: E. Archer, 1926.
6. 1928. Woodcut by Bertrand Zadig from photograph (see below). With hands clasped in front of him, and fingers
interlocked; a book open before him; in the dining room/study. Printed in The New York Herald Tribune Book
Review, 4 March 1928.
7. 1929. Pen and ink drawing by Powys Evans, 18" x 14". National Portrait Gallery. Commissioned by Everyman,
but never used, according to NPG.
8. [1932]. a. Pencil drawing by Frederick Carter, 9" x 7.5". The Harry Ransom Humanities Research Collection,
University of Texas at Austin (±79.50.7.1); signed "Frederick Carter" (bottom right) and labelled " T . F . Powys"
(bottom left); formerly in the collection of the artist.
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b. 1942. Dry-point etching by Frederick Carter from pencil drawing above, 11.25 x 12.25. The Harry Ransom
Humanities Research Center, University of Texas at Austin (±79.50.7.3); signed and dated in pencil "Frederick
Carter fee. 1932" (bottom right); labelled " T . F . Powys, esq." (bottom left); provenance as above.
c. [1932]. Dry-point etching, final proof (labelled "second state" on reverse); The Harry Ransom Humanities
Research Center, University of Texas at Austin (±7 9.50.7.2); signed "Frederick Carter" (bottom right) and
labelled " T . F . Powys" (bottom left); provenance as above.
d. [1932]. Dry-point etching, variant; The Harry Ransom Humanities Research Center, University of Texas at
Austin (65.404); signed "Fred. Carter" (bottom right); John Gawsworth's copy, with his book-ticket, red on
white, on reverse: "Realm of Redondo/krown] Ex Libris/JOHN GAWSWORTH (1912-)(H.M. King Juan 1, 1974".
e. [1932]. Dry-point etching, variant, 7.25 x 9; in the collection of J. Lawrence Mitchell; unsigned and unlabelled;
a gift from Kenneth Hopkins (1985), who was given it by Charles Lahr, for whom Carter did an illustration for
TFP's Christ in the Cupboard (Blue Moon Booklet No. 5, 1930).
This portrait was one of a series originally intended for use in Gawsworth's Ten Contemporaries (Ernest Benn,
1932). None of them were, in fact used in the book. Curiously, TFP is the only individual for whom there is a
portrait, but no contribution in the book. It is not clear why the portraits went unused—they are certainly well
enough executed; nor is it clear why no TFP contribution was included in the book. When the book was published,
Charles Lahr sent TFP a copy, together with Carter's The Body Mystical. Among the other "contemporaries"
identified by Gawsworth and drawn by Carter are Rhys Davies, W.W. Gibson, Stephen Graham, D.H. Lawrence,
Arthur Machen, Gilbert Murray, Herbert E. Palmer, M.P. Shiel.
9. 1935. Drawing in red chalk (facing left) by Gertrude Powys, signed "G.M. Powys, 4 July 1935"; published in
R.H. Ward, The Powys Brothers, 1935, facing p. 83; one of three, along with portraits of JCP, LIP. Reproduced in
The London Mercury, December, 1935, Vol. 33, No. 194.
10. [c. 1939-40?]. Drawing for sculpture by Elizabeth Muntz, 14x9; in the collection of Margaret Eaton, from the
estate of EM (Hope Muntz).
11.1984. Chalk? drawing in brown of TFP with JCP and LP by Philip Atkins. Cover illustration for the paperback
edition of Richard Percival Graves, The Brothers Powys, Oxford U.P., 1984.
12. 1988. Pen-and-ink drawing by Michael Gunkel from photograph by Douglas Glass. Printed in broadsheet to
accompany "Sonnet" by TFP, Coffee House Press, Minneapolis.
C. Sculpture
1. 1922-3? Plaster bust by Stephen Tomlin. Disintegrated.
2. a. 1949. Bust by Elizabeth Muntz, G.M.C. in Purbeck Stone. Exhibited at the London Group Annual
Exhibition, The New Burlington Galleries, 3-5 Burlington Gardens, 19 December [1949?]-16 January [1950?]. See
"By pony to her studio", Illustrated, 5 February 1949. Includes photo of EM at work on "uncompleted head" of
TFP. Dorset County Museum, Dorchester.
b. [1949]. Wax sketch model, c. 6 inches in height. Location unknown.
D. Photographic Portraits
1. 1878. Portrait of TFP in chair, May 1878 (2 years and 5 months) by E. Debenham, Royal Portrait Studio,
Weymouth (No. 8900). Taken while living at Brunswick Terrace. In collection of Francis Powys, and dated on
reverse.
2. Full-length portrait; frontispiece to The Soliloquy of a Hermit, 1916. TFP seated, in dark three-piece suit, with
full beard.
3 a. 1924. Head and shoulders, hair grey and wind-blown, with High Chaldon in the background. By Ray Garnett
who also illustrated some of TFP's books. Published in The Bookman, 24 July 1924, to accompany review of Mark
Only.
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b. 1924. Fuller version of above, with TFP in three-piece suit, wearing watch-chain; accompanies Littleton
Powys's "My Hermit Brother" in John O'London's Weekly, 11 December 1953, p. 1153.
4. 1924. In Beth Car dining room/study. By Lady Ottoline Morrell; published in Lady Ottoline's Album (1976).
5. 1928. With his hands clasped in front of him, and fingers interlocked; a book open before him; in the dining
room/study. Published in The Countryman, April, 1928, vol. 2, no. 1, p. 17 (caption says "in his Somerset
cottage") and reproduced in October, 1934, issue. Also the basis for Bertrand Zadig's woodcut.
6. 1931. Head and shoulders, in coat and scarf; signed by TFP. Published in The Bookman, January 1933, p. 396,
to accompany Cecil G. Hutchinson's " T . F . Powys" in "The Bookman Gallery" series. Reproduced in Welsh
Ambassadors, facing p. 64, 1936; also in R.C. Churchill's The Powys Brothers, 1962. Print in collection of HRC,
University of Texas at Austin; and in Vera Wainwright collection (BL. ±86, BL Add. ms. 54330), dated 1931. Also
on inside back flap of dust-jacket for first Penguin.
7. 1931. Full length photo by Vera Wainwright of TFP in hat, with walking stick, Winfrith. In Vera Wainwright
collection ( + 87: BL. Add. ms. 54330), and dated July, 1931. Published in green as cover for Soliloquies of a
Hermit, Village Press, 1975.
8. 1934. Portrait in Beth Car dining room/study by Howard Coster, self-styled "Photographer of Men".
Published as dustjacket of Captain Patch, 1935; also used in Welsh Ambassadors, 1936, facing p. 208, in The
Powys Brothers, 1967, facing p. 53, and on the back cover of the 1957 Penguin edition of Mr Weston's Good Wine.
In 1985, the photograph was included in an exhibition of Howard Coster's work at the National Portrait Gallery,
and published in Howard Coster's Celebrity Portraits, ed. Terence Pepper, New York: Dover Publications, Inc.,
1985, p. 18. Also used in the "literary levee" arranged and photographed for The Bookman (December 1934),
before it merged with The London Mercury. Powys has been placed at number six in the back row on the back cover
between A.P. Herbert (no. 5) and John Buchan (no. 7).
9; 1942. " T . F . Powys at Mappowder, aged sixty-seven" by Douglas Glass, New Zealand photographer. Published
as frontispiece and dust-jacket of Harry Coombes, T.F. Powys, 1960. On the back of the copy of this in the Katie
and Lucy Powys collection (Mappowder), it is stamped "Dorset Magazine. Copyright Colin Graham, Melborne
Post, Sherborne, Dorset."
10. [c. 1930s?]. Head and shoulders by S.J. Herbert, Weymouth. Published in The Dorset Year Book, 1974/1975,
p. 20; one of three photographs of the brothers to accompany "The Powys Family", by M.F.D. Fairman, pp. 1921.

JONAH JONES
Bust of John Cowper Powys, 1957
Anthony Bland bought the first cast. The second is in
the National Library of Wales, Aberystwyth. Joyce
Bland, Anthony's Bland's widow, now living in
Barbados, is willing to sell the bust. Anyone who is
interested in buying it should write at first to the
Editor of The Powys Review.

T.F. Powys
The White Spider

edited by J. Lawrence Mitchell

The sole manuscript of this story is in the collection of
the Harry Ransom Humanities Research Center,
University of Texas at Austin. There is also a
typescript made by Peter Riley some time in the sixties
and now in the collection of Belinda Humfrey. The
manuscript is in the small, thin, and often almost
illegible, hand of TFP so characteristic of his early
drafts of a story; it is hardly surprising, then, that
there were some words that Riley could not read. My
own collation of the manuscript against the typescript
confirmed some but not all of Riley's readings; for
example, I read "tarry and kiss" not "toy and kiss"
and "Mr Pardy" not "Mr Pady". The text itself
needed some minor editorial work—the reworking of
a few sentence fragments, the deletion of a redundant
"that", the addition of an accidentally omitted
pronoun, etc. As was often the case, Powys vacillated
over the title of this story. At the top of the first manuscript page, he had written in pencil "The devil in
love" and "Luke looks for a girl". He also added "To
be changed",—a clear enough indication that the
story needed some polishing.
J.L.M.

Luke Bird did not go to live at Folly Down at
once after leaving Little Dodder, but having
been disappointed once or twice in love,
Luke thought that before he settled down
again he would travel. To Luke travel did
not mean what it does to some, to rush in a
cloud of petrol for a hundred miles or so, to
Luke it was only walking. In his pockets
beside what he had in the bank, there were
ten pounds, mostly in silver. New silver
Luke preferred—a good man likes to feel
rich. He is rich indeed with God as a
companion, with so much silver too, as well
as a good conscience, Luke felt the he
abounded.
Luke had no objection to February as a
month for walking; he liked it. For as the
first thought of love is the most kindly, so
the first scent of spring, and the first warmth
of the sun, is the most delightful. Because he
was a true lover Luke preferred footpaths to

main roads, and he allowed the creatures to
lead him. If he saw a hare cross a field, that
would be his way too; Luke had always been
used to being led by the creatures. When he
was almost an infant his mother had let him
go out with a goat, who led Luke by a string
and always brought him back safely and in
time for dinner.
The Birds had once been small-holders,
and Luke's parents were respectable people,
though he had the misfortune to lose them
when he was but a young man. They were
both drowned in the same river; the sad
accident happened one December. Mr.
Bird had taken his wife to market amongst
the pigs, for there was only room for himself
in the driver's seat. On the way home the one
lamp that they carried went out, for a dreadful rain storm had come on. At first the
horse would not cross the bridge, knowing
that it was unsafe. But at last the beast was
persuaded to go over, and while upon the
bridge the floods swept them all away. And
Luke buried his parents next to one another
in the church yard at Norton—and dug a
deep hole for the horse just outside the
churchyard wall.
Luke was always soft-hearted and
religious. And he always wondered why men
and women were not more happy in the
world. He could not understand that with so
much to please every one, all were not
happy. "There is God" he said, as he walked
gladly along—"who planted the first white
violets. He invented religion and he invented
young girls. One had only to believe the one
and notice the others to be happy."
Luke Bird followed one footgapth and
then another. He had left his lodgings at 7
o'clock in the morning, and he told his landlady, whose daughter he had once loved,
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that he would not be back again for three or
four days. Luke had noticed two ravens in
the sky and that was why he had gone out.
They croaked loudly which showed that they
knew which way they were going. The
ravens were out of sight before he was out of
the town, but there were other birds, and
were pleased to see him.
There is no adventure so exciting as a walk
in country fields when one does not know
where one is going to. If one footpath led to
a cottage, Luke would find another that led
him away from it. All things gladden the
eyes of a true believer. Luke happily climbed
the stiles; he liked rough wood, for out of the
roughest log God makes a man. Luke
believed that about nightfall he would arrive
at a village. There he would find a lodging.
And certainly there would be a church near,
and perhaps a picture of the Blessed Virgin.
Luke was a protestant, so he did not think
that he ought to worship the Virgin; on the
other hand, there was no reason why he
should not love her. Although Luke had
been disappointed in love he was not the
kind of young man that despairs.
"Surely, there must be young girls in
every direction, and, if not seen in the flesh,
then they are in signs and wonders, in
ecstasy, in holy objects, in trees, and in
pictures. Green fields can be eager to love. A
ewe lamb can delight the eye and many a
hedgerow laughs like a girl. No one need
despair," thought Luke. "Though the
world may look as grey as a stone, yet in a
little while a tree may leap like a young
heifer." In the middle of the day, Luke
followed a footpath that led up a little hill.
He climbed gladly. There was no trouble in
his heart unless it were love. Upon the hill he
saw a vision a beautiful girl; she was very
young, with wonderful dark eyes, holy
breasts, and the blackest hair. She was
evidently a Jewess. She came to him and said
that she was unhappy. Why so lovely a
creature could be unhappy Luke did not
know, but he had not time to ask her, for she
vanished.
When she was gone, Luke saw a wild duck
circle in the air. He watched the duck to see
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which way it went. Presently the bird flew
down some distance off, and Luke
descended the little hill. He had not gone far
before he came to a small inn by the side of a
little lane and, wishing to rest for a while, he
entered. A man, whom the landlord
addressed as Frank Tuff in, was talking to a
Mr Pardy. They were both evidently on the
way to the small village, Nuttycoombe—
and returning from the fair where where
they had gone to sell a fat bull. Under the
table there was a little black dog that Luke
took a fancy to. He supposed that it
belonged to one of the men. The dog looked
like a poodle but it had a long tail. If the little
dog went to Nuttycoombe, Luke thought
that he would go there too. But meanwhile
he drank a glass of beer and listened to the
conversation.
' 'There ain't nothing happening at Nuttycoombe?" asked the landlord of Frank
Tuffin.
"All the talk be about thik white spider,"
replied Frank.
"Who did see en first?" asked Mr Pardy,
who carried a long stick that had been
attached to the ring of the bull.
"Tis said that thee's own Nelly or else
Molly did see en first," replied Frank,
"for they both did sit in back pew in
church."
"Tis a big one I suppose, and be it true
that no one wont go to church because of
that thing."
Mr. Pardy moved back a little. "There be
a dog under table," he said. The company
gazed at Luke; evidently they supposed that
the dog had entered the room with him.
And, as though to confirm this view, the dog
leaped upon Luke's knee and licked his
cheek.
"That be strange," said Frank Tuffin,
"for beside the white spider thik little dog
have been seen in Nuttycoombe."
"It's a friendly dog," said Luke, who for
the first time joined in the conversation. "I
wonder to whom it belongs."
"To no one hereabouts," observed Mr.
Pardy, "for the dog has no master in Nuttycoombe."
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"I have always trusted to bird and
animals," said Luke, "and when I leave this
house this little dog will show me where to
sleep."
"Look at ' e , " cried Frank Tuffin—
"little dog be running round gentleman in
funny manner.'' And so the dog was, for the
stool Luke sat upon was at a distance from
the settle where the other guests were reclining, and the little dog ran around that chair
some seven times and then curled up under it
and appeared to go to sleep.
"Tell me about the white spider," asked
Luke of Mr Pardy.
"Tain't much to tell of," replied Mr
Pardy, "though it have caused so much
talk, but 'twas Molly Turner who were first
frightened by it, when it crawled down
window in Church."
"Was the window plain or painted?"
asked Luke.
"Tis painted," answered Mr Pardy, "wi'
a maiden."
"And who may she b e , " asked Luke
excitedly, "for a girl even in a picture has
often pleased me."
"Nelly do say 'tis a virgin," said Mr
Pardy, "who be spoken of in Bible."
"The Queen of Heaven," said Luke.
"And the white spider did crawl down from
that window, and Molly do think that thik,
fine white spider were hid under she's
clothes." The little dog wagged its tail.
"Sunday be tomorrow," said Mr Pardy,
"and if thee do wish to see spider for thee's
self, thee mid go to church. But don't say no
prayer to thik picture.'
"And why not," asked Luke, "isn't it
proper to pray to the Queen of Heaven?"
"The Rev James Mullin . . . " observed
Frank Tuffin.
"Who be rector of Nuttycoombe," said
Mr Pardy, "don't believe in no prayers."
"And what does he believe in?" asked
Luke.
"In daisies and buttercups," answered
Frank, "for 'e don't think anyone but they
flowers can speak to God. And so Church be
empty—or rather when the people went out
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the flowers came in—for Church be now a
green house."
"And the white spider?" asked Luke.
' 'Molly who be the servant at Rectory and
do water the flowers that be set to pray in the
pews, be afraid of en."
"Is the picture of the Queen of Heaven
very beautiful?" said Luke with a sigh.
"To some it mid be," said Frank Tuffin,
"but I bain't the one to like painted glass as
a bedfellow. And she's leg be hidden."
"They may not always be secluded,"
observed Mr Pardy. "For my aunt Susan
did own a picture of a young girl who were
once found in Uncle's bed at midnight."
"And I've always heard it said that no
painted picture be fit to trust in a nice house.
There be a picture of God in me big Bible
that do bide upstairs," said the landlord,
"and if I mid bring thik down, we will see
what it can d o . "
Mr Pardy hesitated and pulled the mug
that he was drinking from nearer to him.
"God bain't no thief be ' e ? " he asked
anxiously, "for if 'e do walk 'e mid drink
too."
" O h " cried Frank, "let's see what 'e can
do, though 'tis me belief that 'tis only young
women who do come out of their frames."
"If 'e do drink, 'twon't be no loss to I , "
said the landlord, and hastened out of the
room. No sooner was he gone than the little
dog began to whine, and catching hold of
Luke's coat with his teeth he tried in every
way to get him to leave. Luke, being of a
kindly nature, and wishing to please the little
dog, allowed himself to be led off.
As soon as they were in the lane, the
February evening closed in and almost in a
moment all was darkness, but so sleek and
shiny was the little dog's black coat, that
Luke could see which way it went, and
allowed himself to be led along for a mile or
two until he came to a little wood of fir trees
just outside the village of Nuttycoombe,
where there was an empty hut that had once
been the residence of a keeper who had left
a broken camp bedstead, a chair and a table
and some pots and pans. 'Twas the home for
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a lover, and Luke Bird could do nothing else
but think of the heavenly picture in the
church and of the white spider. Of Nelly
Pardy and of Molly Turner he thought too,
and decided to try earthly joys first and after
that heavenly. He was not proud, and did
not wish to show himself so in matters of
love. And, wishing to begin with Molly, he
called the little dog to him.
"I believe you are in love t o o , " he said to
the dog. The dog wagged its tail. "With
Nelly or with Molly?" asked Luke. But the
dog shook his head. Luke shook his head
too. "It would be unfortunate,"he said, "if
it turned out that we both loved the same
picture, but I will go buy me some supper."
Leaving the dog in the hut, Luke proceeded to the shop, where Mrs Turner lived
with her daughter Molly. Luke informed
Mrs Turner that he had come to the village
for a day or two, and after making his
purchase, and parting with a little of his
silver money, asked for Molly.
"I have come a long way, " h e said, "and I
desire a young girl with whom to sport and
play. I have been guided here by the ravens
and a little black dog, and I know all about
the white spider and the picture of the virgin.
Nothing could be more natural and proper
than that Molly should come with me to my
hut, and that there we may tarry and kiss
until the morning. I can assure Molly that I
am not altogether ignorant about love, and
will make her happy."
Mrs Turner who was much scandalized
by such strange talk, handed to Luke the
goods that he had bought, and without
making any reply to his request for Molly,
turned him out of the shop without his
change, saying that it was time to close.
After thoughtfully eating his supper and
sharing it with the dog that for some
unkown reason he had named 'Lucifer',
Luke Bird bethought him of Nelly Pardy.
He had reason to believe she was a servant at
the rectory, and decided that in the morning
he would visit Mr Mullin and ask him
whether he might not assist Nelly in watering
the worshipping flowers that alone prayed in
the pews of the Church.
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Every young man, and Luke always had
love in his heart, likes to set off to visit a girl.
Indeed, old men, too, as well as young, if
girls were kinder, and the people's voice a
little less inquisitive, would start off upon
the same errand with a gladsome mind.
Amongst the trees in the little wood a
magpie chattered, and told Luke who
always guessed at the meaning of a bird's
cry, that Miss Nelly had the whitest skin,
though her hands were somewhat soiled
with all the work that she did for the Rev
James Mullin. Luke brushed his clothes
with his hands, washed, trimmed his beard,
and after eating of the provision that he had
bought over night, he went off gaily to the
Nuttycoombe rectory, leaving the little dog
at home. He found Nelly in the garden doing
what a good girl will sometimes do, hanging
a few garments upon the clothes line. Luke
told her of what the magpie had said, and,
taking her by the hand, he led her to a
garden seat, that was unfortunately exactly
oppostie the Rev James Mullin's study
window. The Rev James Mullin was a
confirmed bachelor. That was how he came
to believe that only flowers can pray and
that every green house was a church, and
that every church should be a green house.
He never doubted once, but that all the
flowers called Holy, Holy, Holy, Lord God
Almighty. And that every good man or
woman also did become the flower of his
choice. Mr Mullin thought a foxglove would
suit his case, and he left a clause in his will,
bidding his executors as they valued the
legacy that he left them, plant fox glove
seeds upon his grave so that they might
mingle with his dust and praise God from
the grave mound of a man. Never was there a
garden more prettily decked with flower
pots than his was, for he never cut a flower,
but all grew from the roots. The seat upon
which Nelly and Luke were resting—who
were already talking about the white spider
and the picture of the blessed virgin from
which the white spider seemed always to
come—was encircled with celandine, even at
that time of the year in full flower, the new
spring upon them.
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But they did not talk long before they
were interrupted by Mr Mullin who, sitting
himself before the pair, took each one of
their hands, and called them his children.
"My dears," said Mr Mullin, who had
always treated Nelly Pardy as a daughter,
"if you would only be willing to die and be
buried you will become a cowslip, and may
then bloom and blossom and praise God."
"Although I truly believe that a rose can
pray," said Luke, "yet I believe that some
simple creatures can pray better—many a
moron knows the Lord's prayer by heart."
"Alas," replied Mr Mullin, "no creature
lives in harmony with the universe. A
rabbit's behaviour is frivolous, and a girl's
worse. All that a girl thinks of is to have her
young man bury himself in her heart—when
each one of them should wish to be buried in
the ground."
Luke turned to Nelly. "I love Molly
Turner," he said, "and if she will allow me
to enjoy her first, I will enjoy you afterwards."
"Alas," cried Mr Mullin, "what a
desperate young man is this who talks so
wildly. Surely in his next existence he will be
a dandelion."
Nelly rose hurriedly,''I can't wait here all
the morning,'' she said, " I have to finish the
washing." And she hurried away.
Mr. Mullin remained for a while seated
beside Luke. "You had much better," he
said, "love a primrose than a girl, for see
how easily their jealousy is roused. Nothing
can be had from them except woe and
torment. I tried once to teach Nelly to pray
but it was an utter failure. But now that the
church is filled with flowers, God listens to
them, and even Nelly Pardy when she waters
them, enters paradise."
"Alas," cried Luke, "since neither Nelly
Pardy nor Molly Turner will love me, I must
enjoy the white spider."
"Be careful," said Mr Mullin holding up
his hand as a warning, "you never know
what is in the church. I myself have always
felt a little queer when I gazed at that
window and saw the virgin. There is something in her manner, so thoughtful and
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wondering, and so coy, that I dare not go to
watch the flowers pray that are in the pew
next to her. And once when the white spider
approached me I fairly ran from the
church."
"I will visit it this afternoon," said Luke.
And I will not wait for Nelly, for these young
women who can never love one another can
never truly love a man. The white spider may
be more kind."
Luke bade Mr Mullin farewell, and
retired to his hut where he received a fine
welcome from Lucifer who leaped upon his
knees and caressed his face, licking his
cheek. Luke drew a little water from a pond
near to his habitation and ate some of Mrs
Turner's biscuits. And no sooner had he
dined than there came to his door by two
separate paths, Nelly Pardy and Molly
Turner, who both together demanded the
embrace of a bridegroom. Luke looked
upon them with compassion, and informed
them, though not unkindly, that his love was
a spider. And hurrying out of the door he
went to the church. Upon his opening the
door he found himself in a garden of fair
flowers, most of which were early primroses
that bloomed in hundreds of plots, and
filled the church with the delicious odour of
many perfumes.
But Luke did not pause long to gaze at this
praying flower. He was at once led away by
the youthful and gracious appearance of a
young girl in a painted window. Leonardo
himself could not have made a more
adorable creature. She was child-like yet
womanly, holy yet full of loving wishes; a
girl of kind ways and joyful desires. As Luke
gazed at her he sighed woefully. 'Twas to
her, he knew, all the flowers were praying.
And he knelt down too.
He knelt there with his eyes closed for a
few moments, and when he opened them he
saw upon the window below the picture a
large white spider. The insect seemed
friendly and, walking slowly to Luke, it bid
him love her. Luke was, as may be expected,
astonished at this request of the spider's and
even more so when the spider began to speak
to him.
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"I found heaven dull," she said, "though
I am its queen. And though there are always
a large number of beautiful angels in attendance, there is one that always makes my
husband Adonai, smile when I speak of him
whom I have never seen. You know my
husband, jealousy?"
"I d o , " answered Luke, "for even with
Nelly he would not allow me to be completely happy, and no doubt he watches you now
that you are with him in Heaven with the
greatest care."
"And thou that love me," said the virgin
with a deep sigh, "can only view me as a
white spider."
"Alas," said Luke, "and is it the only
form in which you will appear to me?
Though I am but a young man I am an
ardent lover—and would much delight to
see you in your true aspect."
"I may perhaps grant your wish,'' replied
the spider, "for like all other queens I am
extremely inquisitive. And if you will show
me the Devil, I will allow you to see m e . "
"And to love you," said Luke.
"As becomes a Christian, of course,"
replied the Queen of Heaven.
"Do you live always here?' inquired
Luke.
"When I am not in heaven, for a mysterious charm is worked into the picture that
you see above, that permits me to inhabit
this church and take the form of a white
spider."
"Do you not miss the worship in
Heaven?" said Luke.
"Certainly n o , " answered the Virgin.
"And I have no lack of worshippers here,
for all the flowers, as Mr Mullin so truly
says, worship and adore me."
"Will you allow me to press you in my
arms, if I show you the devil, for I am sure
that Frank Tuffin, who uses his name so
often, must know where he is."
The white spider sighed. "Adonai is
beautiful," she said, and his spirit is a
delightful as himself, but when my son went
to be crucified, he told me a lie."
"Alas," said Luke, "I cannot believe
that."
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" He said that he was only going to the fair
at Jerusalem to bring me back a pink ribbon
for my hair."
"And he went instead to heaven," said
Luke.
The white spider looked mournful.
"Have you loved me for long?" she said.
"Since I first saw you upon a Christmas
card. You were looking up at an angel who
stood over you with his wings unfurled. I
envied him his pleasure."
"Twas small," replied the Queen carelessly.
Luke started; the noise of thunder shook
the church and the spider vanished.
Luke wandered home, so much in love
with the beautiful vision that he had seen
that he walked into a tree. However, he
wasn't much hurt, and arriving at his hut he
was surprised to find that no dog was there,
and instead there stood beside the table a
young man who might have been a younger
brother of Frank Tuffin, dressed in the
clothes of a labourer.
"I have saved you the trouble," said the
visitor to Luke, "of searching me out. And
do not despise me when I tell you that I am
Satan. I have lodged in the country, that is
the only part of the world that I am believed
in. I, like youself, am a wanderer, and
hearing of the beautiful picture in the Nuttycoombe church, I, too, desired to see it.
Hearing my name mentioned by Frank
Tuffin, I hastened to the Plough Inn—and
finding you there, I knew you at once as a
fellow lover."
Luke pondered deeply, "He who sups
with the devil," he began—
"She is still but young," observed the
Devil reflectively, "and she may not allow
me to love her to the full. Because as you well
know she is already married."
"By proxy," said Luke. "And no
mention of that is made in the law of man.''
"But nevertheless," said Satan, "there
are folk who may not approve of our talking
to her."
' 'We can do no harm if we only admire her
beauty," said Luke, "though she promised
me a little favour if I showed you to her."
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"The Devil she did," cried Satan. "But,
alas, I am quite ashamed of myself. When
all the world believed in me, I was a beautiful
being, the morning star. I rode majestically
upon a great horse, I commanded arms, I
performed the High Mass as Pope John, I
conquered the world as Tamburlaine and I
fished for salmon as Captain Johnston.
Those were my good days—when the high
and great believed in me, when Luther and
Blake saw me, and I was a great being."
"And what are you now?" asked Luke.
" A coal merchant," replied the Devil.
Luke looked happy. "Come with me,'' he
said "and I will show you to the Queen."
"Alas," said the Devil as they walked
along, "I fear that the sight of me will not fill
this young woman with any loving desire.
And I rather think that it's you who has the
best chance."
"She only said she wished to see you,"
said Luke anxiously.
"But to see is to love with some of them,''
said the Devil, "and I will not give up
hope."
"But at least," said Luke, "she promised
me a little."
As they approached the church the sun
came out from behind a cloud. Spring had
come suddenly, larks sang in the sky, and
Nelly Pardy, showed her white arms, when
she shook out the table cloth after Mr
Mullin's breakfast. Luke and his companion were in no hurry; they loitered along the
village street, watching all that they saw with
the usual interest of sensible travellers.
"I hope she hasn't been missed,"
observed the Devil as they neared the
church.
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"Where from?' said Luke absentmindedly.
"From Heaven," said Satan, "for if she
had, I consider that our journey will be
wasted."
Arriving at the Church, the great door
was found to be open. And Luke was
surprised to hear voices within the edifice.
"I should have thought," said a voice "that
so many altars to one lady should have
contented you, for surely no one has been
more worshipped."
"It is not worship that I want but love,"
replied a soft voice. "And I have always
understood that Satan was a kind lover."
"And so that was why you asked Luke to
show him to you. But were you really going
to allow Luke to hold your hand as a
reward?'
"I want love," said Mary.
"And that was why you changed yourself
into a spider," exclaimed Adonai, for Luke
knew the voice now. "But Mr Mullin is right
—that flowers worship and that men should
love."
"And Luke?" asked Mary.
"You shall love him in Heaven."
Luke turned to his companion but he had
vanished.
"But I want to see the Devil."
"You see me," said Adonai.
The sun was dimmed and a dreadful crash
was heard. Luke put his hands to his ears.
All was again silence. He peered into the
church, and saw that the painted window
was shattered by a thunderbolt. And also in
the sky he noticed the white spider being
carried off by a large hawk.

Jeremy Hooker
Thomas Hardy, John Cowper Powys and Wessex
First, I want to use a passage from The Return of
the Native to illustrate Thomas Hardy's way of
seeing. In the second chapter of the fourth book,
Clym Yeobright, the "man from Paris", is
shown as a furze-cutter working in summer on
Egdon Heath:
His daily life was of a curious microscopic sort,
his whole world being limited to a circuit of a few
feet from his person. His familiars were creeping
and winged things, and they seemed to enroll him
in their band. Bees hummed around his ears with
an intimate air, and tugged at the heath and furzeflowers at his side in such numbers as to weigh them
down to the sod. The strange amber-coloured
butterflies which Egdon produced, and which were
never seen elsewhere, quivered in the breath of his
lips, alighted upon his bowed back, and sported
with the glittering point of his hook as he flourished it up and down. Tribes of emerald-green
grasshoppers leaped over his feet, falling awkwardly
on their backs, heads, or hips, like unskilful acrobats, as chance might rule: or engaged themselves
in noisy flirtations under the fern-fronds with
silent ones of homely hue. Huge flies, ignorant of
larders and wire-netting, and quite in a savage
state, buzzed about him without knowing that he
was a man. In and out of the fern-dells snakes
glided in their most brilliant blue and yellow guise,
it being the season immediately following the
shedding of their old skins, when their colours are
brightest. Litters of young rabbits came out from
their forms to sun themselves upon hillocks, the
hot beams blazing through the delicate tissue of
each thin-fleshed ear, and firing it to a blood-red
transparency in which the veins could be seen.
None of them feared him.'
We are told that, because Clym's eyesight was
impaired, "His daily life was of a curious microscopic sort, his whole world being limited to a
circuit of a few feet from his person". In fact, the
microscopic eye is Hardy's. It is his eye as poet
and naturalist, his eye as the child who was
father to the writer. As Robert Gittings 2 has
said, Hardy in The Return of the Native was recreating his childhood world.
One result of this was the immensity of the
Heath as depicted in the novel. Even in the nine-

teenth century, the Dorset heathland on which
Egdon was based would have been truly
immense only to a child. John Cowper Powys
speaks in the first page of his Autobiography of
the child's magical "power of finding the
infinitely great in the materially small". 3 The
Dorset heaths could not be described as materially small, but the Egdon of Hardy's novel has
that "ecstasy of the unbounded" which Powys
ascribed to the child's imaginative power. Hardy
re-created the immensity he had experienced as a
child—immensity in space, in time, and in the
mind which it filled with awe. His labour of love
in thus re-creating the child's-eye view of the
Heath fortunately coincided with his use of the
Heath for philosophical and moral purposes, as
a landscape corresponding to times that are not
'' fair'' 4 —beautiful, or just. Love of the Heath's
physical groundwork, and weathers and
creatures, sometimes works against the
indifference or unfairness which they are meant
to express. Thus, dogmatism and willed pattern
are undermined, and we have instead the presence of a place that stimulated the depths of
Hardy's imagination, and provoked in him both
love and fear. In this passage describing Clym in
his immediate environment, love of the particular world coincides with adult awareness of
the terrors of natural law.
Hardy has special knowledge of the Heath; he
describes "strange amber-coloured butterflies
which Egdon produced, and which were never
seen elsewhere". He has an inwardness with the
life of the Heath, a tenderness in his observation,
as when he notices the sun "blazing through the
delicate tissue of each thin-fleshed ear" of the
young rabbits, "and firing it to a blood-red
transparency in which the veins could be seen".
This is not sensitive and vivid descriptive writing
alone; it also places Clym in accordance with
natural law. The creatures are his "familiars";
"they seemed to enroll him in their band";
butterflies "quivered in the breath of his lips"—
a curiously haunting image, which seems to
make Clym's soul visible, but only as the breath
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which he shares with the butterflies. Comic and
rather touching flirtations of emerald-green
grasshoppers "with silent ones of homely hue"
are akin to the flirtations of humans on the
Heath. The place is a Hardyan Eden, where man
is not feared—perhaps because not known, for
the flies "buzzed about him without knowing
that he was a man". Indeed, Clym with his hook
is an image of death. But death is not now—
now is the plenitude of seasonal life. The place is
however an Eden after Darwin, where all
creatures are equal before the same natural laws.
All life is a web of relationships, but also a
struggle for survival which is ruled by chance. It
is Eden in its richness and colours, and also
because Hardy recovers a child's eye for the
oneness of all life. There are actual snakes here,
but the invisible snake at the centre of the scene
—the snake through which man loses Eden—is
what the adult knows: oneness of life, but not as
the child sees it. What the adult knows are "the
defects of natural laws" and "the quandary that
man is in by their operation". 5 In this world,
men and women are like the grasshoppers
"falling awkwardly on their backs, heads, or
hips, like unskilful acrobats, as chance might
rule". The survivors are those who adapt
themselves, inwardly and outwardly, to their
environment. They are like the female grasshoppers, "silent ones of homely hue".
With Clym, " a brown spot" on Egdon we see
that nature levels all its creatures to a universal
equality of insignificance. Clym himself senses
in the Heath's "oppressive horizontality" something "which too much reminded him of the
arena of life; it gave him a sense of bare equality
with, and no superiority to, a single living thing
under the sun". 6 In this world, suffering is
shared by all creatures. Indeed, in his sense of the
universality of suffering Hardy combines "the
defects of natural laws" with St Paul's perception. In this Hardy is like Clym: "I get up every
morning and see the whole creation groaning
and travailing in pain." 7 Powys said in an essay
on Hardy: "He flings gibe after gibe at 'God',
but across his anger falls the shadow of the
Cross". 8 In fact, the groundwork of Hardy's
tragic vision is a compassionate, hyper-sensitive
awareness of suffering, but without a
corresponding belief that it has any meaning.
Hardy's great power of evoking human
feeling, and of moving us, owes much to the
power with which he conceives the non-human
world. In "At Castle Boterel", for example:

It filled but a minute. But was there ever
A time of such quality, since or before,
In that hill's story? To one mind never,
Though it has been climbed, foot-swift, foot-sore,
By thousands more.
Primaeval rocks form the road's steep border,
And much have they faced there, first and last,
Of the transitory in Earth's long order;
But what they record in colour and cast
Is—that we two passed.'
The ecstatic note—"that we two passed"—
affirms the minute filled with human emotion,
" a time of such quality", that depends for its
effect on being transient, essentially human, set
against "primaeval rocks" and "Earth's long
order". Hardy's sense of the unfeelingness of
things, of the natural law that indifferently
creates and destroys life, made him a great writer
of human feeling—alone in the universe and
qualitatively
different
from
everything
surrounding it.
Herein lies one of Hardy's fundamental
differences from Powys. In Tess of the d'Urbervilles, Hardy wrote: "the world is only a
psychological phenomenon". 10 But this is only
true in a limited sense, for Hardy or for Tess. She
is deceived by her fancies, which create " a cloud
of moral hobgoblins". Her fancies arise from
the working of social law on her conscience; but
the fundamental reality of natural law is entirely
different. Social law is a human construct which
punishes the individual who transgresses it.
Nature uses and discards human life regardless
of social or individual interests. Thus, Hardy's
realism is grounded in a belief in laws which
man's mind, will and imagination cannot
change, and which destroy him if he does not
adapt himself to them. Necessity dominates
Hardy's Victorian society, leaving no scope for
individual freedom. Necessity dominates the
cosmic stage of The Dynasts, in which, through
cloud-curtains, we look down through transparent human masses at the Will blindly working
their destruction.
For Powys, a man of a different generation,
from a different social background, and with a
different cast of mind, "personality is the only
permanent thing in life". 11 He opposed "the
soul of man, that supreme magician" 12 to all
"behaviouristic, mechanistic" systems. His
philosophy was one of personal struggle. He
believed that "the ultimate nature of the world is
found to be unfathomably dualistic. A sharp
dividing line of irreconcilable duality intersects
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every living soul; and the secret of life turns out
to be the relatively victorious struggle of personality with the thing that in itself resists its fuller
life". 13 If Hardy's fundamental theme is
necessity, Powys's is the realization of personal
freedom.
In writing The Return of the Native Hardy
himself was a native returning home; but not like
Clym. Clym, in accordance with the pattern of
King Lear, has his sight impaired, and his
partial-sightedness symbolizes his blindness to
himself and others. He sees the Heath microscopically, but he does not see its truth. Hardy
on the other hand is both acutely near and farseeing. He has qualities of vision that belong
only to the insider on the outside, or the native
who comes home from a wider world. Hardy's
special relation to Egdon represents the relation
to Wessex which made his achievement as a
writer possible, and enabled him to come nearer
than any other English novelist to expressing the
total life of place.
Hardy in The Return of the Native has a
child's eye, microscopic and poetic; he sees as a
naturalist, as a geographer, and geologist, and
he reads the life on the Heath in its weathers and
seasons, and physical nature and forms; he sees
as an historian and an archaelogist, and his
vision suggests the mythic without being
irrational, and the preternatural without being
credulous. Hence the more than natural presence
of Rainbarrow with its Celtic dead, and its living
tradition of lighting a fire against the dark.
Hardy combines science and imagination, describing survivals of ancient tradition, old
customs and social habits, and evoking their
magic. But Hardy—and in this he again differs
fundamentally from Powys—sees the mythological from a rational, historical point of view.
Thus, there are two ways of experiencing time in
Hardy's novels.
Of these, Buzzford's apprehension of time, in
The Mayor of Casterbridge, characterizes that
of the uneducated, rooted labouring class:
'Casterbridge is a old, hoary place o' wickedness,
by all account. 'Tis recorded in history that we
rebelled against the King one or two hundred years
ago, in the time of the Romans, and that lots of us
was hanged on Gallows Hill, and quartered, and
our different jints sent about the country like
butcher's meat."4
Buzzford's conflation of historical events is
amusing. History, however, is concertinaed in
this way for those with a sense of continuity
arising from their ancestral belonging to one
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place. "We rebelled against the King one or two
hundred years ago, in the time of the Romans,''
says Buzzford; "lots of us was hanged on
Gallows Hill." The instinctive, unconscious
claim of " w e " and " u s " is that he is one with his
ancestors in Casterbridge: whether they fought
at Sedgemoor or lived in the time of the Romans,
it makes no difference. Nor does it matter
whether Buzzford's people did live in Roman
Casterbridge. What is at issue is his feeling about
time, and its space in his mind. In fact, this
apprehension of the past is a sense of timelessness—historical time does not exist for those
who do not think of themselves as being different in any way from past generations, but of one
family with them.
The folklore and superstitions richly depicted
in Hardy's novels belong to the people with no
sense of historical time. But Hardy himself is not
one of them. His sense of time is historical; he
sees as a man who feels "the ache of
modernism", 15 and knows "the mind adrift on
change, and harassed by the irrepressible
New". 16 The acute awareness of living in
historical time involves a sharp social sense.
Thus, Hardy sees the people of Egdon as they,
with the exception of Clym, could scarcely begin
to see themselves: as belonging to England's
class society, and suffering its conflicts, at a
particular time of social change. Hardy does not
emphasise change in The Return of the Native as
much as he does in later novels, but it nevertheless affects the action; social distinctions are
marked and carefully observed, and conflicting
social aspirations are the basic cause of the individual tragedies.
John Cowper Powys dedicated his first novel,
Wood and Stone, "with devoted admiration to
the greatest poet and novelist of our age Thomas
Hardy". Powys was on friendly terms with
Hardy, and met him at intervals over more than
thirty years. Late in life, Powys wrote to Louis
Wilkinson: "from T. Hardy I learnt, long long
ago, to see all human feelings, gestures, actions,
& everything else!—my own & everybody's—
against the Inanimate Background
of
Nature". 1 7 In his Preface to Wood and Stone,
Powys said that he did not "regard his eccentric
story as in any sense an attempted imitation" of
Hardy. The dedication is "no more than a
humble salutation addressed to the monarch of
that particular country [Wessex], by a wayward
nomad, lighting a bivouac-fire, for a brief
moment, in the heart of a land that is not
his". 1 8 In fact, the influence of Hardy on Powys
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was extensive, and appears in numerous passages in Powys's novels, as well as in his treatment
of "the Inanimate Background of Nature".
Imitation, however, is not the right word for it,
since Powys was a great absorber and assimilator
of literary influences. He once wrote that
"mythologizing of one's own identity and its
projection upon reality . . . makes the essence of
every writer's imaginative world". 19 This was
certainly true in his case, and in consequence the
most Hardyan passages of his work show, paradoxically, the distance between Powys's fiction
and Hardy's, for Powys assimilates everything
to his particular form of mythologizing.
Powys was in his early twenties when he
addressed a poem in his Odes and other Poems to
Thomas Hardy and was subsequently invited by
Hardy to visit him at Max Gate. Powys recalls
the visit, and Hardy's return call at his father's
vicarage at Montacute, in Autobiography. He
remembers telling Hardy "how I detected in his
work that same portentous and solemn power of
dealing with those abstract-concrete phenomena, such as dawn, and noon, and twilight, and
midnight, that Wordsworth displayed in his
poetry". Following a hint from Hardy Powys
read Edgar Allen Poe's "Ulalume", and "drew
from it a formidable influence in the direction of
the romantically bizarre". On Hardy's visit to
Montacute, as they emerged from the churchyard, Powys pointed out "the house where the
most beautiful girl in our village lived". Hardy
gave a curious little start.
'We get back to humanity, back, back to
humanity, Powys!' he chuckled.
It happened that there were imperceptible frostmarks that day in the road, making those odd little
creases and criss-cross wrinkles in the mud that my
father always loved to see, and these minute tokens
of the processes he knew so well, were not missed,
though I had missed them, by the hawk's eye of this
other Dorset-born noticer of such things.20
The recollections, which tell us more about
Powys than Hardy, are chiefly important in this
context for the three things to which I have
drawn attention. First, Powys shared the
"solemn power" which he perceived in Hardy
and Wordsworth; but in his treatment of
"abstract-concrete phenomena", such as the
two twilights, the intimation of mystery, of a
Fourth Dimension, or the life behind life, was
central. Second, Hardy's hint about "Ulalume"
pointed Powys towards "the romantically
bizarre", a phrase which well describes Powys's
Wessex, in contrast to Hardy's "partly real,

partly dream-country". 21 In both realms,
however, we constantly get "back to
humanity". In their different ways, both
novelists were intimately concerned with
emotional and sexual relationships. Third,
Powys made a close connection between Hardy
and his own father, who, like Tess Durbeyfield,
was born in Blackmoor Vale. Both men were, in
the words of Hardy's "Afterwards" to which
Powys here alludes, noticers of such things as
"minute tokens" of natural processes.
Powys knew parts of Dorset and Somerset
intimately. He lived as a boy in Dorchester while
Hardy also was living there, and writing The
Mayor of Casterbridge, though Powys did not
even hear of Hardy until after he had left Cambridge, in 1894. From his schooldays, Powys
knew Sherborne and the surrounding area. From
boyhood, he knew Weymouth and the adjacent
coast. Like Hardy, Powys developed his imaginative powers by the consecutive use in his novels
of the West Country landscapes and places he
knew.
Yet in Powys almost everything he shared with
Hardy was changed, by differences of class,
history, psychology and philosophy. Powys
knew Dorset as a boy who was hypersensitive to
nature and atmosphere. He knew Dorset society
as a vicar's son, seeing it from within a remarkable family which was virtually self-sufficient,
and gave him his deepest insights to the contrasts
and peculiarities of personality. His was a
socially ambiguous position, which was later
compounded by his profession of itinerant
lecturer in America. Powys knew Dorset from
books, too, including Hardy's. And it is evident
that he assimilated Hardy's writings, like everything else, to his life-illusion. Thus, in Autobiography, Powys describes his first experience of
reading a Hardy novel as entering " a stone circle
of monoliths and trilithons, grey with the lichen
of centuries". To him, these were "not pages of
a book at all, but wind-shaken oak-leaves in
some oracular grove of Dodona!" 2 2 Later,
reading Hardy during his travels as a university
extension lecturer in England, tormented by his
"demon"—Powys graphically describes his
neurotic sufferings and his nympholepticism in
Autobiography—"the
genius of Hardy would
drive my demon away and some formidable
Spirit from Stonehenge would come rushing out
of the Magic West". Powys would then "feel
myself to be what the great Magician Merlin
was". 2 3 It is evident, then, that for Powys Hardy
became part of his dominant life-illusion, that he
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was a magician, a transformer of external reality
into his reality; a prophet of the magical view of
life.
What Powys drew from Hardy strengthened,
even, in a sense, gave imaginative justification
to, what he had already drawn from his father as
a noticer of such things, and from the romance
with which his father coloured every thing, every
person, and every place associated with his
experience. So, Powys tells us, through his
father's stories, "long before I had seen anything of the Weymouth coast except the wet and
dry sand by the bathing-machines, all the wellknown sea-marks there . . . were imprinted on
my imagination through a mythological haze of
enchanted wonder". 24
Powys's experience of Wessex places was like
Magnus Muir's experience of Weymouth in
Weymouth Sands. Magnus's father "had
endowed each separate one of the material
phenomena of the place of his earthly sojourn
with a curious mythological identity for his son's
mind". Every one of the characteristic objects of
Weymouth "was seen by Magnus in a different
way from the way others saw it. // was a piece of
his father's life".25 Magnus is curiously passive
—he does not see every object, every object "was
seen" by him, as if its presence were stronger
than his identity as an active agent; and a similar
passivity typifies a line of Powys's male
characters. There were, no doubt, psychological
reasons for this, which stemmed from Powys's
relationship with his father; but the point I want
to make here is that this kind of psychological
and emotional understanding, which identifies
things in the world with people's sense of themselves and of others, is partly what makes Powys
a great novelist of place.
Late in life, Powys described Wolf Solent as
"a book of Nostalgia, written in a foreign
country with the pen of a traveller and the inkblood of his home". 2 6 Wolf Solent was largely
written in hotels and trains in America, as Powys
travelled between lecture engagements. Autobiography and the other Wessex Romances
except Maiden Castle were written in Up-State
New York; all are books of Nostalgia, written
with the ink-blood of home. Consequently there
is much in Powys, in his characters, his landscapes, his appeal, that relates to nostalgia as a
specifically modern condition, arising not only
from physical displacement or mobility, but
from the unsettling of traditional beliefs and
relationships. The least vivid evocation of place
in the novels is that in Maiden Castle.27 This is
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partly due, no doubt, to Powys's fear of being
prosecuted for libel, which his setting of fictional
characters in real places in A Glastonbury
Romance had drawn upon him. However, I
think it owes much to the fact that Maiden Castle
was the only Wessex Romance he wrote on the
spot. Moreover, he wrote it while in transit to
Wales, his mind preoccupied by Welsh mythology, which is more important in his Dorchester
than the town's actual history.
From the beginning, in Wood and Stone,
Powys had used the history and physical properties of place for mythological purposes, which
served to reunite him imaginatively with his
original world. Living in Dorset in the present,
however, partially dried up the spring of
nostalgia which had vivified his sense of Wessex,
and he drew more heavily on Celtic myth in
Maiden Castle than in any previous novel.
Hardy returned to Egdon Heath with a child's
microscopic vision, but understood its society in
terms of the tensions generated by historical
change. Powys had returned in novel after novel
to the Wessex of his childhood, partially
identifying himself with characters who were
returning to native ground, such as Richard
Storm, Wolf Solent, John Crow and Dud
Noman. All partially embody his deracinated
spirit, which does not seek a specific social
settlement or known world—to use Raymond
Williams's terms, 28 which refer to something
centrally important to Hardy. The spirit Powys
shares with his heroes seeks to lose—and
find—itself in the continuity of life.
Powys said of Hardy, "the continuity of life is
his theme and the long, piteous 'ascent of man',
from those queer fossils in the Portland quarries
to what we see today". 29 Hardy's Wessex gives
some substance to this belief, in the imaginative
reaching back into geological time, and into the
prehistory of Egdon Heath and Stonehenge, and
the history of Cranborne Chase and of the
Durbeyfield ancestry. But, for the most part,
Hardy's sense of the past is affected by his
awareness of historical change. Moreover, the
continuity he sees is a continuity of suffering and
cruelty, as in' 'the leering mask" over the door in
The Mayor of Casterbridge, or the symbolic link
between Tess and the white hart brutally killed
by the Norman, or the "tragic sadness" of
marriage in Jude the Obscure. Hardy as a
novelist was increasingly concerned with the
problems caused by a specific "civilization",
rather than with "the continuity of life" in
Powys's sense. And Hardy, looking at the past,
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sees it with a rationality that knows where to
draw the line between fellow feeling and
indifference. It is he, with his interests in
archaeology and architecture, not Buzzford,
who sees "old Rome" everywhere in Casterbridge, and looks with fascination at a skeleton
of "some tall soldier or other of the Empire".
Unlike Buzzford, Hardy sees the discontinuity
between past and present:
Imaginative inhabitants, who would have felt an
unpleasantness at the discovery of a comparatively
modern skeleton in their gardens, were quite
unmoved by these hoary shapes. They had lived so
long ago, their time was so unlike the present, their
hopes and motives were so widely removed from
ours, that between them and the living there
seemed to stretch a gulf too wide for even a spirit to
If a writer with an historical imagination
recognises some kind of continuity in human
affairs, he will also see the unlikeness of
different times, which makes the 'modern'; he
will see the presentness of the present, as well as
the pastness of the past. And if he sees essence,
he will also see identity, the unique integrity of
person and historical period, which resists the
sameness that would melt and merge every
outline and every form. It is essence, however,
that the person with a mythological imagination
sees. Thus, Dud Noman, as he surveys the
Dorchester landmarks, from the prison to "the
sacred clump of trees planted by Hardy himself
that marked the great writer's home", finds
himself wanting to defend his way of life:
After all it was the stream of human existence down
the centuries that swept him out of himself more
constantly than any immediate contact. It was in
this, with its magical overtones and undertones,
that he sought to immerse himself. This was the
impersonal element in his subjective life; this was
the reverse side of his cerebral sensuality. It was to
this winnowed reality, a reality caught under a
purged light falling on the less transient gestures of
our race, that his soul responded with a feeling that
broke up the limitations of his grosser nature."
"The stream of human existence down the
centuries"; the stream with "magical overtones
and undertones"; "this winnowed reality, a
reality caught under a purged light": Dud
Noman is thinking about what Powys in Mortal
Strife would call "the poetry of the life of the
generations", 32 in which he and the characters
resembling him seek again and again to immerse
themselves. The continuity extends far beyond

historical time to link the individual soul with
life's primordial beginnings, and the powers of
the mind with the creativity of Nature. Powys's
Wessex is frequently a source of descriptions,
metaphors and images through which his characters use their sensations to draw upon or immerse
themselves in this stream.
Over-emphasis of the 'occult' Powys may
suggest that he is preoccupied by a "romantically bizarre'' version of the self communing with
nature. This is indeed an element within his
fiction, but Powys the novelist is also the creator
of Powysian societies in which his characters
interact. In Wolf Solent, we read:
one of Wolf's final thoughts before he slept was of
the vast tracts of unknown country that every
human consciousness includes in its scope. Here to
the superficial eye, were two skulls, lying side by
side; but, in reality, here were two far-extending
continents, each with its own sky, its own land and
water, its own strange-blowing winds."
That "unknown country" is the domain in
which Powys's characters exercise their
freedom; but it is also special to each, dividing
from each other even those who are most
intimately related, so that ultimate aloneness is a
condition of freedom. But Powys does not
confine the creative and destructive power of the
individual soul to human beings. He sees our
fellow creatures as fellow creators. All create a
world of their own out of external reality. He
does not see a static universe, but an active
multiverse: " a congeries of these personally
created worlds wherein animals and birds and
fish and plants and insects all contribute a fresh,
vital element of change, as they carry the whole
teeming caravan forward, into an undetermined,
unpredictable, and perhaps not even irreversible
future". 34 The Powysian fictional world
accordingly develops into a multiverse in which
not only is every human character a "farextending continent", but the animate and
inanimate creations are endowed with individual consciousness.
Places in Powys's Wessex are reshaped by
individual minds, becoming criss-crossing
streams of psychic phenomena, in which the
same landmarks play different parts. An everyday instance in Weymouth Sands has Jobber
Skald, who is thinking about Perdita Wane, teleporting the statue of George III from its pedestal
"so that its location in space might be used . . . as
a material support for his psychic evocations". 35
A more elaborate instance of Powys's
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psychological realism occurs when Magnus Muir
is squeezed between the Jobber and a youth
reading Hardy's The Well-Beloved on a seafront
seat:
As Magnus glanced down at this book he caught
the word 'oolite', and the word seemed to dance
before him. A baby, somewhere on their crowded
seat... was holding by a string a rose-coloured toy
balloon, an object which kept tapping the shoulders
of the promenaders, and was indeed once tossed
back by a spiteful old man with a vicious flick that
sent it rebounding against its owner's head. It was
upon this rosy toy that the word 'oolite' now fixed
itself, like a label on the surface of a red moon, and
although the Jobber's stony island was hidden
from their eyes at that spot by Weymouth Pier, the
tutor had the sensation that the whole of Portland,
with all its people and all their passions, was no
more solid than this airy, floating ephemeral
balloon.36
Extreme • subjective transformation
of
external reality belongs in the age of Proust and
Joyce, Woolf and Dorothy Richardson, but is
also an element in the tradition of the English
novel. It occurs in Hardy, in characters under
stress or under the influence of strong emotion.
Thus, in The Well-Beloved, for Pierston,
attending a dinner party after hearing of Avice
Caro's death, the dining room and his fellow
guests are gradually transformed into scenes
inseparable from Avice, until the marchioness
"in geranium-red and diamonds" became a
sunset over Deadman's Bay, her "crannied
features . . . shaped themselves to the dusty
quarries", and the plants and lights in the room
"were transmuted into the ivies of the cliff-built
Castle, the tufts of seaweed, and the lighthouses
on the isle". Salt airs "killed" the smell of the
food, and instead of voices Pierston heard "the
monologue of the tide off the B e a l " . "
But while such transformation is an element in
Hardy, in Powys it is one of his principal modes.
In Hardy, moreoever, the subjectivity of his
characters is set in the context of their 'real'
conditions, according to nature and social laws.
Powys, by contrast, has the magician's sense of
the malleable and soluble nature of reality, as the
stuff for the personality exercising its primordial freedom to struggle with and reshape.
The tendency in his novels of the solid globe to
dissolve or become insubstantial as a balloon
expresses his Prospero-like vision of the
astronomical universe, which to him is not all
there is. At his best, however, Powys combines
this vision with a strong sense of the world
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outside the mind—both elemental matter, the
aboriginal Mother, and social behaviour. Thus,
in the passage quoted above, psychological realism is congruous with the sharply observed spiteful old man. Powys also humorously brings
together Hardy's novel about the pursuit of the
ideal and the Jobber and Magnus Muir, men
obsessed by their ideal girls, and connects them
all with the stone symbolism of the novel. Powys
has, in fact, a good deal of literary sophistication
as it is usually understood. At his best, he is one
of the most delightful of all great novelists:
when, chapter after chapter, with seeming
effortlessness, he moves from mind to mind and
between different levels of reality, combining
psychological realism with a sense of the
elemental substance and magical livingness of
place, and symbolism and imagery with
generous but unsentimental humour.
Weymouth Sands is one of his best novels,
partly because Weymouth was his special place,
recovered in nostalgia's transfiguring light, yet
also a place where people live and work, a place
known through different kinds of experience.
Writing of Weymouth in
Autobiography,
Powys speaks of the "transubstantiating
magic" with which "every aspect of the
Weymouth coast" sank into his mind so "that
when I think now of certain things I think with St
John's spire and the Nothe", and other features
of the place—backwater, bridge, groynes, pierposts, dead seaweed, flotsam, star-fish. "Yes, it
is through the medium of these things that I
envisage all the experiences of my life; and so it
will be to the end". 3 8
Thinking with the things of place, seeing
through the medium of the things: this is what
makes Powys and Hardy, in their different ways,
great writers of place. In Weymouth Sands
"psychic evocations" and "material support"
work together harmoniously, because Powys is
thinking, seeing and feeling with the landmarks
and seamarks. The result is a most entertaining
novel, which is also a great metaphor for its
author's dual personality: for his elementalism
and his transubstantiating magic.
As Powys has noted, in the early unsympathetic reviews of Jude the Obscure "poor little
Sue's attitude to intellectual matters, and even
Jude's own, were held up to scorn as branded
with the unscholarly brand of 'University
Extension' ". 3 9 Powys himself was a University
Extension lecturer in England, and later lectured
in the same spirit in America. Over many years,
he expended a great deal of his time and energy
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sharing his knowledge and enthusiasm with
audiences drawn largely from the working and
lower-middle classes; he regarded no theory or
idea or experience, whether literary or philosophical or religious or psychological, as recondite
or esoteric—all were subjects on which to
address people on equal terms. He was, in fact, a
great teacher. He practised his fundamental
belief in what he called "the profoundest of all
the great Christian dogmas . . . the startling
doctrine of the immeasurable and equal value of
every living human soul". 40 Powys was
consistently a genuine democrat in spirit and
behaviour. It is worth emphasising the public
nature of his thought: his stand on issues of
freedom and toleration; his attitude towards the
empire and war; his ideas on communism and
capitalism and anarchism. He was a lifelong
spokesman for freedom who opposed all forms
of
tyranny—political,
religious,
social,
intellectual—and he had a passion for helping
the pariah, the ill-conditioned, the persecuted
minority. The spirit of the man everywhere
informs the fiction, and determines the kind of
spacious world it is.
Powys associated Hardy with "the large free
horizons of humour and poetry", with his view
that art "must keep the horizons open", and
have " a certain spirit of liberation, and the
presence of large tolerant after-thoughts". 41
Certainly Powys is close to Hardy in his generosity of spirit, in his identification with the Pities
and their hope in "tendermercy" and 'lovingkindness". 42 Yet here too their different
expressions of a common quality mark the
distance between their worlds.
Powys's ultimate object was imaginative
enlargement for himself, his characters, and his
readers: release, escape, liberation from mental
bonds. One expression of this is Wolf's vision
towards the end of Wolf Solent:
Then, as he turned eastward, and the yellowness
of the buttercups changed from Byzantine gold to
Cimmerian gold, he visualized the whole earthly
solidity of this fragment of the West Country, this
segment of astronomical clay, stretching from
Glastonbury to Melbury Bub and from Ramsgard
to Blacksod, as if it were itself one of the living
personalities of his life. 'It is a god!' he cried in his
heart; and he felt as if titanic hands, from the
horizon of this 'field of Saturn', were being lifted
up to salute the mystery of life and the mystery of
death!
What he longed to do was to plunge his own
hands into this Saturnian gold, and to pour it out,

over Mr Urquhart, over Mattie, over Miss Gault,
over Jason, over all the nameless little desolations
—broken twigs, tortured branches, wounded
reptiles, injured birds, slaughtered beasts . . . All
. . . all . . . all would reveal some unspeakable
beauty, if only this Saturnian gold were sprinkled
upon them!43
It is with a Hardyan noticing of little things—the
buttercups—that Wolf's vision begins, and the
spirit of pity informing his vision would not have
been alien to Hardy. What would have been alien
to him is the apparent assumption of preternatural powers, in the land conceived as a god, and
in "Saturnian gold". These bespeak the
mythological imagination. Hardy, though, was
a rationalist, who based his meliorism on what
he believed to be actually, historically, possible.
His Henchard is fetichistic and superstitious;
Hardy himself was not. Powys's heroes are
fetichists, polytheists, animists, "deboshed"
magicians; and so was he. That was how he
expressed his sense of the sacred.
Yet Powys was also fundamentally sceptical—
the "as if" construction or an equivalent occurs
in his novels wherever there is a suggestion of
occult powers, (here, for example, Wolf visualizes part of the West Country "as if it were itself
one of the living personalities of his life"), and
experiences such as Wolf's are in any case
fictional. Nevertheless, Powys allowed his
characters, or some of them, to find methods of
escape or liberation that to Hardy would have
been impossible, simply incredible, fantastic.
But Powys's sense of possibility was not
achieved without a struggle on his part: a
struggle whose great personal cost may be
measured by comparing what he reveals of himself in Autobiography with the rawer experience
of the Powys-hero in his first five novels. The
novels up to and including Wolf Solent are about
learning, under certain conditions, how to live.
The conditions are those experienced by characters whose personal needs are contrary to the conventional wisdom of the modern world, and who
struggle against both what is considered natural
and what is considered socially desirable. In
Wood and Stone, Rodmoor, After My Fashion,
and Ducdame the tragic strain kills the heroes.
Wolf Solent is the first hero to learn to use his
imaginative freedom to enjoy or endure life. Not
that this is all there is in the early Powys, or that
the Powys-hero completely dominates the
fictional interest; but the novels do show an
increasing "enlargement", as the tragic strain is
released. The novels are, among other things, the
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story of Powys's spiritual quest. It should be
obvious from reading them that the sanity which
his admirers value in Powys was won from a prolonged struggle with the angels of madness and
destruction. Not the least modern quality of
Powys's writing is the depth at which he experienced and resolved the problems of the mind
adrift on change.
As Hardy's novels develop, by contrast, it is
not freedom that increases, but the grip of
necessity, and his historical and social realism
determines that Tess and Jude do not escape
their fates. Consider, finally, in this context,
Hardy's and Powys's imaginative use of Stonehenge. Tess sleeping on the Altar Stone44 is a
sacrifice to natural law—the power that both
makes her love Angel and murder her seducer,
Alec, who frustrates that love—and to the social
laws regulating, limiting, and judging the
expressions of nature. A pattern of iron necessity
binds her with invisible bonds to the Stone, and
directs the judgement executed at Wintoncester,
the legal centre of social power in Wessex.
In.4 Glastonbury Romance, Stonehengeisthe
focus of John Crow's stone-worship. More
obscurely and profoundly, in a way that only
Owen Evans would fully understand, it is a
magnet within the field of magical force extend-
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ing from south Wales deep into Wessex, and of
which Glastonbury is the centre. It is where in the
chapter called' 'Nature Seems Dead'' the dreamladen wind from Glastonbury and Wales
deposits, on the Altar Stone, "the more psychic
portion" of its "aerial cargo".45 I do not know
exactly what this means, but the west wind, like
Saturnian gold, evidently symbolizes the large
acceptance of Nature, which is never dead and of
which the power of the mind to create and to
destroy is part. Stonehenge is a lodestone, not of
historical necessity, but of the mind's creative
freedom which is the shaping force of Powys's
mature imaginative world. Hardy employed the
pattern of Greek tragedy and even played with
the idea of malevolent gods, but it was his sense
of social law and of the prevailing historical
conditions that determined what is possible in his
novels, and frustrated or destroyed his heroes
and heroines. In his Wessex, there is no escape
from history and social law; to him, Powys's
symbols of liberation would have been whimsical fancies. Hardy, with his recognition of
Necessity, is a great tragic novelist. Powys, with
his sense of Freedom, had an essentially comic
genius; Saturnian gold and the dream-laden west
wind are functions of the imaginative enlargement he claimed and exercised.
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A Study in the Symbolism
of John Cowper Powys's
Mandragora (1917)
This paper is divided into four parts: a
general introduction to the symbolism of
Mandragora, followed by sections on the
inter-related symbols of flowers, sacred
writing, and stars.
Symbols in Powys's Poetry
To discuss symbolism in John Cowper
Powys is to find oneself at the heart of
Powys's art. Powys's poetry speaks through
images, chiefly through those drawn from
nature. His symbolism does not draw
attention to itself as does that of, say, Eliot
or Plath. It resembles, rather, that of Shelley
or Yeats. This is a symbolism which draws
on existing folk traditions which are, to
some extent, common currency: hence it
seems 'natural'. And, as with both Yeats
and Shelley, the complexity and depth of the
experience informing these symbols far
exceeds the folk tradition from which they
spring. Such poetry fuses two modes: the
lyric, which uses natural imagery to
represent feeling, and the mystic, which
draws on symbols to express the inexpressible—to embody mysteries which cannot be
put directly into words. Whereas the lyric
poet seeks to arouse afresh a feeling his
audience has shared, the mystic seeks to
awaken an apprehension of realms never
seen or experienced. The symbols of
mystical writing are thus, in Jung's phrase,
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'bridges thrown out towards an unseen
shore'.1
Mandragora is the result of such a fusion.
The world of the poems (and the poems do
touch and join to form a continuous world)
appears at first to be our own. Only when we
encounter works such as "The Faun" and
"The Daughter of the Sphinx" does the
presence of magical and supernatural forms
within this landscape reveal the true
character of this world. It is an inner realm,
one as much imagined as experienced, one in
which the natural world leads into the
"other world" of esoteric experience. The
reader is drawn through nature into the
supernatural. The further we read in the
poetry, the more its inner dimension
becomes apparent. The lonely seashore, the
pools of reeds, the woods haunted by Pan in
the sunlight, arid in the moonlight by Diana
—these scenes are spiritual locations, marking points along an inner journey. Only as
one returns to it repeatedly do the contours
of this inner landscape emerge, as a subtle
network of linked images. In consequence,
it becomes difficult, as critic, to study a
single symbol—far less a single image—in
isolation. It is a living system, and the
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meaning of each image is derived from the
greater life of the whole.
In Mandragora, Powys employs three
"preludes" which prepare us for, and lead
us into, this inner world. These are the title
itself, the epigraph, and a dedicatory verse
(to Marian Powys). The title, whose symbolism I study in detail below, designates a
plant, the mandrake.
The second prelude, the epigraph,
provides a specific context for Mandragora,
the line "Give me to drink Mandragora"
from Anthony and Cleopatra, Act I, Scene
V, 4. This points to the use of mandragora
(the drug prepared from the plant) to bring
on sleep rather than suffer the unendurable.
The poetry, it implies, is the product of an
enchanted sleep—a sleep sought to escape
pain. The dedication leads us further, promising that such sleep will bring its dreams:
Your flickering fingers are dipped deep
In the magic-flowing stream.
Is there a sleep beneath this sleep
And a dream beyond this dream?
The answer is in the poems that follow. In
the first,' 'The Flute-Player'', the poet longs
to see again the woman he perceives as
having met him in a dream. 2 The last, the
vision-poem, "The Ship", has strong
echoes of Coleridge's "The Rime of the
Ancient Mariner". In it the poet constructs
a marvellous ship, and launches on a
journey to meet a god. The poems which lie
between are dreamlike to varying degrees: it
is a troubled sleep.
The first half of the dedication offers us
another avenue into the poems which
follow.
Oh lace-maker, what joys, what fears
Do you weave into your thread?
What sorcery from the far-off years
Hovers above your head?
Powys's references to magic are, as ever,
more than mere metaphors, They signify the
opening up of a realm of supernatural
experience which, like dream, lies beyond
the boundaries and functions of the
conscious mind. The thread of magic—of
intercourse with the occult—runs through
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this volume. The encounters with the supernatural which they depict are vivid and menacing—a far cry from the golden, Keatsian
pantheism of earlier volumes such as Odes
(1896). The resort to magical techniques
does not provide an escape from, but rather
an intensification of, the poet's pain. The
treacherous Sphinx, the dying Faun, the
fallen Saturn (another echo of Keats) are all
evidence of psychic or imaginative ventures
into the occult, but they are also refractions
of the agony of the poet's waking life. Both
dream and magic, functioning through symbols, draw us out of waking consciousness
into other modes of awareness. The crisis of
loss remains, but it is shifted within, into
another, unconscious, order of reality. It is
in this context that I suggest the symbols of
Mandragora should be regarded: as images
invested with layers of meaning that lie
beyond the conscious intellect but which can
nonetheless be felt at an emotional level.
Images mentioned above, such as the
bleeding faun and the ship of cruelty are
uncanny, disturbing, and not easily
forgotten. They are symbols from the world
within.
The Mandrake
The symbol, as it is used by the visionary
poet, is never virgin. It comes to him with a
history and identity. The visionary work
must renew, extend or occasionally (as is
sometimes the case in Blake) overthrow this
identity, to create it anew. The heritage of
associations surrounding the mandrake are
so extensive that I will outline them here.
Of all the plants of Western Europe, the
mandrake is the most potent and the most
enigmatic. 3 Shakespeare's assumptions
about its narcotic properties (see Othello,
III/3/330) stand at the apex of a growth of
folklore and superstition which reaches,
geographically, throughout the continent,
and which extends historically back to
classical culture. In the ancient world,
mandrake was a drug which, according to its
dosage, could bring on, or cure, madness
and delirium. Pliny recommends it as a cure
for demonic possession. The Greeks used it
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as an anaesthetic for surgical operations.
In the Bible, the mandrake is endowed
with procreative powers. In Genesis 30, the
childless Rachel gives birth after eating
mandrakes. Throughout the Mediterranean
mandrake has been regarded as an aphrodisiac, and is still used as a love charm in parts
of Greece. In the Middle Ages it became
literally synonymous with sexual desire: one
of the titles of the Goddess of Love was
Aphrodite Mandragora. Surprisingly, perhaps, it was associated with the cult of the
Virgin Mary. It also has more sinister
connotations.
In the Arab world, the root of the mandrake is known as 'the Devil's apple' and the
stem 'the Devil's candle'—reputed to arouse
sexual desire and evil in equal measure. In
Germanic countries mandrake was believed
to grow beneath gallows, springing from the
matter which dripped from corpses. Its
supposed use by witches in fashioning
human effigies led it to be associated with
devil-worship, yet, paradoxically, also
assured its talismanic power, making it
lucky to keep within the house. In Wales,
black briony was called mandrake, and
ascribed the same properties. The plant
contains a substance, mandragorine, which
is chemically identical to Atropine, the
active, hallucinogenic ingredient in witches'
'flying' ointment.
To pick a mandrake is to suffer death, for
when pulled from the ground, it emits a
death-shriek fatal to the one who hears it
(see Romeo and Juliet, IV/3/47). He who
desires a mandrake must therefore tie the
plant to the collar of a dog, which, when
chased away, will pull the plant from the
ground but die in consequence. Medieval
illustrations depict the mandrake as a
human figure bearing a head crowned with
leaves. Often a chained dog is depicted
behind it, dying in agony.
Mandragora, the symbol which initiates
the volume of poetry, is, then, a paradoxical
symbol: progenitor of birth and bringer of
death, herb of desire and oblivion, agent of
healing and tool of the devil. It is Donne,
who, while mocking its supposed powers in

"Song, Goe, and Catch a Falling Star" yet
best sums up its nature in the preface to
Pseudo-Martyr:
"Mandrake,
whose
operation is betwixt sleepe and poyson".
The poetry initiated by such a symbol bears
many elements of the plant's symbolic
identity. Love and delirium, desire and the
devil all feature in Mandragora. The magic
of the plant, the delirium of the drug, and
the dreams induced by the herbal preparation, all play their part in these poems. The
mandrake is never present but Mandragora,
the principle it embodies within Powys's
inner world, permeates all.
We can see how this first symbol has been
reborn within Powys's inner realm in the
single instance where the word does occur,
recreated, within the volume that bears its
name:
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And the eyelids of sorrow, the lips of delight
Are bathed in Lethe-drenched moonlight
In oblivious, infinite moonlight,
In the deep mandragora of the night.
("Reversion")
Through his imagery Powys communicates a sense of what Mandragora means for
him, but to reduce this meaning to a
conscious formula would be impossible.
The philosophical theory through which
the beliefs about Mandragora, and other
plants, was perpetuated and developed is
worth outlining, both as the root of the
herbal medicine which the epigraph presupposes, and as a highly developed system of
symbolism, which may have influenced
Mandragora. It is known as the Doctrine of
Signatures.
From earliest times, strands of folklore
and herbal medicine attached to specific
plants were current throughout Europe, but
had no systematic basis until Paracelsus
(1482-1573) sought to unite and rationalise
this lore, incorporating it into his esoteric
medicinal theories. Powys acknowledges his
reading of Paracelsus in the Autobiography. In Llewelyn Powys's essay,
"Paracelsus" he refers to Paracelsus's
theories providing the "foundations" of his
brother's fancies.4 Long before the advent
of modern scientific method Paracelsus
used a mystical, yet systematic, principle to
discern and categorise the healing powers of
plants. His precepts lie at the root of the
scholarly herbalism which reached its zenith
during the Renaissance.
But while some of the Renaissance Herbalists (notably William Turner and John
Parkinson) employed scientific method,
thereby laying the foundations of modern
botany, others combined herbalism with
astrology to create an art that was once
medicinal and esoteric. It is in the hands of
these men, such as Nicholas Culpepper and
Robert Turner of Holshott, that Paracelsus's
Doctrine of Signatures reached its greatest
refinement. Fifty years later it had been
entirely eclipsed, a relic of outdated superstition.
Yet, as I hope to show, the Doctrine is
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helpful in understanding Mandragora. The
Doctrine of Signatures is based on the
magical principle of correspondence, and
on the belief that creation reveals its
"meaning" or purpose in its form. Individual plants thus bore the signature, as it
were, of their virtues: Robert Turner
writing in his Botanologia (1664), declares
"God hath imprinted upon the Plants,
Herbs and Flowers, as it were in Hieroglyphics , the very Signature of their Virtues''. For
example, the walnut, whose form resembles
the brain, was thought to be efficacious in
curing mental disorders. The mandrake,
whose roots sometimes resemble a man's
shape with a prominent male member, was
regarded as an aphrodisiac. Every flower
thus bore its "signature" placed on it by the
creator.
Powys's Flower Symbolism
The title of Mandragora draws our attention
to a widespread, if understated, flower
symbolism within the book. Powys, as I have
argued, builds his meaning out of images.
Of these, flower imagery is the simplest and
the most accessible. To scan the pages of
Mandragora is, in one sense, like perusing a
herbal. One is met with a plethora of plant
names: violet, marigold, rosemary, briony,
hemlock, rue, woodbine, red campion,
daffodil, tulip, hyacinth, daisy, primrose,
poppy, moonflower, rose—the list goes on.
To read the poems closely is to begin to sense
the magical "lacework" of association and
symbol which lies within them. Violet
symbolises perfection; daisy and buttercup,
childhood innocence; river reeds (in Yeatsian fashion) melancholy and loss; mosses
and ferns, secrets. Some of Powys's plant
symbolism is purely conventional, for
example, laurel for fame in "The Recluse",
and cypress symbolising death in "Mortmain". In other cases, the traditional
meaning is extended. The petals of the red
rose in "The Recluse" signify love, but also
seclusion and contemplation. Likewise the
lily, traditionally associated with purity,
holiness and death, becomes, in Mandragora, the symbol of the woman the poet has
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loved and lost. Some of the most potent
symbolism emerges in the religious poems.
In "The Bassarid" ivy and woodspurge
represent the Dionysiac rites of the greenwood. In "Demeter Consolatrix" "great
red lilies" evoke a pagan Elysium with PreRaphaelite lushness. "The Moonflower" is
a vision of a plant that seems to be the
essence of an ethereal spiritual principle. In
"The Saturnian", Christ too appears in this
symbolic "language" of flowers:
Ah! Once when the burning noon was poured
On moss and stone and dreaming sod,
I saw the great blue flower that God
Made for the Son of God.
These symbols rise from, and touch a
response in, deeper layers of experience than
the simple associations of the hedgerow
flowers. The content of such spiritual
symbols is beyond that which can be put into
words. As Jung writes, "a symbol is the
intimation of a meaning beyond the level of
our present powers of comprehension."5
These images can be combined within a
larger form. In "Piety", two of these
symbols are juxtaposed—the moonlit lotus
flower of the Goddess and the sirens, against
the red rose of earthly love. This highlights another aspect of the flowers in
Powys's poetry—their association with the
feminine. In Odes the Goddesses which the
poet worships are surrounded by flowers. In
"From a Fairy Masque" (1899) elemental
spirits minister to mankind through the
agency of flowers, under the rulership of
Titania. In Mandragora the symbolism
continues, but its tone has changed. The
movement from adoration to bitterness is
signalled by "The Flower" where the poet
mourns the death of a flower, which represents his love. Similarly, "Evasion"
laments the loss of the poet's lover, whom he
calls "my sun-kissed flower". In
"Blasphemy" the line "O fairy form, O
flower-like face" introduces a poem of loss
and death. The image of the flower begins to
reflect the disintegration of the poet's faith
in womankind:

Do you want to break my heart
That you let your head fall so;
Fall like a flower with petals furled
Forgetting life, forgetting the world?
("Condemned")
In "The Garden", which apparently
shows the influence of William Morris's
"Golden Wings", the flower has become
associated with death:
Lying under the lilies there
Lying in weeds like drowned girl's hair.
This, it seems, is the grim end of the poetic
quest for the recovery of the woman who
was glimpsed in "The Flute-Player"—the
quest initiated by "a scent of flowers". In
"Memory" the scent of flowers has become
unbearable.
In the lyric poems, flowers serve as
symbols of the poet's feeling. In the
narrative poems, they have a more subtle
role. There are two important narrative
poems in Mandragora, both told in the first
person: "The Monk" and "The Book".
"The Book" tells the story of how the
protagonist raises the soul of a woman from
the dead by recourse toabookof spells. The
shock of the confrontation, and the realisation of his sin, compels him to take vows as
a Monk. The poem employs a subtle and
understated flower symbolism which needs
more than one reading to be appreciated.
The "damask-rose" petals which open and
close the narrative represent, as in "The
Recluse", the forsaking of worldly love for a
life of contemplation. The three flowers
which he passes on his way to the fateful
assignation, lily, larkspur and monkshood,
each play their part in unfolding the
meaning of the poem. The lily represents the
soul of his beloved, as it did in "First and
Last". Larkspur is a poison in sufficient
dosage, and was used by mediaeval
witches.6 Thus it hints at both the means,
and the consequences of the protagonist's
sins. Monkshood, another poison, points
of course to his final end in a cloister. Yet
none of this symbolism is announced to the
reader, and the flowers may simply appear
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to be incidental details of description. They
communicate at a different level from that
of the main text of the story, forming, as it
were, a symbolic, almost pictorial commentary on it.
' 'The Monk'' tells the story of a renegade
monk beguiled in the greenwood by an elven
maiden, as, in the ballads, Thomas the
Rhymer was allured by the Queen of
Elphame. 7 Again the flora tells its own
story: fleeing from the cloister he comes,

wrote fifty years before, Powys singles out a
single section as memorable: "the passage
where I suggest that Satan left his fingerprints upon the petals of the wild convolvulus". Satan, not God, has marked the
flora around us: the Doctrine seems to be
present, but in heretical form.
Within the poems themselves, Mandragora asserts the idea that there is an esoteric
code hidden within Nature. In "The Willow
Seeds" he writes,

To a leafy wood where in shades are born
Mosses without a name.

What the palimpsest of double days,
The Master of our journey gives!
Forever round our casual ways
Strange omens peer, strange portents wink;
And we stand darkly on the brink
Of more than mortal mysteries.

His entry into a realm which extends
beyond the scope of the herbal symbolises a
step into strange spiritual territory—from
the Kingdom of God to the borders of
Faerie. The key phrase, "mosses without a
name" carries an extra frisson when the
reader is aware of the emotional and spiritual significance which is held by flowers in
Powys's verse. The monk is spiritually lost,
beglamoured by the entrancing spell of the
pagan groves "where the hyacinths grew in
leafiest shade". His destiny is written in the
flowers.
The Doctrine of Signatures
and Magical Script
John Cowper Powys's use of flower symbolism offers the poet a means of speaking
indirectly, through the forms of nature.
Hence as we read the poems, we can
decipher or "read" the flowers within the
poems. Study of Powys's own use of flowers
thus strikes a parallel with the Doctrine of
Signatures, wherein the spiritual and medicinal (rather than the personal, emotional)
significance of the plant is discernible
through its outward form. There are other,
closer correspondences between John
Cowper Powys's poetry and the Doctrine.
The prescription of Mandragora in the
epigraph implies an interest in Herbal lore,
as do the titles of the poetic works
Wolfsbane (1916), Mandragora (1917) and
Samphire (1922). A still closer correlation
comes in the preface to the 1956 edition of
Lucifer where, reflecting on a poem he

The image of the palimpsest is of particular interest in that it compares the natural
world to a document, but to one in which the
primary writing has been obscured by a
secondary superficial script. Only exceptionally may the student glimpse the original,
hidden text. The theme of mysterious signs
hidden in nature has been hinted at in an
earlier poem, "The Virgin of The Rocks"
(1899) where the poet perceives a mystic
code etched in the cliffs:
Why doth she then, the Mother, silently
Kneel 'mid these dim sea-flowers, these rocks
engraved
With hieroglyphics of eternity?
The hidden-script—in hieroglyphs. Hieroglyphs offer an enigmatic brand of
writing—pictorial rather than literal,
magical rather than logical, and associated
in the Western imagination with the
mysteries of Egyptian religion. The
intuition that hidden signs of destiny are
written on the face of nature appears again
in "The Eclipse" (1922) where, in the
moment of the eclipsed moon, the poet sees
on its surface "runic script", occult in every
sense. Like hieroglyphs, runes are a supernatural code of symbols, used primarily for
divination, rather than for communication.
They hold a fascination for Powys. In The
Saturnian Quest, G. Wilson Knight records
the story of how John Cowper Powys "used
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to say his prayers, in his cloak, at the runic
stone in Corwen churchyard". 8 The motif
returns in "The Flower", where the poet
sees a rune marked in the angular lines of the
leaf veins on a plucked flower. The rune
portends his own ruin.
At moments of vision, it would seem, the
hidden script in which God's will is written is
revealed to the poet. The fascination with
this script, however, tempts him into hubris.
Having beheld it, he seeks, God-like, to alter
it to his own will. This first appears in "The
Writer". Here as in "Ego Dominus Tuus"
(1917), the poet writes in the sand. Behind
the act lies the story of Christ, in his only
recorded act of writing, in John 8, verse
6. Like Yeats before him, the Writer is
drawn to write the story of Helen of Troy,
then that of Salome. But when he tries to
write a new story, by inscribing the name of
his beloved before her eyes, she flees "with a
bitter cry". As in Khayyam's Rubaiyat, the
"moving finger" permits no revisions. The
impulse persists, however, and returns in
"Remorse". Here the poet begins where
"The Flower" ended, holding a single leaf.
Now he attempts to rewrite its message, but
the leaf is lost. He turns then to the seashore,
and to the glimmering realm which lies
between high and low tide, associated in
traditional ballads with the underworld and
with Faerie. Here he writes again, but the sea
washes his word away. Finally he turns to
the inner planes of the occult, where he confronts a magical creature, "the Sphinx with
the woman's eyes". (Once more he is
following in Yeats's path.) Now he can write
what he wills, but he secures his wish and not
his intent:
And your name remained—but the rest, the
rest
Turned sorcery and lies!
Only by recourse to magic is he able to
write a single word in the supernatural script
he longs to have at his command. The word
which he writes is, we may note, a
"signature"—if a forged one—the name of
the one he loves.
In a more general way, the theme of

reading a supernatural script appears in
both "The Monk" and "The Book", again
linked to woman. In "The Book" the title
refers to a grimoire which contains the
words of power through which the speaker
raises the soul of his beloved. The book of
spells appears to be the imaginative fulfilment of the need behind the greater book,
Mandragora, which itself contains poems in
which the poet uses magic to recover his
beloved.
There is, however, in "The Monk"
another supernatural text which seems to be
a model for Mandragora: that of a missal, or
psalter. Like the poet, the monk perceives
the spiritual realm through the symbol of a
sacred script. As he looks on the eyes of the
elven woman he sees in them the signs of
divinity:
And her eyes to me had the strange soft look
Of the 'Introibo' signs
In my illumined Missal-book,
Where the 'Sursum Corda' begins.
Having strayed from the Kingdom of
God, the monk can only understand the
power of paganism in terms of the sacred,
Christian signs he knows. Like the poet, he
reads his destiny through a sacred script.
The glowing capitals of mediaeval manuscripts fascinate him as if they were magical.
The fantasy of "illuminated" writing
(both "illustrated" and "enlightening")
fulfilled here by "The Monk", also appears
in ' 'The Appeal''. Here the poet longs for a
glorious "greater writing" capable of
embodying the expression of his love. The
image which fulfils this longing seems to be
that of a mediaeval manuscript, or, on a
Celtic model, the Book of Kells:
Oh that I could enfold
Dyed in purple and blue,
Writ in gold upon gold
The feeling I have for you!
Elsewhere in Mandragora there are other
hints of this imagined form—the holy book
of poetry. It could be read as a sort of psalter
itself. It is a collection of poems (many in the
form of songs) of Powys's gods: Persephone, Demeter, Christ, Lucifer and Saturn.
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Like the psalms, they are expressed in a
simple language of nature imagery. Like the
psalms of David, they are the outpourings of
a soul in torment.
Mandragora may also be read as a missal.
Suggestions of this are prominent in the
titles of individual poems: "Ave Maria",
"Veni
Creator
Spiritus",
"Pax
Vobiscum", "Requiem" and "Nunc
Dimittis". Other titles echo the theme: "The
Cup", "The Blood", "The Vigil",
"Supreme Unction" and "Finis". The
divine service to which these poems may
belong is neither Christian, nor consoling.
They form a litany of pain and despair; of a
consummation betrayed. Symbols of the
Christian mysteries are reborn in the inner
world, but in pagan form. In "The Faun" a
faun's blood is shed in atonement for the
poet's sin against his beloved; in "Pax
Vobiscum" the poet himself is crucified to
grant her peace. The body of Christ in
"Whiteness" has been absorbed into the
Poet's own psyche, becoming a symbol of a
new principle, one which binds the two
lovers. The forms of religion are used, but
only to give shape to the poet's inner world.
Other strands of Mandragora's lacework
also lead toward the idea of the missal—the
themes of mediaevalism and monasticism,
and even the flower symbolism itself. The
coda of flowers, functioning as a quasipictorial commentary on the themes of the
poem, resembles in some ways the illustrations in an illuminated text. Like the symbolic flowers in stained glass windows, or
those which twine around the illuminated
capitals of ecclesiastical manuscripts, or
those on Powys's own first book of poetry,
"beautifully bound in a pale green cover
ornamented with shining golden flowers", 9
they both enliven and inform the texts they
belong to.
Astrology, Mandragora,
and the Doctrine of Signatures
As I have shown, the mediaeval Doctrine of
Signatures seems to lie beneath the symbolism of Mandragora. Nowhere is it explicitly
referred to, yet tantalising connections run
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between it and the poetry. There is another
aspect of the Doctrine which extends further
strands of connection towards Mandragora—its use of astrology.
To explore the Doctrine of Signatures is
not only to read of the supposed medicinal
properties of plants, but to enter a world
view differing fundamentally from our
own. The Doctrine was based not on the
scientific principle of cause and effect, but
on the magical principle of correspondence
—of like influencing like. The physical
properties of plants were interpreted
through the esoteric "science" of astrology.
The invisible influences which were thought
to cause disease were likewise understood
through astrology. As the spiritual process
behind an illness could be understood by the
configuration of the planets, so the action of
the healing herb was interpreted through the
movements of the stars. Each plant was held
to be under the rulership of a particular star
or planet. Knowledge of the astrological
identity of herbs became a vital part of the
healer's art. A disease caused by the
influence of one planet, for example, Mars,
could be cured by the prescription of a herb
ruled by the opposing planet, Venus. The
disposition of planets in the patient's horoscope was of importance in this process, as
the drug prescribed should work in harmony
with their own planets. Similarly, the herb to
be prepared for medicianal use was to be
picked at a propitious astrological moment,
when its planet was well placed. While the
occult dimension to the Doctrine places it
far beyond any standard which we might
regard as logical or rational, it arguably
brings it closer to the occult explorations of
John Cowper Powys.
Powys's knowledge of astrology appears
in a letter to Llewelyn when he writes:
"When I write poetry I 'make love' in my
'unpleasing' way; when I lecture I 'make
love' in my 'unpleasing' way . . . It is the
moon 'in trine' with Venus, I expect, in my
horoscope". 10
Powys is, however, misleading about his
horoscope. A trine is a harmonious aspect
between two planets in signs of the same
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element. In astrological terms, a trine
between the moon and Venus would link the
erotic harmoniously with the artistic and
intuitive, and could be seen as charging his
literary work with sexual force. Astrologically it is a good argument. However, the
moon in John Cowper Powys's chart is in
trine to Neptune, not to Venus. The effect
of this aspect, should one wish to pursue the
issue, would be to link his artistic creation
with the collective and the mystical rather
than the personal and erotic. Neptune is
regarded by astrologers as representing
visionary, rather than sexual, forces in the
personality. Neptune is linked to ecstasy, to
dreams, to the sea, to music, to the feminine, and to enchanting illusions. In a
word—or a symbol—its influence could be
represented by the siren. If one continues to
pursue the astrological trail which Powys
has begun, then there is vivid evidence of
this aspect too, in his works, in the bewitching marine imagery of "To the Moon"
(1899). Here the lunar imagery is linked to a
rapturous description of the depths of
Neptune's realm, the ocean. The "nereids
and mermaids" of this poem are perfect
illustrations of the astrological influence of
Neptune. It is here that the focus of Powys's
interest in the feminine is centred, rather
than in the sort of joyous sexuality which a
moon-Venus link would suggest. We see
the same complex again in Mandragora in
the sirens of "Piety". We see it, even more
tellingly, in the novels, in heroines such as
Christie Malakite who are described as
elemental spirits—sylph or nymph rather
than woman.
Another astrological connection worth
mentioning is that between Powys and
Yeats. In Recollections of the Powys
Brothers (1980), Belinda Humfrey refers to
the occasion when Yeats and John Cowper
Powys were introduced by Powys's cousin,
Ralph Shirley. Ralph, who was an astrologer, explained that' 'they both had the moon
in exactly the same position in their
horoscopes".11
Irrespective of biographical material,
however, Mandragora makes its own

references to astrology. In "The Little
Flame" the poet expresses his sense of
identity with his beloved as an astrological
one:
One faith, one trust, one horoscope,
Cast by one fatal minute.
In "The Shoes" he recalls:
all I said
of the gods and the fatal sky,
And the magical stars that over each head
go heavy with destiny.
In "The Saturnian" he accounts for his
own nature thus:
Some starry sorcery made me so;
And from my birth I have been such.
Still more specific use of astrology appears
in the final poem of the volume, "The
Ship". Here the poet's apocalyptic sea
voyage is guided by a single star—Algol.
In Algol, mythology and astrology meet.
Astrologically Algol is known as "the most
evil star in the heavens".12 In different
cultures, the star has acquired different
myths to express this identity. In the Arab
world it is known as "the demon"; to the
Greeks, it represented the Medusa's head; to
the Jews, the demoness or dark Goddess,
Lilith. Powys draws on the star's occult
identity in a poem which manipulates
both awe and terror. Algol's association
with female figures may have attracted him
to it, as the tutelary star of his own betrayal
by his love. However, the choice of Algol as
the cynosure of his dark quest acquires a
new significance when one considers
Powys's interest in his own birth chart. In
his horoscope, Algol is placed in the most
menacing position possible—conjunct to
Pluto. In astrology, Pluto represents all that
is most powerful and most shocking in the
course of the native's life. The spirit of Pluto
is seen in violent sexuality, in the occult, in
death, and in the sudden shocks of fate which
shatter and transform the self. The conjunction (or alignment) of Algol and Pluto
implies an affinity with the occult which is
borne out by the underworld imagery of
"The Ship".
The astrological dimension to Mandrag-
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ora reaches a focus in the esoteric nature of
Mandragora. Here astrology, poetry and
herbalism meet. For if the Doctrine is at
work, then the astrological identity of
Mandragora will be significant.
Astrologically, Mandragora is ruled by a
correspondence of three "stars": the planet
Mercury and two "fixed stars", Spica and
Deneb Algedi. 13 These then are the influences which, in the epigraph to Mandragora
John Cowper Powys prescribes for himself.
Mercury, the planet of the magician, and
traditionally associated with Lucifer, stands
in Powys's horoscope in conjunction to the
sun in Libra. Astrologically the mercurial
force—that of communicator and magician
—is thus in close rapport with Powys's ego.
Spica also lies in conjunction with the sun in
Powys's horoscope while Doneb Algedi,
third ruler of the mandrake, is conjunct to
Saturn in Capricorn. The imaginative and
mythic importance of Saturn to Powys is
evident in the text itself—notably in ' 'Under
Saturn" and "The Saturnian". Astrologically Saturn represents the forces which limit
and bind an individual, comparable in some
ways to the Jungian psychological concept
of "The Shadow". Thus, astrologically, all
three elements of Mandragora's nature correspond significantly to Powys's own horoscope. From the point of view of a practitioner of the Doctrine, there is no herb more
appropriate to Powys—its action is in
harmony with his own nature.
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All these correspondences and coincidences may simply be that—coincidence. I
have no proof that John Cowper Powys was
inspired by the Doctrine of Signatures, only
circumstantial evidence. In conclusion,
however, there is one further piece of
circumstantial evidence: one which ties
Powys's Mandragora not to astrology, but
to its sister science, alchemy. It comes in
Porius. u
Concealed within a secret cave is a chest.
Within the chest is a phial, and in the phial,
Mandragora. The drug has miraculous
powers—it is used to restore life to the dead.
The phial is described as follows:
a large enamelled phial stopped with a golden
stopper and carrying an unmistakable 'M' in
silver lettering upon its purplish belly, while
from its whole appearance emanated an aura
of occult alchemy.iS
The strands of the thread combine—the
lace seems almost perfect. The themes of
magic, herbalism and illuminated writing
come together. Mandragora continues,
rather than answers, the riddles of its
dedication. Its symbols rise from a "deeper
stream"—the stream of magic, of the
unconscious, of dream. These symbols—
flowers, stars, and sacred writing—take
their meaning from the other, inner world.
By tracing three strands of the lacework, I
hope to have shown the complexity of the
lace.
'John Cowper Powys in the Mark Twain
Quarterly, 1952, Winter Issue, 25.
10
John Cowper Powys, Letters to His Brother
Llewelyn, ed. Malcolm Elwin, Vol. 1, 1902-1925,
London: The Village Press, 1975, p. 326.
"Belinda Humfrey, ed., Recollections of the
Powys Brothers, London: Peter Owen, 1980, p. .11.
12
Vivian Robson, The Fixed Stars and Constellations in Astrology, London: Cecil Palmer, 1928, p.
124.
13
See C. Zalewski, Herbs in Magic and Alchemy,
Bridport, Dorset: Prism, 1990, pp. 60, 118.
14
For a full discussion of Powys's use of alchemical
symbolism in Porius, see Morine Krissdottir, John
Cowper Powys and the Magical Quest, London:
MacDonald, 1980, pp. 127-170.
"Porius, London: MacDonald, 1951, p. 259.

Susan Rands
The Topicality of A Glastonbury Romance
In 1905, Louis N. Parker, formerly music
master at Sherborne School and later a
successful dramatist, produced a magnificent Pageant amongst the ruins of Sherborne Castle. The headmaster played St
Aldhelm. 1 Such was the pageant's success
that, according to John Cowper Powys, it
"inaugurated that form of historic panorCertainly for many years
ama". 2
afterwards villages all over this area of
Wessex were producing pageants, as the
Parish Magazines testify. Mrs Joy Burden, a
local historian of Kingweston, next to
Butleigh, one of the parishes adjoining
Glastonbury Twelve Hides, recently contributed an article on the Butleigh Pageant
of 1906 from which the following is an
extract:
1906, the Year of the Revel, a deeply significant event in Butleigh history, may be
remembered eighty years on by some
parishioners, and others who travelled in
motor omnibus, carriage, wagonette, dog
cart, or on foot, to the Court during one of
those enchanted evenings in June.
Beforehand, a covered stand, capable of
seating a thousand, was erected under the
supervision of a Mr Chick, overseer of the
estate. Vicarage sewing classes produced
garments for some of the 300 performers,
many of them farmworkers, whilst the Squire
and Mrs Robert Neville Grenville masterminded invitations, tickets, arrangements
about special trains to Glastonbury and
Charlton Mackrell stations, the dancing
festivities, almost unlimited refreshments,
and a great deal more.
According to the Central Somerset
reporter, thousands of children from
Glastonbury, Street, Baltonsborough and
elsewhere came to the Monday dress rehearsal
and a teaparty afterwards. Staged in front of
the Court, the spacious lawn had a back-

ground of large trees, and a 'magnificent
cedar spread out its branches like a canopy'.
Photographers, as now, swarmed.
The Revel was scripted by Miss Mary
Berkley, the daughter of the Vicar. A gifted
teacher, she gave her audiences a history
lesson writ large. It began with a herald in an
emblazoned tarbart blowing a fanfare on a
trumpet. Margaret Somerville of Dinder,
sister of a future Admiral of the Fleet, and
great aunt of Julia Somerville, newsreader for
BBC 1, had a beautiful voice. As 'Avalon',
dressed in apple leaf green, she spoke the
lengthy prologue, subsequently delivering
an introductory verse before each succeeding
scene, and how many there were!
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A tableau of Phoenician traders, typifying
Britain's first step out of utter barbarism, was
followed by the coming of Joseph of Arimathea, played by the Vicar. The passing of
Arthur, King Alfred in a swineherd's hut at
Athelney, the re-building of the Abbey
Church, Henry I granting the Charter for Tor
Fair, and the sacking of Glastonbury Abbey
were peak episodes—and the Monmouth
Rebellion was no less exciting. Parson Dawes,
Rector of Baltonsborough, became Abbot
Whyting, and was dragged along on a hurdle
to be hanged on Glastonbury Tor. This
caused comment, but the execution was
wisely excluded.3
Although differing in detail the pageant
here described is so similar in scope and
theme to that in A Glastonbury Romance
that it invites comparison. Although Powys
was living at Burpham in the summer of
1906, he could easily have seen this pageant
when visiting the parental home at Montacute; summer was the time when the family
gathered. But the Butleigh pageant was far
from being the only one of its kind; similar
local pageants were quite a feature of
English country life of the time, their
effectiveness well conveyed in Virginia
Woolf's Between the Acts (1941). Powys's
pageant differs from all the others
described, fictional and real, perhaps
typically, as it begins with 'now' and works
backwards!
Nearer the time and place of Powys's
pageant but much greater in scope was the
Glastonbury Festival of Music and Drama
organized by the composer Rutland Boughton, and performed each summer in the
cramped conditions of the Glastonbury
Assembly Hall from 1914-1925 almost without interruption. There were performances
also at Christmas, Easter and Whitsun, and
during the year Boughton ran a school of
music and drama to train local people to
take part. At one time Thomas Beecham was
the president of the Glastonbury Festival,
and Boughton's activities had the full
support and often the participation of such
illustrious people as Bernard Shaw,
Lawrence Houseman, John Drinkwater and
Edward Dent. Glastonbury was also for
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many years the gathering place of an annual
religious festival for all denominations.
Thus the plans of John Geard in A Glastonbury Romance have much more precedent in
reality than readers unfamiliar with Glastonbury's past would realize.
Although without music and of much
shorter duration, the similarity between
John Crow's activities and Boughton's is
unmistakable; moreover, Crow, like
Boughton, was a stranger, bringing culture
to Glastonbury; like Boughton he was
deeply suspected by the conventional
diehards, and like Boughton he finally left,
though after a much shorter time.
Boughton's links with Glastonbury were
more or less severed in 1926, only three years
before Powys's recorded visit in 1929;
inevitably he knew of him and his activities.
' 'The Arthurian Cycle'', wrote Boughton to
Roger Clark in 1946, "has been my life for
forty years . . . the legend is the big peg to
which I have clung but Malory's funny
people are not those I have tried to express." 4
It might be Powys speaking, although his
association was even longer. It was before
the turn of the century, in 1898, that Powys
gave his trial lecture for the Oxford
University Extension Society on Arthurian
Legend. "I had already read", he tells in
Autobiography,"Lady
Charlotte Guest's
Mabinogion, and I think we possessed in our
shelves, or at least our relations did in theirs,
the green covered 'Globe Edition' of
Malory's Mort D 'Arthur while the Idylls of
the King almost as familiar to me as Longfellow's Hiawatha stood always in the
Montacute drawing-room." (284)
The rise and fall of interest in Celtic literature, both popular and academic, seems
almost contemporary with Powys's life.
Since his death it has been renewed. In 1867,
five years before he was born, Matthew
Arnold gave his famous lectures on The
Study of Celtic Literature which resulted in
the founding of a Chair of Celtic Studies at
Oxford. One of Arnold's students was Sir
John Rhys whose Studies in Arthurian
Legend (1891) was all, Powys says, "it was
. . . necessary for me to buy" for this
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lecture. (284) The studies reveal in the words
of Ernest Rhys, Sir John's brother, "the
infinite wealth of folklore preserved in
Malory and the Welsh Book." 5
Malory's work was first published with an
Introduction by Caxton in 1485, sixteen
years after it was written; it was re-edited in
1498 and 1529, and four times more before
the mid seventeenth century; the eighteenth
century took no more notice of it; but in the
nineteenth it was re-edited six times, and in
the twentieth the Everyman edition of 1906
was reprinted eleven times from 1908 to
1938. Thus there is nothing idiosyncratic
about Boughton's or John Cowper's
interest in him during these years.
Other Arthurian texts popular enough in
the early part of the century to be published
by Everyman were Geoffrey of Monmouth's History of the Kings of Britain
(1912), Wace'sandLayamon'sBrut(1912),
The High History of the Holy Grail translated by Sebastian Evans (1910) and the
Arthurian Romances of Chretien de Troyes
(1914). Although Powys wrote to Littleton
on 22 January 1930, "I am reading everything I can lay hold of about the Arthurian
legend."6 there is no published intimation
as yet of how many of these readily available
medieval romances he did read, except that
he wrote to Llewelyn on 19 January 1930,
"tell Gamel I am reading the History of the
Holy Gra//."7 However, unless he is using
the word "romance" in a wider sense, to
include, for instance, the work of Scott and
Harrison Ainsworth, he may have read
many for in the Introduction to A Glastonbury Romance he tells of his "desperate
mania for trying to write the sort of long
romance I have always loved so intensely to
read." 8
Certainly the form of A Glastonbury
Romance resembles the medieval romances;
it is very long; there is a similar number of
main characters whose episodic adventures
are told separately but are inter-woven;
there is a host of minor characters; the
people wander about, meet each other
and have adventures in rather the same way
as the knights of romance; there is a similar

willingness to communicate, a similar sense
of coincidence in the meetings; something
beyond the ordinary is sought and sensed;
even Philip Crow, the materialist, is not
always where he is for practical reasons. A
Glastonbury Romance, like the romances, is
nominally about the Grail but it only
appears briefly and rarely, always affecting
just one person in a mysterious way, and
apparently by accident rather than design; it
has a message for whoever sees it but the
viewer is unable to impart its full significance to others.
The Grail Romances reflect an age in
which kings, lords and nobles were perpetually waging petty yet bloodthirsty war,
seizing each other's castles, inflicing dire
injuries in single combat and leaving their
ladies unprotected; The High History of the
Holy Grail for example, was written during
the time that King John was waging battle
with Philip of France for his father's former
possessions; his mother, Eleanor of
Aquitaine, outlived her husband, Henry
II, by fourteen years; a contemporary
audience would surely to some degree have
identified her with the widow-lady of the
High History of the Grail, Perceval's
mother; not John but Richard, usually
crusading to the Holy Land, would have
been seen as more nearly like Perceval.
Similarly in Geoffrey of Monmouth's
History of the Kings of Britain, many
parallels can be found reflecting the events
and issues of the battle for the succession
between Stephen and Matilda during which
it was composed. As the Romances mirror
the tenour of life in Medieval Christendom,
so A Glastonbury Romance reflects the
social issues of England in the late twenties
—poverty, unemployment, the inability of
medicine to relieve pain, the impact of
socialist ideas and of Communism, the
nuances of class, particularly finely
differentiated in this novel, the waning
power of convention, the fashion for handmade artefacts and amateur art.
It can be said, then, that Powys borrowed
much from the form of the classic mediaeval
romance. The extent to which Sam Dekker
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and Geard correspond to the classic Grail
they still pursue with determination aims of
Knight and the magician Merlin has been
great
significance to themselves whereas
ably demonstrated by Morine Krissdottir.9
even to themselves the pre-occupations of
Sam has affinities with the hero of Mary
Huxley's characters seems pointless.
Webb's almost contemporary novel, The
It is interesting that Huxley also wrote
Armour Wherein he Trusted^ 1928), a poetic
about Glastonbury: he visited "her" while
picture of a yeoman squire on the Welsh
staying with the Hobhouses at Hadspen
border in the twelfth century, torn between
House about twelve miles away in the
the love of girl and home, and love of the
summer of 1914, and the following year
weeping Christ who bids him go on a
submitted a "Byronic" poem for the
crusade.
Newdigate prize for which the set subject
was Glastonbury. In a letter to his father
Powys's skill is to make his medieval
Huxley described it as "a delightful spot and
knight equally credible as the vicar's son,
very interesting—it being a) Avalon b) (and
and Geard as the revivalist preacher in a
more authentically) a home of lake-dwellers
small town in the 1920s. Sam seems specially
c) the resting place of Joseph of Arimathea
typical of his age; he is very similar to Brian
and St Patrick d) the site of a most
Foxe, also a naturalist who forces himself
stupendous abbey the remains of which are
into a life of asceticism in Aldous Huxley's
very good . . . Joseph of A really appeals to
Eyeless in Gaza (1936). A Glastonbury
me." 10 The Iron Age lake village had been
Romance was published in England soon
discovered by Arthur Bulleid in 1892; in
after Huxley began Eyeless in Gaza so if
1904 he was joined in his excavations by
there was any borrowing it was Huxley who
Harold
St George Grey, and in 1911 their
would have borrowed from Powys; Brian
findings
were elaborately published by the
like Sam was brought up by a widowed
Glastonbury Antiquarian Society; this was
parent, in his case his mother.
yet another reason why the little town of
Comparison between Eyeless in Gaza and
Glastonbury should have been of national
A Glastonbury Romance is illuminating;
interest during this time. The judgement of
Powys's characters are ebullient and
the
dons on Huxley's poem was that "it
innocent compared with Huxley's with their
us very much but we did not know if
amused
life disgust, perversity, self-indulgence and
it
was
meant
to be serious", an ambiguity
cynicism. Huxley's letters of the time tell of
that
seems
to
characterize so much that is
his difficulties with "the bloody book";
written
about
Glastonbury. Unfortunately
Powys's of how he "did enjoy writing
the
poem
seems
to be no longer extant. n
Glastonbury." Even Powys's most
unhappy characters such as Dr Fell, Tom
While Huxley's poem sank into
Barter, and Blackie Morgan have zest. Dr
obscurity, T.S. Eliot's The Wasteland, pubFell hates, understandably, his sister, but is
lished in 1922, became ever more widely
much concerned for his patients, Tittie
known; in the words of George Sampson,
Petherton and Elizabeth Crow; Tom Barter,
"Eliot's following became a congregation
vigorously pursues girls, Blackie vigorously
which accepted the poem as Scripture";12
cleans houses; Sam strides over Queen's
Powys recognised The Wasteland as a
Sedgemoor, energetically carts mud and
powerful expression of disenchantment,
punts the hay barge; all live to themselves in
"the most vividly realized spiritual desolthe way that most people really do; they are
ation", and says "I fancy that I often
not drearily involved in and exhausted by
caught, in my emphasis upon the tragic
lost causes like Huxley's characters.
gibberish that Shakespeare loves so well
Huxley's females are predatory and his
something of that emotional-sardonic
males untender in ways that Powys's never
rattling of the tin cans of the world's
are. John and Philip Crow may be as
rubbish-heap that you get in T.S. Eliot's
sceptical as anyone in Eyeless in Gaza but
Wasteland."13 In^4 Glastonbury Romance,
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John Crow's bitterness as he contemplates
ant"; 15 it was the foundation of a whole
the urban debris and the dead cat in the Brue
spate of Arthurian studies, notably J.D.
at Pomparles Bridge is an expression of this
Bruces's The Evolution of Arthurian
same mood, and his angry scepticism about
Romance from the Beginnings to 1300
the old world panaceas of religion and
(1923), R.S. Loomis's Celtic Myth and
romance, so redolent at Glastonbury,
Arthurian Romance (1927), and E.K.
embodies, like The Wasteland, the mood of
Chambers's Arthur of Britain (1827).
thinking people, especially the young,
Although Powys wrote to Littleton that he
between the Wars.
was reading all he could about Arthurian
legend he makes no mention of any of these,
Both Powys and Eliot acknowledge the
only Rhys and Weston, but the fact that so
influence of the Arthurian scholar, Jessie
much was published about Arthurian legend
Weston whose close study of the texts of the
immediately before A Glastonbury Romromances culuminated in From Ritual to
ance, shows just how topical the subject
Romance published in 1920. Eliot's notes to
was.
In Powys's treatment of it, however,
The Wasteland state that "not only the title
the
emphasis
is on the grail rather than
but the plan and a good deal of the incidental
Arthur,
and
in
a veiled way on Merlin; he
symbolism of the poem were suggested by
was
to
make
much
more of Merlin twenty
Miss Jessie L. Weston's book on the Grail
years
later
in
Porius.
legend . . . Indeed so deeply am I indebted,
Miss Weston's book will elucidate the
His first acquaintance with the legend was
difficulties of the poem much better than my
through Tennyson whose poems, he
notes can do." Powys in Autobiography is
declares in Autobiography, "dominated my
specific about the symbolism:
poetic vision", (146) but writing almost
thirty years after his first extension lecture
The religious emotion is an emotion very
he feels that he must, even then, "have
closely connected with sex; and the feeling it
known enough from the Mabinogion and
excites very quickly gathers that dangerous
from Malory to clear away a vast amount of
quiver in the tone of its expression that implies
Tennysonian moralizing"; (285) it was
some stimulated sex-nerve. Miss Weston in
her book From Ritual to Romance has shown because Rhys was his "guru" in thus
sloughing off the conventional, Victorian
how the images of the spear and the grail in
the ancient cults were a sexual symbolism
religious teaching of his childhood that
converted into a religious and romantic one.
Powys read his book thirty years later with
(270)
"extraordinary mystical pleasure, I might
In A Glastonbury Romance, Powys makes
almost say sacerdotal excitement"; (284)
specific use of this insight in the incident of
but if Rhys was "obscure and rather
Matt Dekker's dream, but in Porius he uses
puzzling" the later Arthurian scholars are
it more generally in the ritual of the Dipping
hardly less so.
of the Lance juxtaposed with the rabbleIn his letter to Littleton in January 1930,
rousing rhetoric of the priest Minnawc
Powys
mentions "a very good book called
Gorsant. A Glastonbury Romance however
Snell's
Arthurian Country"; according to
is the more embued with a sense of the signifMark
Patterson
who has discovered this
icance of the Grail in all its many possible
book
(1926),
Snell
provides a comprehensconfigurations.
ive
survey
of
sites
and
localities within the
Nearly thirty years before Jessie Weston's
British
Isles
in
some
way
connected with
influential book, Sir John Rhys published
Arthur;
he
finds
tentative
links between
his Studies in Arthurian Legend which was
Glastonbury
and
the
Grail
itself
though few
the basis of John Cowper's first University
with the legends.19 It is curious how
Extension Lecture; Sir John seems to have
academic scholars as well as the romancers
been the first to see the pagan elements in the
themselves plump for a particular place, for
Christianized romances and his book was in
Carbonek, or Camelot or Arthur's seat;
this sense just what Powys calls it, "signific-
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Bardsey, Grassholm, Lundy and Glastonbury are all suggested as the Island of the
Dead; all have their adherents. But the
Celtic Kingdom would have needed numerous sites for the dead; surely any island,
whether it were in the sea, if it were visible
from land, or in a lake, or a river, would
have served the particular area adjacent to
it. Likewise the Celtic kingdom would have
had, both in time and place, a number of
noble war lord and of 'crooked' counsellors,
and cauldrons of plenty and of rebirth. It
was not until the conteurs in the twelfth
century identified the cup that received
Christ's blood, and therefore, one only, that
the persons connected with it likewise began
to coalesce into single representatives. The
claims of Owen Evans, in A Glastonbury
Romance, that Glastonbury is the actual site
of Annwyn, are as good as any other
scholar's and indeed identify with Rhys's.
Throughout A Glastonbury Romance,
Powys is careful to make no claims in the
authorial voice, and one about Bleheris he
puts in double inverted commas. 'Some
mediaeval clerk called Blehis or Bleheris'
says the Marquis of P . , 'wrote his histories,
here, they tell me.' (440) Weston devotes a
lengthy chapter to Bleheris, collating all
possible mentions of him (some are spelt
oddly) and considering him to be the author
of the original Grail Romances but her tenet
is not generally accepted.
The Marquis of P. derives in function
from the Marquis of Bath who still owns
much of Somerset, and in whose library at
Longleat a treasure trove of Glastonbury
manuscripts still lies unedited, but in looks
and manner (422) he is like Phelips of Montacute whom Powys knew well and whose
remark, "we are being chaffed by the
populace," he quotes in several contexts.17
In so far as the Marquis of P. equates with
the Marquis of Bath Powys shows a sure
instinct in connecting Bleheris with him,
partly because of the library, and partly
because the romances were usually written
under aristocratic patronage. The Marquis
of P's "so they tell me", is reminiscent of
Henry II being told by "some old British
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Soothsayer"18 that Arthur was buried at
Glastonbury; both these lordly persons,
thus lightly appropriate to themselves the
whole crux of the matter upon which lesser
mortals spend so much energy and expertise;
their manner seems to epitomize the nature
of worldly power.
Powys's way of manipulating his vast
array of sources, both bookish and local is
subtle, suggestive and idiosyncratic.
Reviewing a reprint of The Gate of
Remembrance, John Thomas wonders
whether a remark about "the Edgar Chapel
man" in A Glastonbury Romance refers to
Bligh Bond.19 In fact there are at least four
references to him; the one that John Thomas
quotes is in John Crow's answer to Nancy
Stickles when she tells him about a newly
found stone "with funny marks on it".
John replies, "It must be the one that this
new antiquary was after, not the Edgar
Chapel man . . . " (883) In the authorised
voice we are told that "King Edgar's lawn
was a popular name that had locally arisen
when a famous modern antiquary—guided
he himself declared by supernatural
agency—had traced the foundation of that
great monarch's chapel." (228, 229). Later
Matt Dekker and Mr Geard "instinctively
turned round . . . to catch a glimpse of the
tall elms growing in the Abbey enclosure
between the boundary wall and those foundations of the Chapel of King Edgar that had
been discovered by supernatural aid." (282
my italics) Later again Miss Crow says to
Ned and Rachel, "There was an antiquary
down here yesterday not the one who found
the Edgar Chapel by the help of that spirit
but quite a different one". (520) A new
antiquary was indeed employed by the
Abbey Trustees after they had dismissed
Bond.
It is certainly worthy of note that Powys
was so off-hand in his references to Bligh
Bond, the highly knowledgeable, eccentric
architect in charge of the excavations at the
Abbey from 1908-1913. He and Powys had
in fact a good deal in common. Both were
sons of Wessex vicars, were one of eleven
siblings; were enthusiastic, a most spell-
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binding lectures in America as well as
England; and ended their days in North
Wales; both were deeply interested in
Glastonbury, and had an interest in the past
that could easily become overwhelming.
Bligh Bond's description in The Gate of
Remembrance of his guidance by automatic
writing was reprinted four times almost
immediately and was the cause of his final
dismissal as archaeologist in charge of the
Glastonbury Abbey excavations.20 The
spirit with whom he supposed himself in
touch was a monk of the late fifteenth
century, Johannes Bryant. The Gate of
Remembrance was followed by The
Company of Avalon wherein spirits of
monks of the abbey of earlier times speak.
In both books reference is made to "The
Invisible Watchers'', a term that Powys also
employs several times, notably when Mary
sees the Grail (536) and when Mr Geard is
drowning (1111, 1112).
It is possible that "the wine-coloured
red" light that Mary sees on the column of
the great-ruined arch derives from one of the
sayings of the monk Johannes, who tells in a
few vivid words how he "wandered by the
mere and saw the sunset shining on her
(Glastonbury Abbey's) far-off towers."
Johannes explains how his spirit still lingers
because he so much loved his earth life, not
in the Abbey but in her surroundings.
Throughout, his utterances have considerable appeal. It seems possible that Powys's
dismissive reference to Bligh Bond is a way
of belittling both a temptation and threat;
for the probability indicated by Theodore
Dreiser, Frederick Davies and Wilson
Knight is that Powys both knew that he had,
and was very fearful of psychic powers.
The extent to which an author, whether
consciously or unconsciously uses real
people for his characters is a vexed one. The
Author's Note to A Glastonbury Romance,
begins, "Not a single scene, or situation, or
character, or episode in this book has been
drawn in any respect, or in any sense whatsoever, from real life." This statement may
dismissed as the usual device to avoid libel,
for it would not be possible to write anything

at all while abiding quite literally by such
conditions. To be taken more seriously is
Powys's letter to Littleton in which he says
that everyone is invented except the Northwold grandfather and the architect from
London; but at the same time he wonders
whether "the present potentates . . . will any
of them make any protest about my representation of them." 21 As is now well
known, two, at least, did, the Mayor, Harry
Scott-Stokes in his review in Time and Tide
(15 July 1933),22 and Captain Hodgkinson
by bringing a libel suit.
Scott-Stokes was not a native of Glastonbury; he married into the Morland family,
and was made managing director of the
family's sheepskin firm, Clark Son and
Morland, which is now defunct. He seems to
have felt that A Glastonbury Romance was a
threat to the reputation of the people of
Glastonbury, and "the Christian Ethic".
He was a classicist by training and a man of
some culture; no doubt his views, as
expressed in Time and Tide, were entirely
commendable ethically but they show a lack
of literary discrimination which might
embarrass his numerous descendents.
It seems likely that Captain Hodgkinson
had something more personal to worry
about; the external resemblances between
him and Philip Crow were considerable, and
it does seem probable that Hodgkinson's
activities, fully reported in the local press,
may have given Powys some ideas for Crow.
Not only was Hodgkinson the manager of
Wookey Hole caves but he also organized a
concert there with a full orchestra playing
Handel's Water Music, and dancing afterwards to modern jazz, a setting which would
give ample opportunity for activities such as
Philip's with Persephone; as Penny Smith
has shown, this was the episode largely cut in
subsequent editions.23 Captain Hodgkinson
was not much of an industrialist and this
aspect of Philip Crow has been allowed to
stand. He was, on the other hand, the
Master of the Mendip Hunt, and the Wells
Journal gives frequent accounts of the
magnificent runs that hounds had under his
mastership. It would be typical of Powysian
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irony to place the prototype of the collector
of the gory relics of the hunting-field in
Wookey Hole where the stalactites suggest
"trophies, as memorials of her monstrous
encounters" of a debased version of Cybele.
Wookey Hole caves were lit by electricity
and opened to the public just three years
before the writing of A Glastonbury
Romance. The Central Somerset Gazette of
29 April 1927 describes how you "pass
through a clicking turnstile into the caves
where the sunlight is lost and replaced by
powerful electric lamps." The guide is H.E.
Balch, Fellow of the Society of Antiquaries.
"A little white boat lying on the shore of the
lake is launched", and in a grotto "is a most
wonderful collection of stalactites and
stalacmites, formations, some white as
drifted snow, others ruby red and some a
beautiful creamy shade". All, be it noted,
are flesh colours. This same H.E. Balch,
writing in a long running publication, The
Somerset Year Book in 1928 equates
Wookey Hole in all seriousness with "the
cave at the entrance of Hell at the head
waters of the stream of sorrow, where dwelt
the black witch whose blood the giant
Ysbaddaden asks Kilhwch to bring to him in
the story of Kilhwch and Olwen in the
Mabinogion." He asserts, "That the solitary
individual whom I identify with the witch
was killed, or at any rate died, on the floor
near the entrance, I have proved, her bones
being found in two places."24 The article is
accompanied by a picture of Miss Hilda
Perkins, as "The Witch of Wookey" in yet
another pageant of the day, this time in
Wells.
That such a scholar as Balch can thus
confound fact and fiction indicates the sort
of sensibility that could see itself mirrored in
A Glastonbury Romance. There are people
living in Glastonbury to-day who believe
that their relations were unfavourably portrayed in A Glastonbury Romance. However
it is quite probable, and subsequent investigation has shown it to be likely, that Capt.
Hodgkinson was wont to say something
like, "better join my first lot of sight-seers
... and I'll show you the stalactite
mentioned by Clement of Alexandria. I only
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show it to pretty young women like you and
among them only to the naughty ones. I
shan't show it to Dave. It would corrupt his
pure mind. Ha! Ha! Ha!" (121)
Philip Crow, though, is not all chauvinist;
in spite of his infidelities he is fond of his
wife, Tilly and is interested in his little
daughter by Blackie Morgan and prepared
to care for her; the breakfast scene at The
Elms on the morning of the unveiling of the
Saxon Arch (872ff) shows a degree of tenderness between husband and wife that is at
first surprising as is the tact and tenderness
of both to the child, Nelly. Considering this
episode it is not possible to see Philip, as did
a contributor to the Review, as "representing
evil" and as "the personification of the
isolated selfishness of modern individualism".25 Hodgkinson should have
studied his double more closely; apart from
his regrettable desire "to modernize" he has
many virtues; he is brave, persistent, proud
and in some ways scrupulous. The end of A
Glastonbury Romance is about Philip's
urge to live as much as Geard's urge to die.
While Powys's understanding of women is
frequently remarked, it is noticed less often
how well he could portray men apparently
quite different from himself. The adverse
reactions of Scott-Stokes, Hodgkinson and
others were conditioned by conventional
thinking much of which the sea of change
has swept away.
*

*

*

Between deciding to write about Glastonbury in the Spring of 1929, and actually
beginning on Easter Day 1930, Powys seems
to have kept in close touch with local news.
The greatest flood in the recorded history of
the area occurred that winter and there were,
in the words of the headlines of the Bridgewater Mercury of 11 December 1929, "Vast
Low-lying Areas Affected", "Torrents
Through Great Breaches", and "The
Moors Turned into Gigantic Ocean". Likewise the Central Somerset Gazette reported
the next day, "Terrible Floods", "Great
Distress", "Hundreds Rendered Homeless", "Damage Wrought Unparallelled in
Human Memory". In more detail, readers
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(taken from the Somerset River Board's Tenth Annual Report, 1960). The flooding in the Glastonbury area in 1929
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were told,' 'the inundation has probably not
been exceeded since 1616"; "the sea banks
burst and the water of the Bristol Channel
swept up close to Glastonbury Market place
flooding St Benedict's Church 3 or 4 feet
deep", "the flood swept like a huge tidal
wave .. caused by terrific gales and a rainfall that has no equal in living memory";
"the Tone burst its banks and was surging
like a mountain torrent over a shed 10 feet
high". On 3 January 1930, it reported that
"weather conditions combined with
extensive flooding made Christmas in this
part of Somerset the most depressing on
record", and on 17 January 1930 that "the
Holy Thorn by the Abbey gateway was
blown down". The Bishop of Bath and
Wells, with the vicar of Stoke St Gregory
visited the scene of the flood and "made a
complete tour of the submerged village by
boat". There is a photograph of them doing
so; the boat is very small, even just two
people are somewhat cramped in it and the
Bishop's hat is very large. This photograph
might well have suggested the very small
coracle that carried Mr Geard on the flood

The Bridgewater Mercury, 18 December, and the
Somerset County Gazette, 14 December 1929: the
Bishop of Bath and Wells on a tour of the flooded
Stoke St Gregory
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and by contrast the big hay barge that Matt
and Sam Dekker punted so effectively to
rescue stranded people.
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The topicality of A Glastonbury
Romance takes three forms: in a literary
sense it was a culmination of more than sixty
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Photographs of the floods near Glastonbury, 1929, showing banks burst, a rescue operation etc.: courtesy of the
National Rivers Authority (Somerset Area).

years of a growing flood of interest,
academic and popular in the Matter of
Britain, and Celtic Literature; secondly it
follows and elaborates the revelations of
scholarship that the Grail was not only the
sacramental cup but also the cauldron of
rebirth and of plenty; and thirdly it refers to
events in the little town of Glastonbury in

the years immediately before it was written.
Powys was speaking no more than the truth
when he told his interviewer that the flood
was his excuse for writing "finis" to A Glastonbury Romance.2S For all his awareness
of Glastonbury's past, the Romance is a
picture of its events and mores in the late
'twenties.
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Kraken to Sea Serpent:
—^
John Cowper Powys and Huw Menai
Below the thunders of the upper deep;
Far, far beneath in the abysmal sea,
His ancient, dreamless, uninvaded sleep
The Kraken sleepeth.
(Tennyson, "The Kraken", 1880)
Huw Menai (Huw Owen Williams) (1888-1961)
is the only considerable Anglo-Welsh poet to
have reached maturity between the death of
Edward Thomas (1917) and the publication of
David Jones's In Parenthesis (1937): thus says
correctly the poet and critic Anthony Conran in
The Cost of Strangeness (1982).' Nevertheless,
and significantly, since the poet's death there
have been only two detailed, critical analyses and
assessments of Huw Menai's poetry published,
both from Wales, namely the essay by Anthony
Conran and a chapter by the poet, novelist and
critic, Glyn Jones in his The Dragon Has Two
Tongues (1968).2 These two critical pieces refer
back inevitably to what we might read as a third
overall assessment, John Cowper Powys's Preface to Huw Menai's fourth and last volume of
poems, The Simple Vision, of 1945, a selection
made by Powys himself. Powys thought well
enough of his Preface and of Huw Menai to
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reprint this in his Obstinate Cymric: Essays
1935-47(1947), though with the omission of two
interesting end paragraphs. 3
John Cowper Powys first met Huw Menai in
December 1938, on his first lecturing visit to
Bridgend from his home in Corwen, they being
introduced by Huw Menai's friend, C. Benson
Roberts who organised the lecture. "Ben" and
Huw visited Corwen at Easter 1939; John visited
South Wales in March 1940, again staying with
the Roberts family (with Powys and Menai sleeping in the same bedroom) but also visiting the
home of Huw Menai, "our Sea Serpent" 4 and
his wife Ann. Huw, whom Powys reports as
"even more of an invalid than I", 5 and Ann
stayed four nights in Corwen in January 1944.
But the friendship between Powys and his
"fellow monster" or "salt sea pal" [letters: 27
October 1942] was maintained by an exchange of
letters, some four hundred from Powys, until
Huw Menai's death.
The letters which follow are selected, to some
extent at random, from the early years, 19391947. Powys's letters in the first months of 1939
are a little more formal, showing him discover-
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ing his and Huw Menai's past and present
circumstances. But he soon moves into the often •
whimsical, often rollicking style, full of wordplay (frequently near to aburdity) which shows
him much at ease with Huw Menai, while
obviously eager to cheer-up, divert, entertain
and encourage a suffering and too neglected
"great Welsh poet" in hapless conditions.
Obviously the total collection of Powys's
letters to Huw Menai is of great interest and
information because they were all written from
Corwen during Powys's writing and publishing
of his novels Owen Glendower and Porius, and
various other books of criticism and social
commentary, like Dostoievsky,
Rabelais,
Mortal Strife and Obstinate Cymric. The
progress of these works is interestingly narrated.
The letters also show Powys's responses to
external events, both world events, especially
during the War years, and local, the Welsh
literary scene. And, of course, the letters provide
a continuous diary and portrait of Powys
himself. Sometimes he recalls events of his own
past, dating from his first year of life. Sometimes
he remembers great writers he has known, like
Hardy, Dreiser and Lee Masters. Sometimes he
analyses his relationship with, say, his son, his
brothers, or his friend Louis Wilkinson.
Throughout there emerges a picture of Powys's
daily life in Corwen, his routines, his visitors,
and his reading (with critical comments).
Throughout there is a caricature picture of
himself, often supported by vivid drawings.
However, Powys's eye is largely on Huw
Menai. The letters largely derive their special
character through Powys's special assumption
of sympathy and intimacy: at the other end of
the scale from some other Welsh correspondence: contrast his letters to Iorwerth Peate. 6 The
letters are outgoing and unpremeditated outpourings to a fellow Welsh writer with whom
Powys feels he sympathises closely in character,
methods, ideas, gastric illness and (to a lesser
extent) poverty. Powys constantly analyses
Menai's "Sea Serpent" character, extols him as
the great Welsh genius, criticises his poems (after
the publication of The Simple Vision (1945)
encouraging him through what he sees as a "new
phase'' of poetry), and urges him to write a great
prose autobiographical novel (even to the extent
of writing, in one letter, a review of that autobiography before it had started [22 April 1942]).
That prose autobiography, of enormous length

and part-read by others including Glyn Jones,
was never published.
Huw Menai was already well-established as an
Anglo-Welsh poet when Powys met him. He had
published three volumes of poems: Through the
Upcast Shaft (Hodder & Stoughton, 1920); The
Passing of Guto, and other poems (Hogarth
Living Poets Series, 1929) and Back in the
Return, and other poems (Heinemann, 1933).
The first volume, which reached a third and
enlarged edition by 1923, carried the words "(A
Welsh Miner)" under Huw Menai's name on the
title page and a four-page introduction on the
poet and poems which "as a whole bear the
unmistakable stamp of genius" by Ellis Lloyd.
For example, Lloyd's high praise reads like this:
Many of these songs have come to him when engaged
at his daily toil . . . In an industrial environment which
to most would be repulsive and depressing, he has seen
signs and wonders. To him, the coal that he hewed was
buried sunlight which his mandril was releasing—
'sun meeting sun again.' The dark stalls and headings
of the mine were the blue lagoons and nymph-haunted
nooks of ages gone. The strata of the rocks, and the
seams of coal, deep down in the mine, were the
ancient, dust-covered pages of—'The infinite
biography of God.' Even the drab heaps of shale,
which blot the spaces of a mining village, have given
him material which his genius has spun into poetic
fancies—as may be seen by his poem on the impetuous
butterfly, lured to death by a broken bottle on a 'tip'
near the mine where he works. In loneliness, but
sustained by the joy of his creative efforts, he has
developed his remarkable gifts.
'I sweat to expand my soul,
The grime is on my hand.'
The Passing of Guto, the title poem itself
being partly autobiographical, carried as a sixpage Introduction Huw Menai's account of his
own life. The life-story: leaving school in North
Wales at the age of twelve, taking on a variety of
jobs until at eighteen he settled in the Glamorgan
coalfield, struggling through employment and
unemployment, a political agitator through
socialist periodicals and public speaking until
financial necessity drove him to accept the job of
colliery weigher (thus to all appearance on the
side of the management), and then starting to be
a poet, aged about twenty-six, during the First
World War, an omnivorous reading of prose,
political, philosophic, rationalist and fictional,
from his teens, with a reading of poetry (as he so
honestly puts it in his Introduction to Guto)
"mainly confined" to "Palgrave's Golden
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Treasury—a book I have very frequently
handled during the past eight years"—: the lifestory is retold by his three literary apologists,
J.C. Powys, Glyn Jones and Anthony Conran.
They, of course, bring the story up-to-date,
Powys to the Second War (when Menai worked
in a munitions factory) and Glyn Jones beyond
that with some brilliantly detailed recollection.
These three do not romanticise Menai as does
Ellis Lloyd, but the glamour of the impoverished, self-taught, totally committed poet seems
part-justification for their publishing criticism
of his work. Glyn Jones ends his chapter on the
poet:
In his community he was at best a pet, at worst a
peepshow. But Huw's loneliness and isolation all
those years up there in the Rhondda Valley
fortified rather than diminished his belief in himself . . . All Huw wanted was to be a poet, and to be
recognised as one. Such absolute dedication as his,
and such triumphant faith in his poetic destiny,
seemed always to me touching, and hopeless and
admirable.'
To what extent is this the observation and
sentiment prompting Powys, "your time-worn
Kraken" in his addresses to the " O Sea Serpent
darling" in "the Ooze and Silt of our Abyss"?
[letters: 1 September 1947]
Huw Menai is isolated, "strange" as a writer,
and offers problems for his critics. Conran is
unsparing in indicating his faults, showing him
as like other "Working-class poets . . . between
the wars" productive of poetry which is
"clumsy, ill-defined, simplistic in sentiment,
often embarrassingly sentimental and (on a
literal level) clearly insincere, however much the
author convinces us of his personal sincerity"
(79). But he admits that some poems have
phrases or passages with " a kind of rough magnificence". This is much like Glyn Jones's view
that even in Menai's "weakest lyrics one comes
across isolated striking lines or brilliant phrases
which almost redeem the stanza if not the poem"
(147). Glyn Jones kindly observes that Menai's
"aim was the old one of moving u s " , his wish
was for poetry "simple, sensuous and passionate". He lists Menai's subjects, his recurrent
words (sunset, stars, winds, birds, etc. in " a
debilitated language") and declares him " a
nature poet at heart", observing that one could
read much of his work without suspecting that he
had lived over fifty years "in mining towns in the
heart of one of the most politically conscious and
industrially turbulent areas in Great Britain",
himself deeply involved in the communities'
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struggles (149). But then Glyn Jones likes
Menai's later poetry best: Conran prefers the
earlier poetry, for its vigour and capacity to take
risks, to the later poetry with more poetical
surfaces (92). Conran goes further and sees in
Menai " a talent running to seed", " a debilitating lack of direction" (92) and the poems as
"rootless and unlocalised utterances in a kind of
emotional no-man's land" (95).
Both critics see Menai's weaknesses as resulting from two related things, that is, from what
Conran terms a "confusion of a class-based
nature" and from his writing in English. Both of
them find a parallel between Huw Menai and
Caradoc Evans, as coming from Welsh-speaking
homes, under-educated, but writing in English.
The difference is that Menai is not bitter or
shocking: according to Conran his work might
have been improved if he had been (77-8). Glyn
Jones had observed interestingly that Huw
Menai was a sort of barddgwlad (a country poet)
of the coalfields, a type peculiar to Wales, who
(and I abbreviate), while publishing in London
and getting some recognition there, remained
one of the working-class and its community,
bringing up a family of eight children within a
little triangle with corners at the "valley
townships of Merthyr Vale, Gilfach Goch and
Penygraig" (152). Anthony Conran too notes
Menai's unique distinction as a "completely
proletarian poet" (Idris Davies's story being in
contrast one of "embourgeoisment") but sees
him as making a "progressive adaptation to
middle-class taste" (90). He takes up Glyn
Jones's view of what might have been a happier
alternative lot for Huw Menai, that of being a
Welsh-language bardd gwlad, at home in his
community, and he develops it. He is able to
quote from Menai's late autobiographical
articles in Wales (1958) in which Menai seems to
suggest the same alternative. Menai tells how he
was "unconsciously" pushed into English (the
telephone language) by his employer in his teens,
a Caernarfon bookseller and printer, and so was
"entrapped" in English for the rest of his life.
But, at the same time, Menai sees his English as
making his thinking unparochial and as giving
him entrance into "the heart of the great
literatures of the world"—an entrance which he
no doubt enjoyed. Glyn Jones had selected the
poem "When Time the Sculptor" as an example
of Menai's later verse when "toughened and
refined" (149), direct and natural (as opposed to
his imitation of Wordsworth on happy childhood in earlier poems). This poem was first pub-
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lished in The Welsh Review (1939) and
reappeared in Powys's selection, The Simple
Vision (1945). Conran provides a long, brilliant
analysis of it (95-103), displaying it as a "masterpiece" which emerged when Menai "allowed
himself to revert to the purely Welsh peasantdominated culture he had sprung from" (103).
Glyn Jones and Anthony Conran had had the
advantage of reading and assessing Powys's
essay on Menai. What had Powys done with the
dilemma of introducing this uneven, proletarian
poet in his Preface to The Simple Vision, the
"dull but subtle involved but prejudiced and
very lengthy Preface" (as he describes it to
Benson Roberts?) 9 Were it not for the contrasts
with the later, more detached two critics,
especially Conran, the large elements of implicit
apology and self-justification in Powys's critical
evaluation of his friend, Menai, might seem a
little embarrassing. It is clear to the reader of the
Preface that Powys is as much aware of Menai's
weaknesses as a poet as are Jones and Conran.
Where he differs is that he is also prepared to
read these weaknesses as having their own
strengths. Their origins in class (education) and
language (a Welshman writing English) he sees
as giving distinctive power, rather than being
traps. Those very passages in Powys's Preface
which at a superficial reading might seem
patronising about the poet Menai and his
readers, "the people", are quite the opposite
because they derive from the tradition stemming
from Wordsworth's admiration for any sympathy with the "common" man. For Powys the
word "common" no longer has the elevated
political loading it had for Wordsworth, but it
has much to do with powers of direct or simple
communication, with naturalness as opposed to
artifice. The quality of commonness may be seen
as the more easily reached by 'working' and
little-'educated' men but it is removed as far as
possible from divisive class-distinction: commonness indicates positive powers of communication. With his eye firmly on the universality
and equality of human concerns, "proletarian
poet" or "working-class" are probably terms
which Powys would not use of Menai; there is
nothing low about "the greatest Welshman of
our age" [letters: 31 March 1941]. But Powys
wishes to present Huw Menai as acceptable by
readers from the "intelligentsia" who have their
own prejudices about what constitutes "good
poetry".
Powys presents Huw Menai's work as "that
rare and unusual phenomenon for our time,

political popular poetry" (11), suggesting that it
is the forerunner of a refreshing, reactionary
poetry of "simplicity and imaginative naivete"
(17) which contrasts with what he calls "the
Surrealist School of Verse" which has taken
"poetry away from the general public", that
"influential school of modern verse out of
whose melancholy and satiric enchantment, cast
upon us between the wars, we are only now beginning to emerge." "What people like", says
Powys, "is a simple dramatization of the normal
human predicament" and "sentimental, familiar, pathetic, half-humorous half religious
poems" which the intelligentsia refuses to give
them. Huw Menai, he claims, is able to satisfy
"with good poetry that universal craving for any
poetry by readers from "Lord Wavell to Wmffre
the Sweep [a character in "When Time the
Sculptor"]". The contrast with the Modernist
school is developed repetitively to show Menai as
undated through his very Welsh production of
"dramatic feelings" as opposed to "aesthetic
impressions" (10-12). Powys says that "The
Wasteland" is the greatest poem of his generation and that he knows it by heart, but he
condemns the seductive "Muse of Complexes"
for
its feverish
originality,
obscurity,
assumption of superiority and "aesthetic
extravagancies" (17-19) as something from
which "Huw Menai saves u s " as champion of
the "common man". Huw Menai in " a formidable tradition" (in which Powys mentions Burns
only) is a "medium for the feeling of those whom
society and destiny have compelled to work with
their hands", which has a "tendency to lend
itself . . . rather to the wistfully resigned than to
the triumphantly exultant" (20).
From this point in his Preface, when Powys
comes to look at Huw Menai's style, and to
quote illustrative poems, implicit apology
almost disappears. ("Huw Menai's poetry", he
dares to say, "like that of Byron and Wordsworth, and unlike that of Hardy, very often falls
below its most concentrated best." (23)) For
Huw Menai, a medium for "the man on the
street", is himself much more than a common
man. Powys refers back to his initial description
of the physical appearance of the man. (It is
notable that Glyn Jones also, in his essay,
describes first the extraordinary, physical,
personal impact of the poet.) This physical
impression gives Menai universality:
a human face in which, as upon the face of some
petrified Leviathan of Misery found in some

Belinda Humfrey Kraken to Sea Serpent: J o h n Cowper Powys and Huw Menai
antediluvian gulf, all the pain of all the tragedy of
evolution has graven with its terrible rain . . . '
(Here is the Sea Serpent.) Yet he is also' 'the most
striking looking individual I have had the
privilege of beholding" (19); with this individuality, however, he takes on archetypal
characteristics:
as I watch the play of his features and the motion of
his hands I begin to feel that he represents that most
primordial type of all human soothsayers, the
individual in an aboriginal tribe who is at once
priest, clown, actor, magician and poet. True to his
race the poet in him never forgets the druid in him.
(19-20)'°
(Here, it will be observed, we meet all of Powys's
frequent representations of himself.) Cunningly, Powys has brought us to a presentation of the
living man, Huw Menai, before he looks in detail
at his "real poetry". (24) He had been glimpsed
before. Powys argued that, to be the' 'rare" kind
of "artist" who can abstract the "quintessential
soul of the common man", " a poet has to be
greater than his art". "Yes", he wrote, "Huw
Menai is greater than his creations", which
explains why he neglects "that scrupulosity in
filing, filtering, pruning and purging which not
only sharpens a poet's own taste but can be
trusted to tickle the judicious ear". (12-13) That
Powys did actually wish Menai to give more
attention to artistic revision is suggested in at
least one of his letters where he puts forward the
example of his own artistic revision [2 April
1943]. But, in the Preface, we are pointed to a
distinct sort of poet who cannot enjoy the
Wordsworthian "bourgeois privilege" of recollecting emotion in tranquillity but writes "in
pencil between factory or pit's head and the train
or bus". (23)
Although Powys looks to Menai's biography
for some explanation of his work, ultimately his
appreciation of his style and his vision he
attributes to his Welshness (Welshness according to Powys's characterisation) 11 and to
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characteristics not determined by constraints of
place or time, namely his "anarchistic pluralism", (27) his "vague animistic elementalism"
and his inclination to look for "cosmic
emotion" and Christianish paradox. (30)
Midway through his Preface, Powys noted, "I
fail to find in Huw Menai, the [human] note of
optimistic exultation". (20) However, in his
final pages he finds the "secret of the charm
Huw Menai has over many Welshmen" (30)
comes from this "coal mining and munitionworking" poet's inspiration from "things
invisible to mortal sight" throughout "the
voluminous mass of his scoriae outbursts" (28).
Ultimately Powys seems to be arguing for
Menai's complex vision via an art which is simple
in the sense of being not obscure and not highly
polished. The climax of the Preface is an
interpretation that Huw Menai's poetry suggests
optimistically that "there yet may be a 'Back in
the Return' . . . landing us in an Antipodes
whence . . . we may 're-behold the stars' " . (31)
By the time we reach the end of the Preface,
John Cowper's overflowing affection for Huw
Menai, a good, great man, is almost as vividly
apparent as it is throughout the letters via their
caricature and word-play. In the Preface, that is
through public address, through public presentation of a friendship, the affection can be given
an idealistic and highly serious or "cosmic"
expression which is defensive of both writers,
Powys and Menai, but equally, to use Glyn
Jones's word, "touching" and hopeful. Powys
made considerable efforts to get Chapman &
Hall to publish The Simple Vision,11 and to
promote the poems he went out on a limb
critically in his Preface. It is interesting to see
from his letters to Huw Menai that privately he
thought the writer sold himself short in verse and
that prose would be a form much better suited to
the character and genius of Huw Menai [letters:
24 & 30 May 1939]. But there he was speaking to
a fellow sea serpent.

NOTES
'"Huw Menai: Trapped Between Worlds", The Cost of
Strangeness: Essays on the English Poets of Wales,
Llandysul: Gomer Press, 1982, p. 77 (of pp. 77-103). (Later
page references within my text will refer to this edition.)
2
"Huw Menai, 1888-1961", The Dragon Has Two
Tongues, London: Dent, 1969, pp. 140-153. (Later page
references within my text will refer to this edition.) Glyn
Jones notes that Menai was "the first Anglo-Welsh writer of
this century to make anything like a reputation for himself as
a poet".(141)

J
Huw Menai, The Simple Vision, London: Chapman &
Hall, 1945, pp. 9-31. (Later page references to the Preface
within my text will be to this edition.) Obstinate Cymric,
Carmarthen: Druid Press, 1947; repr. London: Village
Press, 1973, pp. 113-132.
4
John Cowper Powys, Letters to C. Benson Roberts,
London: Village Press, 1975, p. 40.
5
Ibid.,p. 75.
''John Cowper Powys, Letters 1937-54, ed. Iorwerth
Peate, Cardiff: University of Wales Press, 1974.
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Powys of February 1956, celebrating him as a "Master
The Dragon Has Two Tongues, p. 153.
mystic" able to embrace a tramp for a brother, begins:
The immediate source for Kraken and Sea Serpent is
"High priest of all the druids!" Dock Leaves (JCP number),
Pontoppidan in his Natural History of Norway (English tr.
VIII, 19 (Spring 1956), p. 29.
1755), according to Brewer's Dictionary of Phrase and
" But Powys does notice ingredients of hiraeth and Welsh
Fable.
verse metres (20, 26), as does Conran (99-103).
''Letters to Benson Roberts, p. 79.
12
10
Letters to Benson Roberts, p. 76.
A disappointingly vapid sonnet by Huw Menai on
The letters which follow are printed with the generous
permission of their owner, Mr E.E. Bissell. The present
writer is preparing an edition of the letters of John Cowper
Powys to Huw Menai for book publication.
1
8

John Cowper Powys to Huw Menai:
Selected Letters, 1939-1947
Corwen Merioneth
Eve of May Day 1939

Snow on all the Mountains*.
My darling old Huw
I cannot any more resist disobeying your considerate word not to write—& this is because Phyllis has
just cleaned out my Bureau Drawer of old letters that
was too full to open—preserving yours; and Dorothy
M. Richardson's, & that one Ben wrote about Easter
Hero [Benson Roberts's car] & your trip home—&
Dreiser's last, & all the ones from Mr
Masters—"druau"! the greatest living American
poet, now allowed to be so "up against it" that he
knows not where to turn! & the ones from Llewelyn. &
the sight of your now so well known hand on
envelopes spread out on the Parlour Table downstairs made me seized with such a craving to see that
hand on an un-opened envelope that I had to " take up
my pen" as the old letter writers say! Isn't the
Magnetism of Certain human voices astonishing.

Aunt Harriet that rigid old American Republican
listened to every word—in German—of Hitler's
speech not understanding a word—tho' Phyllis going
up for a second to listen caught the words "nichts sur
acceptaren"—but Aunt Harriet said " I can't help
feeling sorry for Hitler"!
I must say I think Hitler was right when he said that
in the Great War the common soldiers on neither side
hated each other—But then in Mein Kampf he gives
the most detailed & fullest analysis of the Machiavellian Art of Propaganda. How Propaganda does perforate & penetrate the air! Why did for instance The
Daily Telegraph leave out all the man's friendly words
about an alliance with Great Britain & his respect for
the British Empire, and only concentrate on Poland
etc etc? For myself I confess I can't feel any great wave
of emotion about Dantzig w" after all is an old
German town—the sort of propaganda that would
make me warlike would have to be the Nazi violences
& brutalities to Jews and Christians: & its Police
"Ogpu", or whatever they call their Inquisition—and
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the idea of a one-man tyranny—but after all Hitler's
not much mor a Demogogue of Magnetism than Pericles was! and to the end of time, in every sort of state,
or even anarchistic community, this prophetic
magnetism whether for Evil or Good, & these are
generally factually mixed up! of the inspired individual will have a tendency to dominate! I think with the
British least of all! But even we have had our
"leaders"; & certainly that old "Annibynwyr"
[Independent] Cromwell was nothing if not a
Dictator! I think / hate Mussolini far worse than
Hitler: & I am sure I hate Franco (that stuffing flea
with epaulettes) pulled by wires from off-stage, worst
of all the three! But I think Hitler has more of the old
real original Devil in him than either of these swaggering operatic Latins!—but God! so have you & so have
I! Don't 'ee go & give up a minute more time to a line in
reply to this than I am in writing this hurried
scrawl—but I do long, and cannot help longing, to at
least open an envelope with your hand on it!

24 May 1939
Aye! what Pleasure in Cae Coed there ever is when a
letter from Pen y Graig Rhondda comes! Listen Huw
darling of my soul & that I' ve never said to anyone but
a girl before & possibly (no! I always say Son of my
Soul to him!) to my actual son born when I was thirty.
Yes I'd say I would have liked to have a son at Sixteen.
How proud a boy w° be of such an event—& I suppose
its not infrequently happened—certainly in the
Middle Ages when they all started life so quick. I bet
there wasn't a Medici who hadn't bastards from 16
on!—& as for Sigismondo Pandolfo Malatesta—
Lord of Rimini—I expect he not only had a daughter
at that age but a grand-daughter by that daughter 16
years after!—listen I say again oh my Atlantean
son—don't you read any of those damned books—
unless perhaps it is a little out of the Autobiography—
but no' better not any at all. Because as I study—& I
read it aloud to Phyllis commenting & weighing as I
went—and the last page where Wales comes in for her
defiant glory in a resonant reverberation of what old
JohnofGaunt—no! Ithink 'tis the Duke of York on's
deathbed says in Richard II—is fine, Huw! I long for
more of your genius more of your personality more of
[Drawing of Huw's sea-serpentish head] to come
pouring out helter-skelter, hugger-mugger, nevermind-how!
Phyllis & I had a long long, long heart to heart talk
about your GENIUS and the necessity of a path to be
found for it where it could rush, full and free,—with
the ooze & silt & sea-tangle & broken shells & dogfish
& cuttle-fish & star-fish all whirled along from the sea
depths—Why dont you (instead of an ordinary autobiography where your fear—with your tender heart—
of hurting people's feelings would clamp down on so
much) launch out on a great long rough careless top-
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speed all embracing scandalous mystical spiritual,
subtle, volcanic, comical-outrageous NOVEL. For
you could bring in your childhood & youth & the
Aber-Menai as well as the Rhondda and as well
as—oh, all your maddest most explosive feelings: a
great avalanche, a gigantic pot-pourri, an olla
podrida, a sartor re-sartus, a miner-reminored, or a
minor- reminored. You see we feel as we talk & talk
about you that it's crazy for a great Titan like you are
to write gentle, quiet contemplative poetry or even
muttering, spasmodic, thunderous-on-the left poetry
when your skull & the Inspiration of your talk &
your Lectures has such much wider richer fuller more
realistic under-sea-tides, fathom-deep abysses to draw
on! and more unique sea-spawn of your unique, never
appearing again, personality and originality!
If anyone has the right to speak on this matter it is
your John. For I too just like you poured out my soul
in lecturing where I could bring everything in. But you
see till I wrote Wolf Solent at 501 really hadn't written
anything good. Ducdame & Wood & Stone aren't anything very wonderful. But my lectures were good all
the while! I was like a volcanic hill with only one crater
and that on one side—the side to the West, the side of
speech—and when I wrote things like Ducdame &
Wood & Stone they were slow meandering winding
tricklings from little springs on the other side, 'twas in
Wolf Solent and much more in Glastonbury that a real
crater appeared on this other side of the hill such as
could answer to the Crater of Lecturing on the first
original side that quaked, rocked, & poured forth!
A book of short stories as good as the Crack in the
Ceiling might doubtless it w") give you that kind of
ticket to Posterity that such art can give—but there is
something grotesque & very sad to me about a Skull
like yours, having broken out of the M.C.—religious
—Eisteddfodic—Chinese—Mandarin—Welsh Cage—
to get only into the Aviary much bigger—but really a
Cage too—of philosophic poetry in English. Since
Walt Whitman no great man of genius, neither Yeats
nor De La Mare are really great men of genius (though
they are true poets), in our modern times has fully
expressed himself in English poetry! I swear that's
true.
After the Eisteddfodic Competition Cage of
englyns (you've told me the plural of it—but I forget!)
English Poetry is an -4 viary—nay! god save my soul! a
veritable zoo\— but it isn't the free world.
Oh I did so roundly curse Mr Hart [assistant to the
Editor (Gwyn Jones) of The Welsh Review: see The
Powys Review, 13] for letting into the last Welsh
Review that poem (or' 'pome" as we say in Illinois) by
that chap Rainy Rilke whose poetry I told him is a
fashionable cult like that of our own naughty-naughty,
saddy-laddy Shropshire Pilgarlic! I told Hart I'd like
to profane this cult by calling the fellow with his
"pomes" "Rainy Maria, with her Whelks" (I think
whelks are a sort of periwinkle-fish-shell?)
We Welshmen—I'm just the same—take so long
before we really dare give the academic conventions,
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rules & regulations to the devil! Every Welshman if he
can't be a BA on earth hopes—as a most poignant
Englyn I've just read says, addressing a friend—to be
an M.A. in Heaven! But, Huw, my Sea-Serpent, my
sweet Coz, my Ancient of Days Crony, you can't be
artistic or conventional, and you can't be conventionally in-artistic either, in a long novel] You can't help
pouring out all that's in you—metaphysics mathematics anarchism spirituality communism buggery
lechery all that you've experienced & all that you've
imagined, & all, above all, that comes into your head
as you go ahead]

great great blunder I made—Fool that I was! was that
in this leaving out of names I left out my sisters] What
an opportunity lost] & it must—& I know it did—hurt
their feelings. But that's what we do! For some
Quixotic mania to save one person's feelings we hurt
others more deeply!
Well one day I will be talking to Ann over her fire &
I'm always waving to Olwen! Your Sparring Partner
Jack.

30 May 1939

No answer needed Hugh or expected but I do think of
you such a lot! I think of you in my uprising & downresting & wonder how is he managing with those
butchers bakers grocer's bills & light bills & the
Western Mail not taking his poems as with the passing
of time they grow more original & drastic— oh oh oh!
how is he getting on day by day & his Ann must be
fretting.
Don't'ee think I don't take it in what you're going
thro' old pard of a bard] I've known the worry; but
never with so much cause—In New York I came
nearest to it when my sister was away somewhere—in
England I fancy—& Phyllis and I were alone & I had
only one weekly lecture of 30 dollars and had to send
half 15 dollars home each week and Phyllis managed
so that half-year we lived on 15 dollars a week. They
got to know her in those Italian street-markets—but I
think we must have put off paying the rent! But we
went one day to Child's Restaurant on 14th St for
Phyllis to try & get a job and while I was waiting there
for her & drinking coffee I opened the letters we'd
brought un-read & there was a cheque from Will
Durant the ex-Jesuit ex-anarchist philosopher who
was the boss of the Labor Temple Lectures paying me
in advance a hundred dollars out of his own pocket! &
soon after that the clerk of my Lecture-Manager
(Arnold my friend was out of that job then) not the
man himself but his clerk lent me out of his pocket
enough to get to a shaky & very doubtful lecture affair
in New Mexico where however I paid him back & got
paid myself by hanging round at the right moment in
the right place!
I only write all this to amuse you for a passing
moment old friend & to take your mindoff'for you are
just in that dangerous "impasse" when many men
would go to the Pub & take their mind off there! At
any rate your Ann hasn't that to deal with!—the
general trouble with the mates of us BARDS! This as I
say & I must stop is like a glass of honey-hearted Mead
or Metheglyn to take your mind off for 1,2,3,4,
moments!
And I send that dear Ann a kiss, w n is, now & again,
the best way of talking "their" minds off—a much
harder thing than ours] Your smug old humbugging
unctuous fellow-bard John Alms-Dish.

But Phyllis is fierce, really fierce, about my not spoiling the end of the book [Owen Glendower] by rushing
it too hastily—for as I always tell you I get better and
improve in my work the longer I make it—I have to
write a lot ere I seem to get really thrilled myself \n my
own characters,—or believe in them & their fate! I am
the extreme opposite of "the Artist]" Flaubert is my
Bete Noir] The great old inartistic buggers are my
models—Scott, Balzac, Dickens, Dostoievsky etc etc
(if there are any etcetras to those noble names!)
O my darling Huw & fellow-forger of thunder bolts
in the smithy of Hephaestos (alias Vulcan his vulgar
apellation!) I tell you I couldn't like it very well for you
to go down to posterity only as an Anglo-Welsh Poet
of Power. I'm not satisfied with poetry (as we've got
to write it now) as a Medium for a great genius such as
you are; and as we know you are! I want one tremendous formidable beautiful terrible but above all inartistic & un-ruly breaking all rules & pouring forth
your feelings reactions learnings imaginations hurts
anquishes madnesses ideal visions all mixed up] And I
think a novel which really was largely an autobiography but with some names changed to not hurt
feelings—would be the best. But you needn't change
all the names necessarily or what about keeping the
names asyou write & changing them when it's done? If
you've glanced at my autobiography—(let those other
damned books go, my dear!) for your words about
Huw and John are correct. We don't need or require
each other's praise of our work—we only (by fate) like
and love & understand and venerate each other's Soul
& gestures & Skeleton Form! but if [you] have glanced
at it you'll see how so as not to hurt the feelings of my
wife & son, and because my mother would not have
liked to be written about, I left out all women's names
save dear Lily & I suppose Whores (at least the honest
professional ones) do not mind being written about.
The last I heard of Lily was that she looked in very
excellent health & had grown plump . . . at least that's
what Doctor O'Neill told me long ago. Her instincts
were always more than moral: they were superrespectable so it is within the bounds of possibility that
she got fixed up somehow & left "the game". But the
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Eve of All Fools 1941
Aye! you are the most unselfish friend I've ever had. I
mustn't take advantage sea-serpent dear. It suits me to
think of your thin-ness & those two hours in the Sun
up the hill behind house & your extreme weakness.
It's been a near thing between Mr John Death, I
think, and you, sea-serpent dear, but I can see you
have won pro-tem. & Mr John D—th has ben ousted
"Outyou go, John!"
[Half-sheet drawing of skeletal Death and SeaSerpent fighting while J.C.P. holds stop watch and
shouts "Time!"]
But who but you in your weakness, in your
weariedness, in your thinness, could say, "Don't 'ee
write Alter-Ego!'' Aye—but you're the One! Phyllis &
I talked and talked & talked about you . . . how you
were by far the greatest Welshman of our age & yet so
neglected & beaten down & betrayed! We decided that
it was because you were what you are—so free from
alloy of the world—that you had been used in this way
by other Welshmen! And because you are not a Celt:
"The support of the "Iberian" (said Owen M.
Edwards) "is literature"—"Thesupport
of the Celt is
theSaxonV
What shrewdness and penetration in that remark
. . . ha? Yes I sometimes think that the Celt is even
more removed from the true motives of Wales, than
the mass of the Saxons!
These are cold days here. Louis [Wilkinson] feels it
very cold! For the first time for years he didn't have a
cold bath!
O Huw, but I am so thrilled you're going to send me
those poems in the way you described. I will tell you in
detail & so carefully & punctiliously every single one of
my reactions to them. I told Louis (aye! we insult each
other like school-boys) that he was a Born Biographer
but as a Social Satirist he didn't express his glow &
gleam & humour & positive virtues in his novels. And
he told me that I was like De Quincey and if I went on
refusing to revise or use any solid mortar or cement my
books would evaporate.
Well I must stop. In other words having essentially
disobeyed the Sea Serpent, I will now ceremoniously &
(sanctimoniously) obey him—& not write on another
margin—(maybe there are no more!)
. . . yr Old One.

10 September 1941
[Heading notes]
Eve of my mother's birthday & Sept was always her
favourite month! What is your favourite month old
Sea-spawnV. Mine is February] when my Father was
born! Tell me when what day & what Month is your
Birthday Ha\ But you probably will reply as the
Archbishop of Milan did when they elected him Pope,
in Owen Glyndwr's time, to counter the two warring
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ones with a third! "I am a Greek from Cretel and
that's all I know."
Ay! old True-Fin-&-Tail-Amphibian! a silver
hatling for your thoughts just before & just after
reading your old Gulliver-John's wave-toned scroll!—
That fussy, bustling, over-garrulous egotistical John
of yours, & that great-great grandson of Mr Livius of
Bedford; who came from near Hamburg & was (who,
with such a name, can question or doubt it?) really
Herr Levi a sly & 5 times baptized German JEW\

*

*

The only thing to do is note things that occur and
not miss their huge & monstrous ironies. To note for
instance that you a boneless, one skin-or-5 skinsshort, mutated-minor-mumming & miming moaning
and murmuring Miner from Menai and wavy-haired
golden Apollo of Slip one! Purl two! Gilfach Goch
should still have yellow hair but how & why? Making
the powder, while others lie—(& a few die) Matching
the powder in your hair-dye (Slip one! Purl two!) We
must powder our faces to woo the Graces!
But aye my darling Huw—how fast that PirateFrigate "History" does run before the wind! I can't
catch her in my poor lumbering old-fashioned Brig!
But the worst of it was that this book being already in
print they never sent me the Galley-proofs at all!
"galley"??? why do they say "galley"? are all writers
the galley-slaves of Public & Publisher & Press &
Policeyards & Party? or Pinks of Posterity? answer
me that!
"The lazy with money is a gent & jurist
The lazy without is a scamp
The tramp with money is always a tourist
The tourist without is a—tramp!"
God! What witty devil is this? O my soul (Catch me,
else, 1000000 cart-loads of horned demons!) I'll set
about, one of these mild mystical days soon, doing
what I' ve so long Selfishly & Smugly (pro pros pro pro
pros pro eras (that's the word!)—tin—hater that I be!)
put off doing—i.e. write my first para-graph of my
Appreciation of the Poetry of Huw Gadarn.
Yesterday was my release from a week of giving up
Homer Rabelais Welsh all for the sake of correcting
the Page-Proof of "Mortal Strife". Twas writ when
Hitler & Stalin were bosom-cronies so it was a tiny bit
un-historical! & I had to correct & change whole paragraphs with my weak eyes!
So I've had to count the words & even the Letters of
the words of every single paragraph & sentence (about
the love between Stalin & Hitler) that I wanted to
change so that my tract shouldnt be as out of date as if
1 were to introduce "the Argument from Design" in
trying to contradict the atheism of Nietzsche]
Aye Huw—I wish my "acid drops", yes I do rather
wish it, didn't come day after day after day after day
after day (always between 4 and 6) & even tea don't
stop them at once ... curse their sleek egoistic indifference] (maybe learnt however from the self-centred
stomach they possess!). There! I feel the little buggers
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beginning now drip drop drip drop: and I did so want
to take Phyllis this afternoon to see a little blue bellshaped flower with ivy-shaped leaves called the ivyleafed Bell flower or Wahleubergia Hederacea named
after Dr George Wahleuburg a Swedish Botanist. I bet
he sleeps in peace and quiet as he lived & now after
posting my hypocritical hyper-critical
"Mortal
Strife" I want to show Phyllis a patch of this little tiny
plant in a grassy field I've found yes a whole patch of
this rare flower never seen by me before in my life & its
a wonder I saw it with my shaky eyes! The Blue
Flower! The Unknown Flower!
Bless you! a kiss to Arfon & love to Ann
Your Mockery of a true friend but natheless your
true admirer &reverer&ihats what we mortals need—
never mind "love"\—we need a little kindness,
admiration, wonder, & reverence]
John the Mirage-Man.
22 April 1942
[end of letter on word play in Finnegan's Wake]
Well—a day will come my Huw when I your old John
will be writing a review on your Autobiography—and
I will then say: "One of the things our greatest Welshman writing in English does here is to do in intelligible
words what Joyce in Finnegan's Wake tried to do by
satirizing the whole product of the Tower of Babel.
"Finnegan" is a Satire on Everything from the viewpoint of Nothing! It is a Satire on Human Feeling
from the view-point of old wharf-fronts and old
stones in the sand & in the silt & in the tidal mud of the
river! But this Aboriginal of Wales goes back to that
ancient liaison-link, that old Solemn-League &
Covenant between an inspired lyric poet and the
Mysterious Dark Gods of the Next Dimension! The
abysmal spiritual elemental Naivete, certain deepclear-passages resembling transparent fathoms of
water as in Goethe's "Truth and Poetry out of my
life". Of Mr Huw Menai's description of his early
memories, the astonishing subtlety (and yet the unacademic free spontaneous rush of images &
impressions!) of his wavering pictures of his
parents—are—"
Well I must go to the red box! Love to Ann a kiss to
Arfon
Yes I had a good puff or two at the Pipe of type
"moyl" of the Over-Soul, in Llandudno
Your devoted Medium & watcher, O my immortal
Magician!
John (the Early Worm who escapes the Bird!)
27 October 1942
Aye! my fellow monster of the lost Atlantis! Here, I
can, here & now, tell you of a Miracle\ You know how
until now (God! what a lot of "ow"s!) (Cynghannedd
with a vengeance eh?)—and in my privatest secretest

comfort & relief you, O my friend, will of all be the
most sympathetic with your old John. ForLo! Out of
a grey, not, no not a blue sky!—guess who has come to
my rescue??? You'll never guess! None other than
Owain Glyn Dwr his very self!
Yes, literally true! for for the first time save for a
couple of hundred dollars varying with one hundred
w n " W . H . Norton" its publisher in New York
(Bertram Russell's publisher too for some of his
books) for my "Meaning of Culture" and this has
ended for several years I've never had a penny from
any Publisher in all my life after the first original and
primary payment, by which I mean the first original
"advance royalty"—But now I have had a good
Round Sum minus my Agent's 10% commission from
the Bodley Head on the sales of "Owen Glendower"
which will tide me over O.K. & save my lean bacon—
for the final butcher let's hope! God! my fellow-oddone these releases from deep secret hidden fear &
dread are extraordinary! I can treat as a light nothing,
a trifle now, such matters as—
1. being scolded by those I love when I deserve it.
2. when I dont deserve it.
3. "Rex" the big dog of our neighbour's big constant
bark!
4. Meeting People.
5. Getting treated oddly or with dislike or contempt on
any errand to town.
6. Feeling greedy and bloated & blown out.
7. Finding the space between meals far too long—orfar too short.
8. Having to give up reading Welsh pro-tem—so as to
save (a) time (b) my eyes.
AH these things O fellow monster are bagatelles to
me now—well! they'd be bagatelles to anyone less
spoilt, fussy, and bourgeois-soft than I,
Anyhow—but all things being equal (as they rarely
are—par le splendeur de Dieul)—they are Not bagatelles to my fussy protected nature but serious prickles
and stings and tickling vexations so that I cannot see
the Wood of the Gods for the Trees of the Imps of
Satan! but when this gnaw-bone below—this dark old
Fellow in the Cellarage with a Pick—receives his
temporary Quietus & is put to sleep like Polyphemus
the Cyclops by this rich heady drugged wine unmixed
(as the Greeks never drank their wine!) with water—
that Odysseus got from the aged priest of Apollo in the
wars—a wily old bird of a Rector of Stalbridge you
may warrant!—for sharing his Rectory when he
sacked the Village!—when I say this dark old Borer is
(pro-tem & for many many months) put out of action
—all the little pricks & stings bcome of small account
and everything I look at—such as Old Littleton
himself in memory: Old Littleton's stool with a
cushion on it for his Arthritic Leg—such as Phyllis's
gestures as she unveils secrets of human relations
hitherto concealed from me—such as a twig with 3
leaves on it against a gold crack in a black wrack, all
gold against all told, till curtains tight shut out the
light—such as the look of the writing of my Alter-Ego
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of cold scales & of twisted spine, when he writes
"words do not count" . . . "Boasts do not Matter"
"Propaganda is just Wind" . . . "Deeds they want
... then they'll act in the grand manner".
Yes the deep comfort of feeling relieved of that
terrible sense of not being a proper adequate
dependable virile Bread-winner cannot be easily
expressed. Rejoice with me therefore O my friend as
thou hast sorrowed with me. Maybe thine own
MAGIC hath worked this for old man John!
Such is the board covered with scrawl (all symbolic
of one old dodderer's soul) on w" this paper is
propped up to be scratched on by my newly renewed
golden-nibbed fountain pen! Such is my thought of
"death death death!" as I watch the image & eidolon
of old Littleton—himself back safe in Sherborne at this
very second and say "death death death!" for one of
us two old chaps, once "little Johnny" & "little
Littleton"—will die first and our names be writ on the
back of our Parents' great tombstone in the
churchyard.
Next? ? ? [This query runs down the side of a
drawing of a tombstone with the names 'Eleanor
Bertie Llewelyn' listed at its top.]
O tell me, by the way, Huw Gadarn, whether you
have within the last month or so made some very
important (to you anyway) new friend—either a
woman or a man—not that I am jealous either way . . .
but I have found a sign concerning the Huw Menai
Stone on the Mountain that is inexplicable to my
divination else!
Love to Ann & kiss to Arfon from Master Johnny
Jubilant.
What means this ????? Human nature, Sirl—
That you've writ a 3 a folio-triad of a letterto your salt
sea pal & not so much as even referred to his health???
What is this???? Human nature, dear my Lord! that's
what it is!
2 April 1943
1 have been O Fellow of Mine! thinking so particularly
of you lately. . . . I rattled off that essay I sent in "longhand" like a long long letter to Keidrich Rhys so
hurriedly that I hadn't the courage or the calm or the
wisdom or leisure to enter into the topic that really
does allure me so much over this and I would greatly
like to have your views so as to be more ready & prepared another time. And indeed—O my friend of
friends!—this same sod, this whoreson sweating sod,
of a scurvy jade, this old neighing Rosinante Time has
carried in on its mangy back, poor old Horse of the
Pale Rider, this same other occasion even now for here
I find myself having brought forth out of retirement
my 2 year postponed one thousand page Romance of
the Dark Ages beginning in Oct of the year of grace
499 A.D. of which I had written 100 manuscript pages
and now I am re-writing these and making a fresh start
not discounting my beginning wholesale for 1 am too
meaningly covetously meanly fussily possessively
fond where I have spent time & effort on a thing! O oo
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I can't endure to "Scrap it "(as they say in U.S.) but in
the amusing-amazing battle between—(& I expect 'tis
so with thee too, brother—love of what self has done
with effort & dislike of seeing that effort "scrapped"
on the one hand—and Artistic-Aesthetic GoodCraftsman- Conscience on the other—I hesitate, I
waver, I trim, & weigh, I turn, I shift—"This way and
that dividing the swift mind"—and in the end what
happens is . . . no! not exactly a compromise .. as
when young male frogs riding on old male frogs' backs
(in breeding season) hug the old ones to death so that
only husks are left when they let them go! . . . that is to
say I find myself discarding the old page by page after
covering each page with revisions & thereby making it
indecipherable] (& I bet you do the same sort of thing
O mate of my spirit!)
So that in the end conscience wins by its own
strength and in piecemeal processes of the hugging of
this self-loving possessiveness turns it into a husk and
empty shell and my old pages are made into "spills" to
serve as matches!
Well I have now reached the problem of RACE & I
implore you (O Huw Gadarn the Encyclopediacal
Poet, the Confucius of Wales!) to say to me what you
think & imagine about The Welsh as a Race!!! Imean
who are the Real Welsh!?] Who are the aboriginals?
Who are the Iberians? Who are the Celts whether
Goidelic or Brythonic and above all for you see I am
beginning my Romance here in Corwen with a Welsh
hero—one of the descendants of Brythons and
Romans but with a touch of aboriginal Ibernian
blood. And what is Iberian blood and who are the
aboriginals? It seems certain that the Syntax of Welsh
is Non-Aryan but not Semitic rather (so says Sir John
Morris-Jones in his linguistic appendix to Rhys'
"Welsh People") Hamitic and cousins to the
Egyptian Berbers in fact from N. Africa. I forget the
name of their language but he parallels the "Syntax"
of it (this same learned bloody word "Syntax" is new
to me . . . I was brought up to say simple "Grammar"
. . . however! I guess 'tis the same . . . all this about
putting the verb first . . . you know? . . . daeth-yreneth! came the girl—etc etc etc & "The dish runs
after the spoon" to be . . . runs dish after . . . etc & so
forth!) He says all the words (save a few cries to geese
& pigs such as they use here in Corwen such as "gis!
gis! gis!") are Celtic Aryan but the Syntax Iberian
Non-Aryan.
Now who are then these aboriginal Welsh Iberians?
Are they little & dark or are they tall & dark. I take it
the red heads are the early Celtic tribe not Brython but
Goidelic or Gwyddyl-Ffichti (Irish-Picts) & the rugged
fair ones or rugged soft sweet strong fair brown ones
are pure Brythons!!! ha? eh? Then who are among
Welshmen we know true Aboriginals!! Don't we need
an ethnological racial Who's Who! Now have you & I
any Aboriginal blood or traits or ways or
peculiarities? such as could not be found in a Brython
or Goidel of Aryan blood?? Have we ourselves (you &
I) any Iberian blood?
Have you a clear memory of how your father looked
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as well as your mother? Would you say one or other of
them was the aboriginal Non-Aryan type? Didn't Prof
Fleure say your skull was the oldest prehistoric type
round and long?? eh?
But I take it that type of skull (yours my dear!) is not
Iberian or is it? And what of your old John's (who is
old enough (or nearly so!) to [be] your Father!) is his
cranium Iberian!?] I doubt it: but it is a lot more like it
than yours because it is more low browed. In fact it
may be Iberian but on the other hand remembering my
mothers maternal grandmother whose name was
Livius I am rather terrified to conjecture that my skull
is not Mamitic but Semiticl However! However! I
think it is a puzzling subject but I think I have to cope
with it when I am writing of (and am hard at work
imagining myself living in) the year 4991
Love to Ann (who is as brave as the women of Old
Rome for I do not forget one letter you wrote of her
rheumatism)—and a kiss to Arfon
and you are my hero or heroes still Huw Gadarn who
still can make explosives with a stomach that digests
not holds not comforts not heals not but voids &
ejects and rattles & rejects and turns like the windmill
of Methwold! How you can hang on I cannot see. But
that you do I see!
Of course as I now see from studying Back in the
Return with constant fascination you could do it in
verse . . . this autobiography—but I wouldn 't Not if I
were you\ for the effect psychological of a New
Medium is bound to be very good. Aye! here's a grand
fine verse:
"Struggle the tale! the grime is on each man,
Breaking the sun for Bread.
But know not how but there must be some plan
Beyond the Dead!"
yr old John the Pelagian.
1 September 1947
What a grand letter was your latest, Old Friend &
dear! And I accept fully all you say ... yes! "by my
halidome"—whatever that f—g object may be! I like
well the motion of having a third part of your Dole-to
Dole Book unknown completely till I read it in
P.R.I.N.T. & may that be soon.
These are weird days in many & many ways & I find
myself having very often to Call all out of the Ooze
and Silt of our Abyss old friend all the Philosophy that
those fathomless waters can supply in their diffusions
of amber & pearl and sea-weeds and drowned skulls &
dissolved ducats and coral-ribbed triremes to console
me for the non-appearance this Summer, for today—
no! yesterday—the Summer ended—of
my
RABELais. [sic]
Old Littleton cannot cannot cannot cannot make up
his mind whether to accept or not to accept some
"Film offer" w" is hovering about his ears for putting
his dead wife's last story called "Mrs Christopher"
into the Movies.
Nothing would induce your time-worn Kraken to

give even the faintest stir or a Puff or a Breath of
fraternal advice on this Nice Point, knowing nothing,
hoping nothing, believing nothing, and fearing &
suspecting all, in these realms of reality, as I do!
My Sister-in-Law Miss Gregory otherwise known as
Alyse is now where do you suppose? in Zurich!! Yes in
Switzerland—the original home isnt it wasnt it or am I
wrong of that cosmological Psyche-lecturer of whose
work I am very very suspicious (What do you feel?)
just because he is so much like myself or (more
decently put) because lam so much like him—in other
words not a real metaphysician or a real scholar but an
"inspirational writer", dealing with the poor
bewildered human soul, who is at once a clever
amateur & a popular Pied Piper! [written at the side of
this last sentence:] I speak of Mr Jung.
My sister Gertrude writes that she herself, Gertrude
Mary, is in favour of getting a rough Rock not so big
of course as to be un-transportable of Portland Stone
and of persuading their old neighbour & lady-friend
Miss Muntz who lives in the village & is a Sculptor by
Profession to carve his name LLEWELYN on this
same stone & bury his ashes (when Alyse has brought
them back safe home) under it on the top of those
dangerous cliffs up on the way to the White Nose as
old Hardy always insisted we ought to call the tall
white cliffs visible for miles out to sea between
Weymouth & Lulworth that we were all brought up to
call "The White Nore" & where my Father took my
Mother & me when I was their only offspring in a boat
& had to leave the said boat stranded on the shore in
that perilous place & carry your aged friend (so far not
a year old) & give his arm to his wife (so far barely of
age) and WALK Back all the way to Weymouth in the
year 18731
Well! Well! Did I, I wonder, tell you, O Sea Serpent
darling that I finished my terribly long Corwen
Romance about only 4 days and 4 nights namely from
Oct 18 to Oct 22 A.D. 499 on Page 2000 in my long
sprawling hand?
[in margin] (Think of 2000 pages about 4 days!!)
—yes finished it a week or so so ago; but am going to
change completely thefew final pages ... for I am bad
at beginnings and also at endingsl I am only good at
Middlesl and as, alas! alas! as the Turner-over of the
leaves of new novels almost never goes to the Middle
but flips over page 1.2.3.4.5. & (at most) six & then (if
testing mine) flips over page, say, 666 like the number
of the Beast in Revelations (for page 2000 of my
[hand] w , fancy, be about that number in print)
—(considering that Rabelais isn't out yet and I began
this Romance in 19421) will I ever get the thrill of your
reading my Corwen tale in Print!—ere I'm in the
grave? Who can tell?
Your 2 devoted Fans of the Middle Air John the
Demon & Phyllis the Angel embrace you and send
their united benediction to Ann and 1000 thanks for
her thoughtful & welcome card. Yes I was up at your
stone this very day & tapt on it with skull for you to
have Health Comfort Fame & Happiness

Littleton Alfred Powys
A talk between Kathleen Tranter
and Susan Rands
S.R.: I believe you knew Littleton Alfred
Powys very well for several years.
K.T.: Yes from the end of 1949 until 1952
and then we went on seeing him at intervals,
as my mother was his housekeeper. You see,
we spent a lot of time there, especially
during the school holidays, so we got to
know quite a lot about him.
S.R.: How old would your son be then?
K.T.: Twelve, thirteen, fourteen.
S.R.: I believe Littleton was very good with
children?
,—a—™——™*

Kathleen Tranter

K.T.: Oh, very. He always had them trailing
along on the back of his motor bike, and in
the dreadful car which the previous priest
had left, an ancient Ford with the bottom
falling out and wheat growing behind the
back seat. You'd see about thirteen children
pouring out of the back of this car, coming
to catechism on a Sunday afternoon.
S.R.: All merry and laughing?
K.T.: Good gracious, yes.
S.R.: And can you remember the sort of
games and expeditions he used to take them
on?
K.T.: I've no idea. They were any children,
you see, not just our own [Roman Catholic]
children. I must tell you he really was an
extraordinarily good parish priest. The sort
of one that it's better not to compare others
with. When he came to Dursley, Mrs Wigmore said, "Oh we've got a permanent

Edith Dix, Mrs
Tranter's mother
; and Littleton
Alfred Powys's
housekeeper

priest and he's desperate for a housekeeper
so would your mother . . . ? " She said that
he'd been an Anglican and I said, "Oh yes,
you must go there because he'll probably be
polite and he might even be able to read."
S.R.: Did you mean, because he'd been
Anglican?
K.T.: Yes. He was not the usual run of the
mill.
S.R.: You mean the Catholic priests tend
not to be literate. Surely you don't mean
that?
K.T.: They tend to be Irish. The Catholics
can't imagine how the Anglican clergy can
go to a training for such a short time and the
Anglican clergy can't imagine how the
Roman clergy go for so long and know so
little.
S.R.: Surely, in those days, the Roman
services were in Latin?
K.T.:Ohyes.
S.R.: So they must have known Latin?

Littleton Alfred Powys, John Cowper Powys's son, in
his late teens
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K.T.: Oh, they did, but they still weren't
exactly literate. And when I first saw him I
probably asked him if he was anything to do
with the Glastonbury Romance; and of
course he was very glad to know that
somebody knew about it because I don't
think it was very well known then in our
area.
S.R.: Evelyn Waugh was one of Littleton's
parishioners in Dursley. Can you remember
anything about their relationship?
K. T.: I told you about how if Waugh died he
would like to be buried in the local cemetery.

Littleton A. Powys in March 1951.
Left to right: Father Essex, Father Devas, LAP (sent
to JCP, April 1951)

And then Father Powys said, "And then
everyone will come to see the Waugh
memorial", and Mr Waugh did not think it
was very funny. Oh yes, they got on very well
because they were on the same beam. All
Waugh's friends used to come along, people
like Martin D'Arcy and Ronald Knox used
to come and say mass. And Graham Greene
would turn up when he was staying there.
S.R.: And would Littleton Powys have
entertained them?
K.T.: They entertained him.
S.R.: Evelyn Waugh was living at Piers
Court then, so Littleton Powys would have
been asked there pretty frequently?
K.T.: Oh, yes. But he didn't like to go there
too often in case it looked as though he were
spending too much time with the important
people.
S.R.: Was Littleton Powys himself a great
reader or did he not have much time for it?
K.T.: He'd obviously been a great reader. I
don't think I often saw him sitting down
reading.
S.R.: Was he a good visitor of the sick and
the troubled?

K.T.:Ohyes.
S.R.: A sympathetic person?
K.T.:Ohyes.
S.R.: And much liked?
K.T.: Oh yes. The church was just behind
the regal cinema and the manager just
thought Father Powys was the cat's
whiskers and at Christmas time he let us
make a little crib in the foyer of the cinema.
We'd got some little figures and I sort of
made them up with a little red light. I lived in
Waterlay Bottom which is between Dursley
and Wootton-under-Edge.
S.R.: So neither you nor your mother had
lived in Dursley before Father Littleton
came, so you were all three new to the
village. And where did he live there?
K.T.: In Jubilee Road about at right angles
to the church, just a little three bed semi with
quite a nice little garden. They've since built
a proper presbytery.
S.R.: Is it quite a big Roman community
there?
K.T.: I don't know what you mean by big.
He was also responsible for Nympsfield
which was older than Dursley and thought
itself far superior. The church at Dursley
had been built by Mrs Lister, of the Engineering firm, who happened to be a Catholic
and she built the church just before the war.
Nympsfield had a convent which had a
chaplain and he looked after Nympsfield
and he also used to come and say mass at
Dursley until he retired. Then we got Father
Powys living in Dursley and taking on
Nympsfield as well. But the convent was
quite big and there was a school; they had a
Dominican for their chaplain who was
Father Essex. Father Essex was another
literary fellow, and when he was a young
priest they called him the Minor Poet.
S.R.: Father Littleton would have gone to
the convent sometimes to take services and
give talks?
K.T.: No, he left it very much to Father
Essex because Nympsfield thought itself
superior. Father Powys got the hang of the
whole thing very well; after he left we got an
Irish priest who wanted to run everything
the way he thought it ought to be run.
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S.R.: So Father Littleton was a tactful,
mannerly sort of person?
K.T.: Oh, yes.
S.R.: And what did he look like? What sort
of physique had he?
K.T.: He was very tall with very long hands
and long arms, spidery, and a very wellshaped face, and very nice mouth, and kind
eyes, and a nice voice, of course, and you
could hear him when he preached. But quite
a nervous disposition. Quite highly strung.
He minded too much about things, I think.
S.R.: Did you ever see him angry or
annoyed? Or upset?
K.T.: He did occasionally think that people
hadn't lived up to what they should do. One
woman, rather a managing sort of person,
said she would do something and she just
didn't turn up . . .
S.R.: And he was cross?
K.T.: Yes.
S.R.: But he was never unreasonable or
temperamental in any way?
K.T.: Oh, no.
S.R.: I think you said that he liked hunting,
shooting and fishing and was quite different
from his father in that way? Did you ever see
him ride to hounds?
K.T.: I don't think our clergy are allowed to
hunt. But I think he had when he was in
Sussex.
S.R.: Are the clergy allowed to fish?
K.T.: Oh yes, they can fish. They used not to
be allowed to go to the theatre. They could
go to the cinema because that came in after
the theatre and it wasn't till about twenty
years or so ago that the ban was removed.
They can go to the theatre now.
S.R.: He was allowed to shoot, though, and
did he?
K.T.: I don't know if he was doing any
shooting.
S.R.: I believe your husband was killed in
the war.
K.T.: Yes.
S.R.: So it must have been rather nice for
your son to have a father figure about in his
holidays.
K.T.: Yes, he was quite an influence on
Nicholas.
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S.R.: And your son is a priest as well? Do
you think that was due to his influence?
K.T.: I should think so.
S.R.: He sounds as though he would be a
very charismatic sort of person from the
point of view of children. So children would
like to be like him?
K.T.: Yes.
S.R.: He came to Dursley from Bath I think.
He was a curate at St John's?
K.T. Yes. With Canon Hackett.
S.R.: Was that his first place after being
ordained?
K.T.: I think so, yes. And Canon Hackett
was Irish but nice. Civilized and very sort of
steady and humorous. Very good balance, I
would think, for Father Powys.
S.R.: Why do you think they sent him to
Dursley after that?
K.T.: Well, I suppose he'd been ordained
about six years by then, five or six years; and
he was not a young priest, you see, and this
parish was needing someone so they put him
in to start up the combined Nympsfield and
Dursley, which he did so successfully that
they then sent him to Peasedown St John to
do the same sort of thing.
S.R.: And that was a great loss to Dursley?
K.T.: Yes, it was rather hard. I think there
was some sort of church hall there but no
priest's house. He lodged in a miner's
cottage, just one room. It had to have his
desk and all his parish records in it, and a
camp bed which was propped up against the
wall during the day-time to make room. But
he said the great thing was that it was warm
because being a miner's family they'd
always got plenty of coal.
S.R.: Was he fairly content there or did he
resent his cramped quarters?
K.T.: Oh, no. But I think he found it quite
heavy going because it was really having to
be built up.
S.R.: What church was there?
K.T.: I think it was only a sort of temporary
building. The people from Downside had
been saying a mass out there in the little
temporary chapel, whatever it was.
S.R.: Do you think when he moved there he
had any connection with Downside?
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K.T.: Well, I'm sure he would see them.
S .R.: He was by this time fairly ill wasn't he?
K.T.: Well, not noticeably when he was first
at Peasedown.
S.R.: And that was in 1952?
K.T.: He left Dursley, yes, I'm sure it was.
So he can't have been there very long. I think
perhaps a year there and a year at Corston.
S.R.: Corston was the hospital he went to at
the end, wasn't it? St Theresa's?
K.T.: Yes, run by the same nuns that have St
Mary's hospital in Bristol.
S.R.: I think John Cowper says in one of his
letters to you that he feels that the move to
Peasedown and away from your mother's
care were factors in his son's decline.
K.T.: I'm afraid it wouldn't have made any
difference wherever he was. He might have
been more comfortable.
S.R. What did your mother do for him each
day?
K.T.: She just sort of ran the household; she
got his meals and they had a woman for the
rough cleaning; my mother had a nice little
bed-sitter; and she did the incidental things
and shopped. And made the tea if people
dropped in. We had lots of meals there.
S.R.: Would he have been able to do for
himself if she hadn't looked after him do
you think?
K.T.: Well, he'd always had his mother to
do everything. I wouldn't have trusted him
to look after himself.
S.R.: Did he talk about his parents?
K.T.: Oh yes, and the things which his
mother had done with him when he was
young. Word games and that sort of thing
and the books they used to read. She was
quite an education for him, I think.
S.R.: So she was a good mother to him in
every sense. I remember one incident you
told about when the cat had a mouse.
K.T.: Yes, I think it was in the kitchen and
the cat was chasing a mouse and his father
came in, appalled at this cruelty going on
and stamped at the cat and let the mouse go
free and then said to Mrs Powys,' 'How can
you let the child see this terrible thing going
on? You see, you've made him cry now."

And Littleton said, " I ' m crying because the
cat has lost its mouse."
S.R.: His mother had died not long before
he came to Dursley, I think.
K.T.: She died in 1947.
S.R.: And was it about then that he started
riding his motor bicycle or had he been
doing it for some time?
K.T.: I don't know whether he had been
allowed a motor bike while she was alive.
But he might have had it with the excuse of
getting round visiting.
S.R.: Did he seem to set store by this motor
bike?
K.T.: I don't think it was the Norton that
had the accident. He was very keen on it.
S.R.: Did he ever tell you how the accident
happened?
K.T.: No. He might have told my mother
but not while I was there. He didn't make
much of it at all; just that it had damaged his
arm.
S.R.: So Richard Graves in his biography
has got the sequence not quite right?
K.T.: He telescoped it.
S.R.: He said it was in 1952 but in fact it was
before he came to Dursley so it must have
been 1950?
K.T.: Before 1949,1 should think.
S.R.: And then he first noticed something
wrong with his arm immediately after the
accident?
K.T.: Oh no, I don't think so. I don't know
what he'd done to his arm actually. Or
whether he had done anything at all. He did
complain about his arm occasionally and
attrributed it to when he had his accident. So
it's rather hard to know where the accident
ended and the other thing began.
S.R.: The other thing being progressive
muscular atrophy?
K.T.: Yes. And it seems to be quite largely
hereditary.
S.R.: I wonder which side, because I don't
remember that any other Powyses had that.
I believe his mother was a convert as well?
K.T.: Yes.
S.R.: Did she convert at the same time as he
did?
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Littleton A. Powys and Mrs Tranter's son. LAP is
showing signs of illness in his inert hands. The white
splodge on his shirt front is a handkerchief placed
there for easy access.

K.T.: Yes, at the same time or soon after.
Certainly she was a Catholic when they were
in Bath.
S.R.: Father Littleton persuaded Bishop
Lee to enrol him at the Bada, the Catholic
training college. Was Bishop Lee a Catholic
or Anglican bishop?
K.T.: He was a terror.
S.R.: In what way?
K.T.: His word went. I don't think he was
too keen on having rather independent
people among his clergy. He was a bit
suspicious about this Anglican.
S. R.: Did Father Powys ever give any idea of
why he did change?
K.T.: Well, he said that when he was a
chaplin in France some Father said to him
that they had a very good system in England;
they had the church of England low down
and the Roman church high up on different
floors in the same building. And he sort of
thought about this and seeing the Catholic
church in action in France, which is a bit
different from over here, of course, he sort
of thought about this and decided that he
would join us.
S.R.: About his early life; did he talk about
when he had been an Anglican, for instance,
when he was the Vice-Principal of St
Stephen's Training College in Oxford?
K.T.: No, I don't remember much about
that. I don't know how long he was there.
S.R.: I think you said that it was due to his
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mother's brother-in-law, the Bishop of
Derby, that he got the position.
K.T.: That's not mentioned in the Graves'
book is it?
S.R.: No, it isn't. There is very little about
Father Powys in any of the books by the
Powyses or about them. One gets the best
idea of him from his father's letters to Llewelyn, when he visits England in the summer,
and which describe various stages in his
growing up. One gets the impression of a
rather vague, nature loving youth interested in animals and in books, and to some
extent in people; quite a busy social life, he
had, when he was a young man. And he had
a very close, on-going relationship with his
mother. They seem never to have been apart
till she died; her death must have been a very
great shock to him.
K.T.: Yes, I think it was.
S. R.: And often in a state of shock people do
have accidents. You never met his father?
K.T.:No.
S.R.: So you don't know how like him he
was?
K.T.: No. But he was very fond of him and
talked about him a lot.
S.R.: Did he read his books? What did he
think of them?
K.T.: Yes, he read them. I must have lent
him Porius because there's a reference in
one letter.
S.R.: What effect do you think he had on
your life apart from his influence on your
son? Did he affect you in the long term at all,
apart from your pleasure in his company
while you knew him?
K.T.: I don't think so.
S.R.: He must have been very sorry to leave
Dursley; did he show any regret about that?
K.T.: He'd just got it turning over very
nicely. And when we had bazaars and things
like that everyone mucked in, and I thought
this was most interesting; he said, "I don't
want any other organisations in the parish;
we'll just have the Catholic Church."
Although some of the organizations are very
good and do good work . . .
S.R.: Did he mean organizations like the
Women's Institute?
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K.T.: That was none of his business but the
Catholic Women's League . . . there are all
sorts of things .. .
S.R.: He meant he wouldn't have the other
Catholic organizations?
K.T.: Yes. He didn't want any of the sodalities or anything like that. He thought the
church was enough. And of course when
you do get these things—some of them are
very good and do useful work—but you get
committees and officers, you see, and all the
people not on the committee feel left o u t . . .
S.R.: So this was very wise of him?
K.T.: Yes.
S.R.: It obviated all chance for ill feeling if it
was simply the church?
K.T.: Yes when we were getting up anything, you see, we were told it was going to
be got up and to come along to the presbytery and so anyone who felt like doing anything went along and sat in his study and
discussed what they were going to do and got
on with it.
»$

s

S.R.: So his years in Dursley were very
happy from his point of view and very happy
from the point of view of the Catholics in
Dursley?
K.T.: Not only the Catholics, I think; everybody generally liked him.
S.R.: During his time in Dursley, I think, he
went several times to visit his father in
Wales, and he went on his motor bicycle, I
presume.
K.T.: I expect he did. He might have used
the parish car.
S.R.: John Cowper's letters express great
pleasure in these visits. Did his son enjoy
them as much, do you think?
K.T.: Oh I'm sure he did. When he was staying with his father, I'm not quite sure where,
Father Powys was saying mass every
morning, and JC seemed to find this very
congenial.
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Mythology of the British Isles,
GEOFFREY ASHE.
Methuen, 1990, £17.00.
Arthur The King: The Themes Behind
Legends,
GRAEME FIFE.

the

BBC Books, 1990, £9.99.
In his latest book, Geoffrey Ashe does for the
mythology of Britain what Robert Graves did
for the Greek myths, codifying the tales and
explicating some of the most dim and most
mysterious corners of native lore. Organising the
material along the same lines as Graves, Ashe
reduces the often tangled skeins of Celtic myth
and legend into something like an ordered
whole. Although, as he says,
Much of the material is unlike myth in the
Classical sense, being more miscellaneous and
often closer to history or literature, yet when all
these things are assembled and considered
together, it seems clear to me that they have an
inter-relatedness which is seldom realised . . .
Lavishly illustrated, the book is a pleasure to
look at as well as to read. Informative, succinct
and wide-ranging, I miss only a more detailed
and precise discussion of the ancient deities of
the land; though some, like Bran the Blessed or
Olwen do appear, this is usually in the context of
a story, rather than the larger setting of the
ancient myths. I should have liked to see a more
central arrangement of these great figures, but in
a book already teeming with information, one
must not be churlish.
The book could certainly have been twice or
thrice as long again, so rich is the material. As it
is, Mythology of the British Isles is both a useful
reference work and an excellent read. Let us hope
Mr Ashe may one day feel moved to give the
same presentation to Irish mythology.
As one would expect from one of the foremost
experts on the subject, Arthur, the central figure
of British myth, receives ample coverage; in
Graeme Fife's book, Arthur the King, he is
centre-stage.

The book accompanies a seven-part series of
radio plays originally broadcast on Radio 4 in
1990. These were rich, poetic and intricately
wrought and Fife's account of the origin and
development of the Arthurian mythology is the
same. In a series of bold, poetic strokes, he
brings Arthur to life, dealing with the mysterious
origins of Arthur in Celtic myth and legend, and
with the subsequent waves of rediscovery: by
Geoffrey of Monmouth in his 12th Historia
Regum Britanniae, by the Saxon Layamon and
the Norman Wace, by the troubadours and trouveres, by Marie de France, by Chretien de
Troyes, and finally by the monkish chroniclers
who produced the great Vulgate cycle. These in
turn became the source for Malory's Morte
d'Arthur,
arguably the greatest work of
medieval English literature, which enshrined the
power and spirit of Arthur in such terms that we
still to this day think of him as Malory presented
him: as a noble king, a Christian prince, and the
very embodiment of chivalry and virtue.
Fife lays bare many of the origins of these
images, tracing them back to their Celtic roots,
to which however, he gives less attention than
many of his predecessors. For him, Arthur is a
medieval monarch, whose fame is based
squarely on the fundamentals of the medieval
world: kingship, the feudal order, the crusader
spirit. He says,
I called this book Arthur the King first and
foremost to provoke curiosity in the hope of
challenging a conventional, even trite, view of the
legendary hero which blurs distinctions between
the shadowy Arthur of Roman Britain and the
singing king of a tinsel town Camelot. Arthur the
King fixes itself as a study of medieval phenomenon in medieval rather than fake olde worlde
terms.

For me, this gives too much emphasis to the
hard glitter of Arthurian steel at the cost of much
of the poetic richness of Celtic mythology and
mysticism; and, in picking over the bones of the
medieval Arthur, Fife at times loses touch with
the quicksilver spirit of the great king's Celtic
past. This said, the book is well-researched,
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fresh in viewpoint and at times exhilarating.
For anyone seeking to understand the fascination of writers such as J.C. Powys, David Jones
or Arthur Machen with the ancient mythos of
Britain, these two books represent polarised
views which nonetheless can only succeed in
stimulating a deeper awareness of our native
heritage.

The Magical Quest: the Use of Magic in Arthurian Romance,
ANNE WILSON.
Manchester University Press [1988] paperback
1990, £8.95.
In this, the third of her books, Dr Wilson takes
further the highly original method of investigating romance literature first defined in her Traditional Romance and Tale (1976). But less is now
made of the crucial analogy drawn there between
the composition, performance, and reception of
such stories, and the process of dreaming, and
much more notice is taken both of alternative
versions of her principal texts, and of what other
medievalists have had to say about these in the
past; their comments may even provide starting
points for discussion (on pp. 55-6, for example).
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The stories chosen for close study are those of
Apollonius, Yvain, Perceval, and Sir Gawain
and the Green Knight, whose plots are held to
comprise "a series of mental rituals, through
which participants bring about desires . . . and
dispel fear or guilt" (p. 4), and to reflect essentially "magical" habits of (narrative) thought,
that must be distinguished from "imaginative"
and "rational" modes alike (p. 7). The rituals of
these magical plots are embodied in a series of
"moves"—not identical with those of Propp,
which are stories in themselves—at once
repetitive and progressive, culminating in the
achievement of the protagonist's desires (p.
214). They are often associated with incoherences and contradictions (pp. 30-5, 85,104-9, etc.).
Such narrative illogicalities were of course
important to such extraordinary earlier studies
of medieval literature as W.J. Gruffydd's Math
vab Mathonwy (1928: see his pp. 50-1) and R.S.
Loomis's Arthurian Tradition and Chretien de
Troyes (1949: see his pp. 43-4), whose authors
used the "incoherences and improbabilities" or
"inconsistencies" of their texts to guide them to
earlier and more consistent versions of the same
stories, whether reconstructed or actual. At
times Dr Wilson seems to be doing something
very similar when she attempts to separate her
basic magical plots from later accretions and
deformations of them (pp. 17-19), but her
concept of what she is looking for is more
flexible than theirs had been. In the course of her
investigation of the story of Perceval—by far the
most substantial of those undertaken (pp. 97185)—three of her four major versions are credited with having quite distinct magical plots of
their own; in Chretien's Perceval such a plot is
achieved by including the scenes of the Grail
Castle (pp. 110-11), in the Middle English Syr
Percyvell, rather paradoxically, by excluding
them completely (p. 143). Dr Wilson stands
closest to the older techniques of narrative
analysis when she suggests that the magical plot
of Chretien's Yvain ends before the final episode
of that romance, at the point at which the cognate Welsh Owein actually terminates (p. 68;
compare Loomis's view of the matter on his pp.
36-7 and 319).
Of the two remaining studies in the book that
of Apollonius is the more successful, since the
author's approach brings out very clearly the
pervasive importance of incest to the story. She
is less at ease with Sir Gawain and the Green
Knight, where the magical plot is more than
usually difficult to formulate, and she herself
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recognizes a different structure (of "defence"
rather than of moves) for much of the time here.
If at such points the work seems less achieved
than ongoing, it is always interesting to watch; if
Dr Wilson's method is too individual to be
readily applied by other scholars, it has
exemplary value in the assurance that it gives
them that a fresh and personal involvement with
primary texts is even today capable of producing
new insights.
MALDWYN MILLS
Cei and the Arthurian
LINDA GO WANS.

Legend,

D.S. Brewer, 1988, £29.50.
Arthurian Literature IX,
Edited by RICHARD BARBER.
D.S. Brewer, 1989, £27.50.
Cei and the Arthurian Legend is in its way
something of a tour deforce. It is the work of a
devoted amateur whose energy and enthusiasm
in pursuing her subject through its numerous
sources in several languages has gone much of
the way towards compensating for her lack of
academic training and the accompanying lack of
the facilities afforded by a university library.
The book is an apologia for Cei (the later Kaius,
Keus, Sir Kay) whose history Gowans traces
from his first appearance in early Welsh sources
down through medieval French, English, and
German to Malory and finally to more recent
Scottish ballads and folklore, and to T.H.
White's The Sword in the Stone. She envisages
Cei as " a hero from an earlier world" whose
reputation may once have rivalled that of Arthur
himself, but who became superceded and progressively defamed in Continental sources under
the conflicting influence of Arthur's ever
increasing fame. A famous early Welsh poem in
the Black Book of Carmarthen, Pa gur yw y
porthaur presents what is most probably Cei's
earliest appearance in the literature of any
language. In this poem Cei figures as Arthur's
foremost champion and his right-hand man, a
ferocious fighter and a slayer of monsters and
witches.
In Geoffrey of Monmouth's Historia Regum

Cei still enjoys an honourable reputation as
Kaius dapifer (Arthur's seneschal) and he is even
endowed with the dukedom of Anjou. In the
Welsh rendering of the Historia in Brut y
Brenhinedd this epithet is translated by pen
swyddwr "chief officer"; and in a corresponding
phrase in Culhwch and Olwen it is said of Cei ni
fydd gwasanaethwr na swyddwr fel ef "there is
no servant nor officer comparable with him".
Yet here, as in some other instances in Culhwch
and Olwen, it is impossible to feel absolutely
certain that at some point in the story's long
period of transmission from its late eleventh
century redaction to the two fourteenth-century
manuscripts in which it is now alone preserved,
some scribe has not deliberately doctored the
text in order to bring it into conformity with his
knowledge of contemporary French and Latin
Arthurian sources. The same question arises in a
yet more fundamental form in that incident later
in the same tale in which we find Cei greeting the
young hero Culhwch on his first arrival at
Arthur's court in churlish and discourteous
words which are far more characteristic of the
Continental Keus than of the early Welsh hero.
The 'hundred dollar question' which arises is, of
course, from whence did Chretien de Troyes
obtain his knowledge of Cei along with his other
Welsh/Breton personal names, and to what
extent did he manipulate the stories which came
to him in company with these names? Was it
Chretien himself who first conceived of Cei as
boorish, sarcastic, and arrogant?—since apart
from the one suggestion afforded in the text of
Culhwch and Olwen, it is in Chretien's twelfthcentury romances that this characterization first
appears. For it has to be conceded that far more
frequently than not the transmission of Celtic
personal names into Continental Arthurian
romance was a process which took place quite
separately from the transmission of narrative
themes, or of specifically individual characteristics which were associated with these names in
anterior Celtic sources. On the other hand,
certain French influences undoubtedly did pass
back into Welsh texts from at least as early as the
thirteenth century. And it has to be recognised
that at all points full allowance must be made for
the creative imagination of individual authors.
In respect to her Welsh sources Linda Gowans
has worked entirely from translations, though in
addition to these she has read widely in such
critical studies in English as were available to
her, but has inevitably lacked access to relevant
work published only in Welsh. Her use of com-
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parative material from early Irish sources has
suffered from not having made use of the best
English translations available; for example, she
has used recent verse paraphrases instead of any
of the standard scholarly translations from the
Ulster sagas, such as those which were brought
together some years ago in Cross and Slover's
Ancient Irish Tales—a work of which she does
not appear to have known.
Some of the material in Gowan's book could
have been better arranged, and there are far too
many footnotes—unfortunately these are all
located at the end of the volume—some of them
are unnecessary, and some could have been more
properly included in her main discussion. But
she writes well, and from time to time exhibits
instances of a striking percipience. She has made
a valiant attempt to give expression to her own
insights into a highly complicated and controversial field, and one which has taxed the ingenuity
of many others before her.
Richard Barber's series of volumes entitled
Arthurian Literature has now become established as an on-going concern, and in 1989 it
reached volume IX. Nearly half of this volume is
occupied by Christine Poulson's catalogue
listing the artists who depicted the Arthurian
Legend in "Fine and Applied Art of the Nineteenth and Early Twentieth Centuries". In
interest; Oliver Goulden writes on "Eric et Enide;
the Structure of the Central Section"; W.R.J.
Barron and Francoise Le Saux on "Two Aspects
of Layamon's Narrative Art", and Claude
Luttrell on "The Arthurian Hunt with a White
Bratchet".
RACHEL BROMWICH

Renaissance Magic and the Return of the Golden
Age: The Occult Tradition and Marlowe,
Jonson, and Shakespeare,
JOHN S. MEBANE.
University of Nebraska Press, 1989, £26.95.
The spirit of the late Dame Frances Yates is
strong in this book. Mebane claims the Hermetic-Cabalist tradition (a very Yatesian port-
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manteau) had its roots in humanism, promoted
politico-religious reform and fostered science.
Yates has provided material and stimulus, and
has set the agenda for Mebane's discussion of an
'occult tradition' in which English Renaissance
writers participated. An occult tradition is by
definition difficult to trace, and not only readers
of Eco's Foucault's Pendulum may be sceptical
of a tradition. Chapters 1-5 tell the familiar
story, as told in 1964 in Giordano Bruno and the
Hermetic Tradition, of an almost cabalistic
emanation from humanist and neoplatonist
beginnings, through Ficino's translation of
Hermetic texts, Pico and the Cabala, Cornelius
Agrippa and Giordano Bruno. We don't really
learn anything here we can't find in Yates in
1964. There is some usefulness in the translation
and paraphrase of bits of Ficino, Pico and
Agrippa. A lot of this book is paraphrase.
The exposition has some of Yates's liking for
suggestion. We often miss the moment of transmutation of insinuation into assumption. On p.
89 "it seems likely that Bruno . . . would have
appealed to thinkers such as Harriot and
Marlowe", by p. 113 "through his contact with
Thomas Harriot, Walter Raleigh, and others,
Marlowe had become intensely aware of the
importance of the occult tradition''. Little in the
preceding 112 pages justifies this assertion. It's a
long haul to get to the three plays which we
expect to be at the heart of the book: on p. 100 we
are still moving towards them.
There is exaggeration in some implications,
e.g. the choice of adverb in "Ben Jonson alludes
prominently to Dee and Kelley's trip to Bohemia
. . . " (p. 87), and in the suggestion that numerous
alchemical works were available in late 16th
century London (p. 93). There were surely only
two alchemical treatises printed in England, in
1591 and 1597.
There are some interesting hints: possible
connexions between Helen's kiss and the Cabalistic mors osculi; the possibility of esoteric
interpretation of myth in Faustus, especially of
Faustus as dismembered Actaeon at the play's
end, although Actaeon's commonplace signification as unlawful cravings is equally probable.
Mebane's suggestion would be interesting to
pursue in relation to Gaveston's imagined
masque with the device of Actaeon va Edward II.
It is interesting for a play with at least two other
alchemical quibbles to discover on p. 181 that
"tempest" is an alchemical technicality, but
Mebane doesn't give proper authority for this
meaning. OED doesn't record it and Shumaker's
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Occult Sciences in the Renaissance, which
Mebane cites, doesn't precisely support him.
Many assertions are unsupported: "Each of
these playwrights was thoroughly familiar with
the philosophical, social and political implications of Hermetic/Cabalist magic . . . " (p. 4). A
footnote on p. 206 says ' 'there is sound historical
and textual evidence for us to believe that
Marlowe, Shakespeare and Jonson are responding primarily to the Hermetic/Cabalist tradition", but it's difficult to find either kind
displayed, and some opportunities are missed.
For all the time spent on Agrippa's De vanitate
(pp. 61-71), nothing much is made of its possible
influence on Faustus's opening soliloquy. One
could argue for at least one sort of 'occult tradition' when on p. 124 Dr Faustus is quoted,
Emperors and Kings,
Are but obey'd in their seuerall Provinces:
Nor can they raise the winde or rend the
cloudes.
Mebane translated on p. 25 Theologia Platonica
where Ficino claims purified souls can "gather
the clouds together in rain, drive away fogs",
which is surely in Agrippa's mind in De occulta
philosophia, III vi,
. . . ac theologicis istis virtutibus elevati
imperant dementis, pellunt nebulas, citant
ventos, cogunt nubes in pluvias . . . .
Marlowe could have read De occultaphilosphia:
the 1550 edition in the library of Corpus Christi,
Cambridge may have been there in his time.
Chapters on the plays are sensible but unremarkable: we learn that Dr Faustus has an
orthodox framework but heterodox content.
The chapter on The Alchemist, the play with the
most dense occult content, is slight as is that on
The Tempest. The chapter on Jonson as the
writer of masques is better.
This book started life as a doctoral thesis, but
the bibliography shows signs of recent scholarship, as well as essays on Dr Faustus written in
the 1960s. Although text and bibliography
mention Stephen Greenblatt (who shares
Faustus's necromantic "desire to speak with the
dead"), it's strange that there are no traces of new
historicist approaches in a study of what must be
the perfect new historicist subject.
GARETH ROBERTS

Letters to Lalage: The Letters of Charles
Williams to Lois Lang-Sims,
Introduction by GLEN CAVALIERO
Kent State University Press, 1989, £14.95.
"If I have written at all clumsily, excuse that too.
I so profoundly believe that the Way is in these
things—so, and not otherwise it happens. And if
the Way is dim—well, it is." Lois Lang-Sims
says that it is the third of these sentences, which
come from near the end of the longest of the
series of letters which Charles Williams wrote to
her between September 1943 and April 1944,
that of all the correspondence "has impressed
itself most deeply on my memory''. And indeed,
the fascination of this book, as of much of
Charles Williams's writing, lies in his exposition
of how the Way to glory—perfection—heaven—
God, is visible in the actual, the factual, the
going on of events, particularly in falling in love,
and in his persuasive admission of how difficult
it is nevertheless to see and follow this Way.
For readers of The Powys Review there is a
special further interest in the brief, but quite
elaborate analogy which Glen Cavaliero draws
between Williams and John Cowper Powys in
his introduction. Both, he points out, were
novelists, poets, philosophers and critics, who
were also lecturers able virtually to mesmerise
their audiences, were concerned with sexual sublimation, admitted to sadistic fantasies, and,
being both "conscious of their almost thaumaturgic powers" and wary of exploiting them,
' 'protected their sensitivity with an elaborate use
of courtly manners and verbal qualifications".
With all this to be said about the interest of the
book, it must be added that it should on no
account be read except alongside A.M. Hadfield's second life of Williams, Charles
Williams: An Exploration of his Life and Work
(1983). The letters are all from Charles Williams:
Lois Lang-Sims's letters were long ago lost, and
the substitutes for them a commentary from
memory, on the whole following the picture
given in her autobiography^ Time to be Born,
though at times correcting it.
The picture is powerful and vivid. So far as
there is a popular picture of Charles Williams,
Lois Lang-Sims's account, particularly in the
autobiography, seems to have played a large part
in fashioning it, either directly or indirectly. This
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can be seen most recently in the half-satiric, halfadmiring portrayal of Albion Pugh in A.N.
Wilson's novel Daughters of Albion, many
details of whose life and character are unmistakably drawn from Williams (although of
course there are characteristics which are not,
interestingly again including one—the nature of
some of his novels—reminiscent of J.C. Powys:
two of these novels relate to Arthur and Moses,
which are credible for Williams, but two to
Glastonbury and Heme the Hunter, which
suggest a mysticism of the earth important in
Pugh and much more like Powys). The picture is
of a mage-like man, of supernatural concerns
and perhaps preternatural powers, at variance
with a shabby, unattractive appearance and
voice, who derives his emotional satisfaction
from involvements, passionate, tyrannical and
exploitative, although sublimated, with a series
of girls whom he encourages to believe that the
woman with whom he actually lives tyrannises
over him.
A.N. Wilson's picture somewhat stresses the
shabby side of this. L. Lang-Sims's mixes it with
the assertion of Williams's near sanctity, deep
and genuine suffering and, finally, his having his
"true region", as he said of his mythical poet
Taliesin, i n ' 'the summer stars". It is also for her
mixed with the question about which she first
wrote to him, having read his book The Figure of
Beatrice and about which in the end she to some
extent broke with him. A great deal of
Williams's thought is based on the fact that
people in love often find it easy to behave to the
beloved with that extravagant generosity which
Christian ethics demands—recognising it to be
difficult—that we show to everybody: that
people behave like this because they seem to see
that the beloved is worth it, with a mixture of
projection, and what can be very shrewd perception of what the beloved is capable of at the
best: and that "see" is no metaphor, because
whatever the lover sees in the beloved is visible in
the body—not necessarily in a directly sexual
way, but in some comfort, life, stability, magnificence, grace, or even menace. Williams's
belief, which he thought was the meaning of
Dante's Beatrice, was that people in love are
seeing their beloved in glory, as God devises
them. In Williams's own experience, his belief,
which he originally evolved in relation to his wife
Florence, was tested by his falling in love with a
colleague at work, Phyllis Jones, without his
ever finally breaking his relationship to
Florence. And it was made more complex by his
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trying, seriously though with qualifications and
humour, to put into practice with his various
friends the implications of the theory that a
Christian should behave like a lover to everyone.
Few who knew him, I think, have ever denied
that his loving kindness was genuine and
amazing: many who know of him feel that his
language was often highflown and his behaviour
occasionally odd.
He and his doctrine proved attractive to
people, like Lois Lang-Sims when she was
writing to him, who were suffering from unrequited love, since it enabled them to take
seriously, and draw some good out of the pain
they manifestly felt. She has since thought that it
made her take it too seriously, and unnecessarily
prolonged it. Even at the time, it made her ask
the question from beginning to end of the correspondence, "What is the relation between the
glorious figure whom the lover sees and the
actual person?" In her commentary, she has
decided that except in very rare cases, there is
none. In particular, she has decided that the
figure which Williams, following out his normal
practice with his friends, made of her when, at
her invitation, he became in effect her spiritual
director, had no relation to herself: that he was
not interested in her actual plight, but only in
what he could make of it as a heavenly task: and
that in maintaining his figure of her, he behaved
tyrannically, creating an unequal relationship in
which the terms were "wholly, down to the
minutest detail" created by him.
Now, even on internal evidence these conclusions may be doubted. Whatever is true of the
terms—and it is certainly true that the language
in which Williams offers advice is idiosyncratic
and refers continually to his Arthurian poems
and other writings—almost every initiative in the
relationship was undoubtedly taken by Lois
Lang-Sims. And even without her letters, most
of the content of Williams's letters clearly shows
itself to be written in response to questions she
has asked and situations she has asked about.
Williams gives her what looks like fairly good
advice on how to deal with her moods and ideas,
how to behave to the young man with whom she
is unhappily in love, to his mother, and to her
own mother, and even what to think of the
special relationship which she believes herself to
have with her dead brother. And as for herself, it
is hard to think of a better description than
Williams's humorous and courteous "you—it
may or may not surprise you to know—for all
your docility have a certain lioness-effect
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calculated to scare most . . . Masters? let me
blush and use the word". Exactly so she comes
across in her commentary.
She believes that Williams's relation with his
wife was similarly strained and unreal. Late in
her friendship with him she was living within ten
minutes of his home in London, where his wife
was, and suggested meeting there rather than in
Oxford, where his firm was. His answer was that
London was difficult because his times with his
wife "are so short; and because the only way of
making marriage through these years is to keep
these times for it". She thinks he was unnecessarily devious and that his wife would have
accepted her presence: but that "Charles was
incapable of behaving naturally in any context".
She knew both husband and (after his death)
wife: it is only on general grounds that it seems to
me by no means unnatural behaviour in a
husband to be reluctant to ask his wife to give up
some of their insufficient time together to entertain a beautiful, intelligent, demanding girl who
—and this is surely important—must have been
rather like herself thirty years earlier.
Mrs Hadfield's book gives good evidence that
the last three or four years of Williams's life were
a time of renewed love between him and his wife,
in which he recognised the uniqueness of his
relationship to her, the only relationship he says
that now remains to him which he does not have
to start again at every meeting. Lois Lang-Sims's
picture is very different: she believes that he was
still dominated by his love for Phyllis Jones
(although in one of his letters to her he says that
the pains caused by that love are "now not very
present"); that his love for Phyllis Jones wholly
superseded his love for his wife, and that the
other women with whom he corresponded, like
herself, were substitutes for the lost Phyllis. If
Mrs Hadfield's various evidence is valid, this
other picture is simply not true: and the likely
explanation, which fits the letters to Lois-asLalage perfectly well, is that, simply because he
thought it would help her in her depressed state,
he revived for her his own similar sufferings a
decade and more earlier.
Lois Lang-Sims's relationship with Charles
Williams is of particular interest partly because it
was untypical. She had no formal backing to her
relationship with him, no continuing occasion of
—meeting, like the teaching and the work in the
Oxford University Press which were the background of all his other friendships with women:
and after she broke with him, the relationship,
although it tentatively began again, never really
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developed further; very possibly, if one follows
Mrs Hadfield, because he was growing tired, and
quite certainly because he died. If he had lived
another five years, the powerful and peculiar
impression he left on Lois Lang-Sims would
perhaps have been modified: the two occasions
when he struck her with a ruler (which on the
fragmentary evidence she provides may have
satisfied a sadistic libido in him, but sounds as if
they were primarily intended not to hurt but to
shock, a punishment like a Zen master's for day
dreaming), the one occasion when he hugged her
without further movement for some time, even
the occasion when he met her by accident in an
underground train and blushed to the roots of
his hair—would probably have become subdued
in importance to other memories. In fact, the
book itself could be taken as suggesting that the
personal events are in Lois Lang-Sims's mind
only the less important part of a complex where
his writings dominate. In its vivid, fragmentary
and I suspect misleading state, Letters to Lalage
reminds me by contrast of a remark I once heard
from another woman who knew and admired
him from 1931 to his death, and of course after:
"Poor Charles: why couldn't they let him be an
ordinary man?"
STEPHEN MEDCALF
Rivermen: A Romantic Inconography of the
River and the Source,
FREDERIC S. COLWELL
McGill-Queen's University Press, 1989, £24.25.
Locating in "the symbolic riverscape" of
Romantic poetry a "confluence of myth and
psychology" (p. 186), Rivermen relays its insights
deftly and lightly. For instance, Frederic Colwell
refutes the notion that Shelley's Alastor depicts
"a transcontinental amble towards transcendence" (p. 154); instead, thepoems's "geography",
in his illuminating view, "is indebted to the Greek
historians' accounts of the east, but within its
lineaments there unfolds a landscape of the
mind" (p. 158). Here as elsewhere, the book
avoids the temptation simply to catalogue the
appearances of archetypes in Romantic poetry;
it is, throughout, alive to the poetry as poetry,
and its readings of poems using river-imagery
inventively bear out the assertion that "The
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English Romantic poets brought an unprecedented curiosity and self-consciousness to their
trafficking with the poetic process" (p. 5). A
particularly good example occurs in Colwell's
analysis of Coleridge's underestimated "The
Picture": "underestimated", yet Colwell points
out after tracking its detours, shifts, and final
discovery of direction that the poem, "though
formed in the mould of [Coleridge's] thought,
skirts the province of his deepest feelings" (p.
86).
The Prelude, which like a river "Turns, and
will measure back [its] course" (1850, Bk. 9,1.5),
is a prominent exhibit in Colwell's first chapter;
but he reserves his most interesting remarks, so
far as Wordsworth is concerned, for The River
Duddon sonnets. Colwell relates the poetry's
"fluent dialectic of freedom and restraint" to its
"modulations of rhetoric and unaffected speech"
(p. 26), which gives one a valuable point of entry
into the sonnets while avoiding special pleading.
Coleridgean rivers include the Otter and culminate, creatively, in the sacred river, Alph, which
flows through "Kubla Khan". Colwell's angle of
approach allows him to throw fresh light on this
most mysterious of poems; he is half in love with
a "Jungian account of the energies commanded
by the archetype" (p. 98), but is alert to the
poem's knowledge of failure, commenting on
the ending's "agonized series of unfulfilled conditionals" (p. 100).
Three witty, fascinating chapters on Keats
move from rivers to their nymphs, then to the
leader of the nymphs, Diana, and finally to
Diana's train of bewitching belles dames and

deceiving elves. Colwell discusses the Regency
cult of nympholepsy, drawing this contrast
between Keats's poetry and Hunt's The
Nymphs: "If Keats's poetry was . . . writ in
water, then Hunt's cloud-nepheliad land is
fashioned from blancmange" (p. 107). A reading
of Endymion concedes that the poem's "pace and
narrative thrust . . . are less than compelling" (p.
125), yet discovers considerable awareness on
Keats's part of the potential implications of his
mythic materials. Colwell is, if not a fully paidup Jungian, certainly a fellow traveller, and one
wonders whether his approach to Keats's use of
myth would withstand feminist deconstruction.
In an at least partial answer Colwell, who avoids
any moral belabouring of Keats's obsessions,
makes the intriguing suggestion that "La Belle
Dame sans Merci" offers ' 'a dramatization of the
dreamer's own fears and inadequacies, and we
are unable to judge whether they are reliable or
not" (p. 133). The two chapters on Shelley which
conclude the book sustain its high quality; the
last chapter maps with helpful accuracy The
Witch of Atlas's "mythic orientation in terms of
space and time" (p. 165), focusing on the poem's
closeness to Herodotus for its account of the
Witch's river journey: "if the witch grasps the
tiller, Herodotus guides her hand" (p. 176). This
is an enjoyable, scholarly, thought-provoking
book.
MICHAEL O'NEILL

Green Man: The Archetype of our Oneness with
the Earth
WILLIAM ANDERSON.
Photography by CLIVE HICKS.
Harper Collins, 1990, £14.95.
Following publication of his book The Rise of
the Gothic, author and lecturer William Anderson was assailed by people from all walks of life
wanting to know more about the Green Man, the
leaf-headed figure which appears in so many
churches. This book was written in response to
that interest.
The Green Man image has two main forms.
He is either made entirely of leaves composed to
form his features or he is a human figure which
disgorges vegetation from his mouth or eyes and
ears.
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The Green Man utters life through his
mouth. His words are leaves, the living force
of experience. Anciently he was the prophet
Anderson also argues that human figures
composed of fruits, flowers or other plants are
also to be linked to the image of the Green Man
and gives as an example the Portrait of Emperor
Rudolph II as Autumn by Arcimboldo. Here the
artist has made an entire human form from
detailed arrangements of fruits and vegetables.
If Anderson is correct in making this link then I
suppose Thomas Hardy's Giles Winterborne is
another such:
He looked and smelt like Autumn's very
brother, his face being sunburnt to wheatcolour, his eyes blue as corn-flowers, his
sleeves and leggings dyed with fruit stains, his
hands clammy with the sweet juice of apples,
his hat sprinkled with pips.
Before I am attacked by emaciated feminists
for reviewing a sexist book I hasten to add
mention of Green Women, who although rare
are also given scrutiny. The transformation of
Chloris into the goddess Flora in Botticelli's
Primavera is a very famous example.
By examining the appearance of Green Man
figures, not merely in church architecture but
also in the realms of folklore, legend, mythology, other religions, literature and the visual
arts, throughout the ages and around the world,
Anderson has convincingly demonstrated this is
an image of enduring and universal appeal. Not
content with merely cataloguing examples, the
author also explains what they each meant to
those who created them. That a visual image is
able to mean so many things to different people
puts me in mind of T.S. Eliot's concept: " . . . an
image of the maximum concentration, an image
which combines the precise and concrete with a
kind of almost infinite suggestion."'
Green Man contains numerous photographs
from many churches great and small. Particularly well represented are those in Britain, France
and Germany. As the book is also published in
North America by Harper Collins I was slightly
surprised to find no trans-Atlantic illustration.
However, Anderson does mention that New
York has many examples and cites those at 24
East 95th Street and 56-58 Pine Street. Photographer Clive Hicks has captured a fine and
admirable range of Green men and it is his
photography which predominates among the
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photographs in the book. In view of the subject,
I would however have liked to have seen more
than eight examples in colour.
Some of the images are of fearsome, indeed
pagan aspect, others gentle and benign. Anderson
draws attention to the similarity between the awe
inspiring Green Man of Bamburg and The Green
Knight of Sir Gawain and the Green Knight. If
it was indeed a giant figure such as this which
appeared before the court of King Arthur then
small wonder the brave knights were struck
dumb by his challenge. I wonder if he could be
persuaded to enter Parliament?
Strangely, I found the most human and gentle
of Green Men to be the most terrifying. This is
the haunting The Green Man by modern artist
Alan Caiger-Smith which appears on the front of
the dustwrapper.

Anderson is obviously enthusiastic about the
Gaia hypothesis put forward by James Lovelock
and Lynn Margulis. This is something familiar
to most of the ever increasing numbers of the
environmentally conscious. However, many
people are still unaware of the notion, although
the award winning and enormously popular
BBC TV drama series Edge of Darkness by Troy
Kennedy Martin introduced a very large public
audience in Britain to the idea in the mid-1980s. I
confess I was more than a little disappointed to
see no mention of Edge of Darkness in Green
Man.
I found the claim of the author that the Green
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Man is the complement to Gaia to be very fascinating. Lovelock's original book Gaia: A New
Look at Life on Earth has been succeeded by a
later study which appeared too late for Anderson
to mention. 2
Anderson makes the assertion that there is a
Green Man sleeping inside all mankind. If the
Green Man is indeed there, then this book should
serve to wake him up. However, I fear he may
want to go back to sleep again when he sees this
brave new world of ours. Particularly if nobody
takes any notice of him again!
This is no coffeetable book although dipping
into it at random reveals many delights and
surprises.
TONY HALLETT
NOTES
'T.S. Eliot, "Isolated Superiority", The Dial, vol.
LXXIV, no. 1, Jan. 1928, p. 6.
2
James Lovelock, The Ages of Gaia: A Biography
of Our Living Earth, Oxford University Press, 1989.
See particularly p. 221.

The Letters of John Cowper Powys to Ichiro
Hara,
Edited by ANTHONY HEAD.
Cecil Woolf, 1990, £14.95.
The Letters of John Cowper Powys to Hal W.
and Violet Trovillion,
Edited by PAUL ROBERTS.
Cecil Woolf, 1990, £14.95.
Anthony Head's volume contains 68 letters
written to Ichiro Hara by John Cowper Powys
between March 1953 and February 1962. They
span Powys's final decade and provide abundant
testimony of the author's continuing spirit and
energy in his last years. During the period of the
correspondence, Ichiro Hara was lecturer and
then professor in English Literature at Tokyo's
Waseda University. He had already published
translations of Powys's works, as he would
continue to do after the author's death. His one
visit to the little house in Blaenau Ffestiniog was

made late in the day, in 1961, and Powys was to
write only two more letters to him after that, but
the meeting was the culmination of a warm relationship built on shared interests. Hara was
especially interested in Powys's philosophical
works and much of the substance of the earlier
letters concerns the author's response to Hara's
enquiries about Powys's precise meaning in
certain texts, but the correspondence broadens
to cover wider literary and philosophical maters,
as well as personal concerns, including the
inevitable sorrows of old age and the loss of
loved ones.
Paul Roberts's volume contains 67 letters
written to Hal and Violet Trovillion between
September 1938 and January 1962, though most
are dated in the 1950s. Hal Trovillion, who
owned newspapers in Illinois and also published
a large variety of books on out-of-the-way
subjects, was known to Powys during his
American years, and their relationship was
clearly based on personal friendship as well as on
shared literary interests. The Trovillions were
constantly generous in sending small gifts to
Powys and Phyllis Playter, and there are several
delightful instances in this collection where
Powys dispatches the literary concerns in a brief
sentence and proceeds to elaborate on the joys of
the various delicacies received in food-parcels
from their American friends (especially at the
time of rationing).
Both volumes are elegantly presented and
meticulously edited. As well as the letters themselves, they contain interesting introductory
material, clear and helpful notes, and full and
reliable indexes. Both volumes also contain
useful appendices. The Trovillions volume
includes relevant excerpts from Hal Trovillion's
Faces and Places Remembered, while the Hara
volume reprints Powys's preface to Hara's
edition of The Meaning of Culture, published in
Japan in 1958, and 'Ode to the West Wind', a
Wordsworthian poem composed by Powys's son
Littleton not long before his death. The Hara
volume also includes a list of Powys's publications and of biographical and critical studies.
The editors and the publishers are to be
congratulated on a thoroughly pleasing achievement, and both volumes deserve a place in the
library of anyone seriously interested in the life
and work of John Cowper Powys.
IAN HUGHES

Reviews
William Morris, Selected Poems,
ed. PETER FAULKNER.
Carcanet Press, 1992, £6.95.
William Morris's poetry has not been readily
available for a long time (the Collected Works
appeared 1910-15, less than twenty years after
Morris's death), and Peter Faulkner's new selected edition is welcome as the only one currently
in print. The space, indeed, limits what is
offered, and the selection best represents his
short Arthurian and medieval verse (from The
Defence of Guinevere and the nostalgic, pessimistic, The Earthly Paradise) and the Socialist
poems of his later commitment, which appear in
the extracts from Poems by the Way. Other significant areas of Morris's work do not lend
themselves to anthologies, and his enthusiasm
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for the culture of Northern Europe is represented in short poems from Poems by the Way
rather than Sigurd the Volsung.
Morris was a many-sided genius: poetry was
only one (and not, he thought, the most important) of his gifts. Peter Faulkner, in his masterly
introduction, demonstrates the moral unity
which connects the theorist, the craftsman, the
designer, the socialist, and the poet. From his
early connection with the PRB and GE Street's
office, Morris moved through the schools of
Ruskin and Carlyle into the Arts and Crafts
Movement, and thence to the Socialist League,
always endeavouring to impose his own idealism
on the Utilitarian ethic of the age. His poetry
reflects aspects of all his different gifts, and this
selection indicates them.

BARBARA DENNIS
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